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Introduction

Wisconsin companies are increasingly competing in a world market place. They are
competing for customers who want quality products and services that are designed to meet
their specific needs and sold at competitive prices. In this consumer driven, international
market place, it is important that a company be able to respond quickly to consumer needs
and pmcluce a high quality product. As a result, many of our production, marketing, and
management systems are outdated. For example, it is no longer practical to have a two to
three year lead time in the development of a new product when a competitor can develop a
new model in less than a year.

These conditions are motivating Wisconsin companies to automate more production
processes and develop computer controlled manufacturing systems. Computer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM) is a system that integrates the data Wks for the mariceting, design,
production, and operations portions of the company to develop a mote efficient and
responsive producion system. The Wisconsin VTAE system has recognized the
importance of ClM. Several VTAE districts are developing propams and facilities 1".F
on CIM. CVTAE contacts with these districts through the VTAE Professional
Development Coordinator Project has revealed an interest in a meeting where the district4
could share their programs and discuss the differences. These districts would also like to
have additional input on CIM trends and other new manufacturing techniques. In addition,
some high schools are initiating programs in the CIM area. They are purchasing equipment
and developing curriculum materials. There is a need to articulate high school prioxrams
with the secondary technical college programs. Moreover, there is also a need
opporumity to articulate the two year postsecondary programs with four year university
programs.

Purpose

The purpose of this project is to bring together the postsecondary VTAE technical colleges
and UW-Stout staff members who are working with C1M to discuss current program
content, identify areas that need further development, and determine how these programs
can be articulated. In addition, this project will involve a sample of high schools that are
working on the CIM related Fograms in order to identify areas of articulation between the
high school and postsecondary programs.

Objectives

This project addressed the following objectives:

1. Identify the latest trends in computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) technology.

2. Identify the common components of the C1M programs being offered in the Wisconsin
VTAE System.

3. Specify articulation linkages between two year technical college OM programs and
four year university programs.
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4. Determine logical components for high school technology education programs related to
CIM.

5. Identify articulation linkages between secondary and postsecondary CIM programs and
business and industry.

6. Describe areas in which further curriculum development is needed.

Participants

Participants for the workshop came from three groups. The first group consisted of eight
VTAEs who had either a CIM program course center or cell. A contact person in these
eight schools was identified by Jean Burns, Trade and Industry Consultant, Wisconsin
State Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education (see correspondence from Jean
Burns in Attachment C). These eight schools were invited to attend and provide
informadon about their aM program course center or cell. This group was asked to also
prepare a 15 minute video tape of their CIM set-up as part of their 25 minutepresentation
allotment. Each of these schools were also provided $250 stipend to make the video tape.
A letter (see Attachment B for example of correspondence) was sent directly to the
identified person with copies sent to the assistant director of instructional service.

A second group of participants consisted of the remaining eight school districts. Each was
asked to send two persons to the workshop. A letter was sent to each assistant director
who was asked to fonvard it to the appropriate person(s).

The third group of participants consisted to high school teachers. Because the workshop
was also concerned with articulation between VTAE districts and high school, a high
school was invited tor each VTAE district which had a CIM program. Names of high
school instructors were solicited from Dick Kitzmann, Technolow Education Consultant,
DPI. Other high schools involved in the High Technology Training Project were also
invited.

Letters and follow-up phone calls were made to each VTAE District The final list of
participants may be found in Attachment A.

The Workshop

A two day agenda was developed and followed (see Attachment A). Jean Burns was
consulted during the development of the agenda to ensure consistency with State Board
goals. The overview by industry and the sharing of existing VTAE programs with the
future of CIM rounded out the first day. The topics for the second day highlighted issues
felt to be important for all participants.

Don Manor, Executive Consultant, John Deere Tech Services started off the conference by
presenting "CIM-An Industrial Application." The presentation highlighted a brief history,
the need for the John Deere company to change, how the company changed, the kinds of
new operations brought in, how they were developed and managed, and the status of the
company at the present time. A slide series (see Attachment D for slide script) showed the
latest CM equipment and emphasized the importance of planning. A question and answer
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period followed. A 4.69 mean score out of a possible 5 indicates that participants felt the
presentation was excellent.

Each to the Technical Colleges present then showed their video tape and explained their
CIM program course center or cell. Some provided handouts (see Attachment E) and
indicated participants could make copies of the video. Many questions resulted from these .

presentations. SWe most did not know the extent of what is happening at other colleges
this session was felt to be very useful. A pooled mean score of 4.2 shows hit pardcipants
felt these presentations were between above average to excellent.

Don Manor was also asked to share any comments from an industrial perspective as to the
present technical college CIM programs.

Frank Zenobia, of Frank Zenobia and Associates, made a one hour and forty five minutes
presentation on CIM Concepts and the Future of CIM. See Attachment F for handouts.
While the high school teachers found the presentation very technical, the technical college
participants found the presentation very stimulating. An evaluation score of 4.6 indicates
that participants in general felt the presentation was on the excellent side.

On the morning of day two of the workshop, pardcipants were divided into five groups,
(see Attachment 0 for all group assignments and discussion questions) three technical
college groups and two high school groups. They were also mixed up between groups
since some technical colleiges and high schools sent more than one person. The task of the
small group was to determine the CIM components needed, CIM competencies of future
workers and to identify Articulation Linkages (existing and needed). After a lively
discussion, each group reported their findings to the conference. The groups, participants,
and the comments they presented are listed below.

Group Participants:

Group Leader:

Small Group #1
Morning Worksheet Results

Mary Franson, Virgil Noordyk, Gene Koshak, Terry Tower,
Larry Haller, David Stinnett, Ken Mills

Mary Franson

1 . CIM Components

Human Resources-Most Important
Quality-TAI
Team Building
Committed Employees
F.T. Students in All Programs Need
Individual Program Skills
ClIM in and of Itself Needs Not to Have Hardware-Minor Importance
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2 . CIM Comretencies

Entry Competencies
Math/Communications
Individual Program Competencies

Exit Competencies
Program Specific Skills
How Human Factors Integrate into the Organization
Hunu.:: Factors-Team Work

3 . What Articulation Linkages are Needed

A. With Other Schools/Districts

Colleges need to work torther to select vendors, identify pitfalls, service,
software, hardware, training
Cooperative ventures; three systems-actual, cost, training
State CIM Steering Committee
State Board Leadership - Void with J.B. Departure
We need to help high school teachers recruit students to their programs-stress
implications of math, science engineering, orientation to careers

B. Business and Industry

Companies we work with lead credibility to our programs
Business and industry reps help recruitment
Help improve image of colleges
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Group Participants:

Group Leader:

Small Group 12
Morning Worksheet Results

Merlin Gentz, Jon Stevenson, Jim Tucker, Ed Falck, Chuck
Oestreich, Walt Peters, Mark Durkee

Merlin Gentz

1 . CIM Components

Definit ion: Any factor related to breaking down baniers in communication in an
organization.

Team Building
Group Dynamics
Ego Bustin;
Understanding the Communication Cycle
Organizational Structure
Breaking Down Interdivisional Barriers
Need for Understanding of the Total Business Operation

Definition: Factors Related to Improving What is Presently Being Done.
Understanding of the Purpose of the Organization
Evaluation of Whae You Are
Planning
Goal Setting
Process Improvement
Specific Job Training
Set Up Reduction
J.LT.
Hardware/Software

2 . CIM Competencies

Problem Solving
Critical Thinking
Practical View
Leadership/Pollowship Qualities
Communicadon Skills
Knowledge of Where to Start
Evolutionary Vision
Understanding the "Big" Picture

3 . What Articulation Linkages are Needed

A. With Other Schools/Districts
Real Cooperation

B. Business and Industry

5
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Group Participants:

Group Leader!

Small Group #3
Morning Worksheet Results

Ed Falck, Kevin Lipsky, Robert Housner, John Ross, Steven
Skowronski, Al Hiles, Bill Bulloch

Ed Falck

1. CIM Components

Computers
Professional Growth Technology Outstripping Knowledge Base
Professional Growth Software Not Keeping up With the Need

Technology
Common Data Base
MI
Commonality of Equipment to Fit Within Matrix

Integration
Planning, Protocol and Handshaking, Human Factors
Communications Between People
Protocol, Handshaking, Common Topology
Islands of Automation - Linkage
Drives Plan, Drives Equipment to Match Human Factors

Manufacturing
Process Raw Materials, Products, Services
Look at it as a Business
Methodologies From Beginning to End
Environmental Concerns, Waste
Manage Technological Change

Human
Politics
Business Strategy-Business Plan
Information Strategy-Manage Data
Manufacturing Strategy-How to Reduce Waste, How to Manufacture Efficiently

2 . CIM Competencies
What are the root causes of problems?
Architecture of what it takes to run your business? Chart it!
Understand Process - Lift root and look down on your organization as people!
There are role models out there - Look for them!
Job Satisfaction
Team Involvement, etc.
Networking
State has to be a leader and facilitator
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Group Participants:

Group Leader:

1 . CIM Components

Small Group #4
Morning Worksheet Results

Fred Skebba, David North, Gordon Haag, Marcel Mildbrandt,
Al Miller, Dennis Leonard

Fred Skebba

State Problem - Choose Product
Planning Functions
Design (CAD)
Manufacturing Processes
Hardware
Team Work
Integrate Disciplines

2 . CIM Competencies

Working Togethzr
Developing Pride and Appreciation for Quality
Know Conmpts of Running an Enterprise
Computer Literacy
Know CIM Components
Basic Skills:
- Math
- Communications, etc.

7
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Small Group #5
Morning Worksheet Results

Group Participants: Gary Leonard, Mike W. Bird, Steve Prahl, Dave Peterson, Al
Pins, Robert Zuleger, Ray Price

Group Leader: Gary Leonard

1 . CIM Components
Basic Skills
Applications
MI Awareness
Haidware
Software
Mergering Technologies
Recommended Core Courses
Team Teaching

2 . CIM Competencies-Knowledge of:
Business Management
Material Processes
Marketing & Distribution
Engineering & Research
Manufacturing Production
Accessing Information

3 . What Articulation Linkages are Needed:
A. What Other Schools/Districts

Shared Resources
Shared Equitifirent
Shared S
Team Teaching
2 + 2
Articulated Competencies
Common Needs Assessment
Curriculum Development
Distance Learning
Staff Development
Advisory Committee
Mentoring
Communication

B. Business and Industry
Shared Resources
Shared Equipment
Work Place Competencies
Curriculum Development
Internship/Job Sharing
Advisory Committee
Mentoring
Field Trips

8
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The commonality of CIM components, competencies ard existing and future aniculation
became apparent. One of the groups decided to define each item which established the
parameters fir their discussion and repordng. Prank Zenobia and Bob Meyer were asked
to comment as each vow completed their report and answered questions fmm the rest of
the participants. A mean score of 4.28 shows that the participants felt this session was
between ae average to excellent.

The afternoon session dealt with CIM mission/position statement, curriculum needs and the
future direction of C1M. The participants were redivided into five groups mixing the VTAE
and high school. Each group spent one and one half huur in discussion and then reported
to the conference. Their summary comments by group follows.

9
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Small Group #1
Afternoon Workshett Results

Group Participants: Dennis Leonard, Gene Koshak, Fred Skebba, Mark Durkee,
John Ross, Bob Zuleger, Jon Stevenson

Group Leader: John Ross

1 . CIM Mission/Position Statement
Secondary

Team work-cross boundaries
Concerns-latitude/release time
Awareness
Learning about enterprise
Junior achievement
Articulation with postsecondary
Professional growth activities for faculty
Networking
Promote change
Remove barriers between program areas
Educate the public about CIM concepts
Encourap involvement of multiple advisory committees
Networking-internally/externally
Deliver to business industry
Articulate CIM to secondary environment
Help organizations integrate activities
Involve professional organizations to support CIM efforts
Actively pursue industry
Support for CIM educational efforts
Promote imap change

2 . Curriculum Needs

Good video on the concepts of CIM
Netwoddn

PC technology
Innmus concepts
Curriculum time
Integration of all concepts
How to set up teaching of CIM concepts
Access to common data base of curriculum
Develoe network of resources/people
Interfacing equipment

3 . Future Direction of CIM for Wisconsin
Network between all involved
Integrate our strengths

10
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Small Group #2
Afternoon Worksheet Results

Group Participants: Al Pitts, Tary Tower, Jim Tucker, Robert Housner, David
North, Gary Lwnard, Ray Price

Group Leader: Al Pitts

1 . CIM Miulon/Position Statement

&Ascot students in the concepts of the integration of computer and human resources
for all elements of business and industry.

2 . Curriculum Needs

The CIM enterprise addresses the exchange of data within an organization. As
educators we propose to use CIM to improve our delivery of education and training.

We also prwose that all students graduating from Wisconsin schools have a
fundamental understanding of CIM and can apply CIM concepts in the world of work.

3 . Future Direction of CIM for Wisconsin

1 1
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Small Group #3
Afternoon Worksheet Results

Group Participants: Ken Mills, Larry Haller, Ed Falck, Steven Skowronski, Gordon
Haag, Mike W. Bird

Group Leader: Ken Mills

1 . CIM Mission/Position Statement

Include a statewide leadership initiation.
Process of involvement.
Structure to provide the linkage between the schools (Include communication).
Need for industrial support
Level of commitment
Vertical articulation
Emphasis on human elements
Curriculum structure

2 . Curriculum Needs

Pivcess/system for identifying and sharing curriculum need
Dollars with a resource plan.
Ongoing staff development with a requirement for technical college staff to train
secondary staff.
Technical college staff should make themselves available to secondary board and
administration to present information on C1M.

3 . Future Direction of CIM for Wisconsin.

Complete mission statement
Steering committee (report to state VTAE/DPI)
Define CIM and set plan for the future
Industrial group - statewide should be advisor to state technical steering committee.
Involved school/college needs to make commitment.
High school technical preparation curricula to help guide students to tech colleges.
CIM can be taught at secondary school on small project team - costly equipment is
not needed.
Help technical colleges develop CIM.
CIM will change in the future - need to plan for ongoing change.
Technical colleges and universities need to be tied into serving industry.

12
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Small Group *4
Afternoon Worksheet Results

Group Participants: Merlin Gentz, David Stinnett, Chuck Oestreich, Al Hines,
Marcel Mildbrandt, Steve Prahl

Group Leadet . Merlin Gentz

1 . CIM Mission/Position Statement
High School

Awareness to CIM strategies. The concept must be presented to students. Point
the big picture.

Technical College

Intevate the CIM strategies across the business and technical curriculums.
Graduates are the change agents in business and industry.
Prepare the technicians who install and service.

College

Graduates provide the leaders to implement CIM. Understand the theory and
process.

2 . Curriculum Needs

Common objectives and goals need to be established. Define terms.
Instructors need to have opportunity to meet and identify competencies and
determine when they should be addreued or taught.
Dual credit and transfer credit arrangements and agreements need to be established.
2+2+2 arrangements should be developed, implemented and evaluated.

3 . Future Direction of CIM for Wisconsin

Develop additional experiences for managers and faculty memben to jointly meet to
develop a state plan which stretches across secondary and poatsecondary education.
Establish a state task force to develop the state plan for education in CIM.
Professional development opportunities must be provided for managers and faculty
alike.
Look for alternative sources of funding.
Sharing - at a much higher level. (Equipment, facilities, staff, etc.)

13
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Small Group #5
Afternoon Worksheet Results

Group Participants: Virgil Noordyk, Walt Peters, Kevin Lipsky, Bill Bulloch, Al
Miller, Dave Peterson

Group Leader: Virgil Noordyk

1. CIM Mission/Position Statement
Secondary Mission
To develop within the student an awareness of the computer integrated enterprise to
assist them in maldng decisions concerning career choice.

Technical College
To develop within the student an understanding of how their occupational vecialty
impacts the computer integrated enterprise. To transfer computer integrated
manufacturing technology to business and industry.

2 . Curriculum Needs
Technology Education
Relate Transportation

Communication to CIE
Construction

- Manufacturing
Common curriculum data base
Staff upgrading

3 . Future Direction of CIM for Wisconsin
Total implementation of am is essential if Wisconsin's business and industry is to
remain competitive in the global market.

The afternoon session concluded with Jim Urness addressing the conference and
discussing the need to deal with Computer Integrated Manufacturing across the state.
Many questions were asked about a follow-up to tids confaence. Jim concluded by stating
that this conference was a good start to address the CIM needs across the state. Future
direction might be through a task force or advisory committee.

Each participant was awarded a Certificate of Completion and asked to complete an
evaluation form (see Attachment H).

Credit was applied for at UW-S tout and arranged through the Industrial Marketing
Department. Participants could sign up for credit by paying the segregated fee of $10.40
for vaduate and $13.28 for undergraduate. Twenty-six of the participants opted for
gruate or undergraduate credit.

14
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Evaluation Results:

Each participant was asked to complete an evaluation form (see Attachment H) before
leaving the conference. Session results have been discussed in the section above and show
a high mean school indicating participantr, were very pleased. Participants were also asked
to in.licate what they liked about the workshop and what they would like to improve. lheir
comments are listed below:

6 . What did you like best about the workshop?

The opportunity for administrators and instructors from DPI, VTAE and the
University to discuss CIK
Depth of discussion.
Sharing of information and insight into other districts and schools.
Discussion level.
Good exchange with secondary.
Too much to mention.
Common interest and direction of programs.
The fact that secondary schools were included.
Sharing, networking.
The ability to interact with technical school instructors.
Bob Meyer and Frank Zenobia
Open communication, good exchange of information, excellent spirit among
participants, good management and planning. Kudo's to Howard Lee, Tim Mero,
Orville Nelson.
Small groups.
Quality of presentations, networking with other schools.
Getting together.
The cAnination of a statewide initiative was the highlight-we now will be able to
move ahead.
I believe something significant will be a result of the conference. Good job!
Sharing.
Seeing what is happening in other districts and in the industry today. The small
group discussions were also great!
Group interaction, small group discussions.
Helping the VTAE to get together and give direction to CIM.
Interaction and sharing of experiences, etc., by all members of the conference.
Bringing in resources like Don Manor and Frank Zenobia.
All t. e levels meet *rther.
Everyone on all levels Md input. I liked this. Also we had direction and I feel
some committees will be developed and some progress will be made for all tech.
ed programs in CIM.
Just to have the opportunity to be involved was most worthwhile. Good start on
communications.
Technical college presentations gave a good picture of CIM. Small groups with
secondary and postsecondary were very good.
This was a very worthwhile workshop! Good organization and excellent food and
accommodations.
Very good workshop. Thanks!
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7 . What could be improved?
Continue the effort.
Articulation and sharing of information between secondary schools and tech
schools.
Continue this service.
What needs to be done to successfully integrate this.
Better pictures on the Stout presentadon.
Day was too long.
Better mom.
Include business leaders in future meetings to get their guidance/approval on what
we are doing.
Need follow-up to implement recommendations.
I think a "study group" meeting, at the "buck," (informal get-together), could do
more to break clown the barriers and create friendships, than some meetings could.
I would suggest it be done at the end of the first day.
Probably the best individual objective conference attended - information - education
and direction.
Continue the good work. I am pleased I was here and feel it was very worthwhile.
It was all very good.
If possible, more time for presenters, such as Frank and Don.
Some of the reports could be a little shorter, especially the first day, because of the
long drive.
Communications to share, "do not redevelop the wheel." Involve other schools,
DPI. Expand DPI/VTAE articulation projects.
It was embarrassing to see the UW-Stout person have poor transparencies and
slides in backwards!

Conclusions:
1. Evaluation results and feedback from participants indicate that this was an above

average to excellent conference.

2. Participants felt that the District sharing of their programs was important and useful.

3. It was apparent by the presentations that each district tends to emphasize certain aspecu
of CIM. 'They also recognize the commonality as evidenced by their summaries of the
groups discussions.

4. A follow-up meeting in the future was suggested by a number of pardcipants to see
how Districts have progressed.

5. A definite need expressed was to develop a task force or advisory committee to suggest
future direction of CIM across the State.

6. The interaction of postsecondary and secondary teachers was positive. Articulation
efforts continue to be a major thrust of the State, and the process used in this workshop
facilitated cooperation.

7. The networking among technical colleges was felt to be extremely useful. All districts
felt they could learn from each other and they now have a contact to share information
with.
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CIM Conference
June 6, 1990

AGENDA

Day 1

Ballroom AB
University of Wisconsin-Stout
Student Center

Registration and Coffee 8:15 - 8:45

Welcome and Workshop Objectives - Orville Nelson 8:45 - 9:00

Presenter: CIM-An Industrial Application 9:00 - 10:00
Don Manor, John Deere

Break and Discussion 10:00 - 10:15

Technical College Presentations
Chippewa Valley Technical College 10:15 - 10:50
Fox Valley Technical College 10:50 - 11:25
Gateway Technical College 11:25 - 12:00

Lunch (Ballroom C) - Continue Discussion 12:00 - 1:00

Technical College Presentations (con't.)
Lakeshore Technical College 1:00 - 1:35
Milwaukee Area Technical College 1:35 - 2:10
Northcentral Technical College 2:10 - 2:45
Break and Discussion 2:45 - 3:00
Western Wisconsin Technical College 3:00 - 3:35

CIM at UW-Stout - Bob Meyer 3:35 - 4:10

General Discussion/Questions 4:10 - 5:00

Infnrmal Discussion (Ballroom C) 5:00 - 5:45

Dinner (Heritage Room) 5:45 - 6:45

Speaker (Ballroom A): Future of CIM 6:45 - 7:45
Frank Zenobia
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CIM Conference
June 7, 1990

AGENDA

Day 2

Ballroom AB
University of Wisconsin-Stout
Student Center

Orientation to the Objectives
for the day - Orville Nelson

8:30 - 8:45

Small Group Discussions (Groups comprised
of a cross-section of participants.)

* CIM Components
* CIM Competencies
* Articulation Linkages
* Break at,10:00

8:45 - 10:45

Small Group Reports (10 min. each) 10:45 - 11:45

Lunch and Disnussion (Ballroom C) 11:45 - 12:45

Small Group Discussions 12:45 - 2:45
(Groups formed by Education Level -
secondary and technical Jolleges

* CIM mission/position statement
for:
- High School Programs
- Technical College Programs
- College Programs

* Curriculum development work
needed

* Future Direction

Break and Discussion 2:45 - 3:00

Small Group Presentations 3:00 - 4:00

Wrap-up - James Urness 4:00 - 4:20

Evaluation 4:20 - 4:35

Adjourn
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CIM Conference Participant List
June 6-7, 1990

Mike W. Bird
La Crone Area School District
Central High School
1801 Losey Blvd. South
LaCrosse, WI 54601

Bill Bulloch
Program Mgr. - Mfg. Technology
Waukesha C.ounty Technical College
800 Main Street
Pewaukee, WI 53072

Mark S. Durkee
Mechnical Design Instructor
Madison Area Technical College
3550 Anderson Street
Madison, WI 53704

Ed Falck
Dean, Trade & Industry
Lakeshore Technical College
1290 North Avenue
Cleveland, WI 53015

Mary Franson
Trade and Industry Supervisor
Chippewa Valley Technical College
620 West Clairmont Avemue
Eau Claire, WI 54701-1098

Merlin Gentz, Vice President
Academic Affairs
Fox Valley Technical College
1825 North Bluemound Drive
Appleton, WI 54913-2277

Gordon Haag
Lakeland Union High School
8669 Old Highway 70 West
Minocqua, WI 54548

Larry Haller
Electmnics Technician
Lakeshore Technical College
1290 North Avenue
Cleveland, WI 53015

Al Hiles
Machine Tool
Northeast Technical College
2740 West Mason Street
P.O. Box 19042
Green Bay, WI 54307-9042
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Robert Housner
Machine Shop
Blackhawk Technical College
6004 Prairie Road
PO Box 5009
Janesville, WI 53547-5009

Gene Koshak
Mechnanical Design
Northcentral Technical College
1000 Campus Drive
Wausau, WI 54401

Dennis Leonard, Instructor
Wausau East High School
708 Fulton Street
Wausau, WI 54401

Gary Leonard, LVEC
Wausau East High School
708 Fulton Street
Wausau, WI 54401

Kevin Lipsky
Pacicaging Machinery
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College
1019 South Knowles
New Richmond, WI 54017

Marcel Mildbrandt
Oshkosh North High
1100 W. Smith Avenue
Oshkosh, WI 54901

Al Miller
Washington Park High School
1901 12th Street
Racine, WI 53403

Kenneth Mills, Vice President
Academic Affairs
Northcentral Technical College
1000 Campus Drive
Wausau, WI 54401

Virgil Noordyk
Dean, Technical Education
Fox Valley Technical College
1825 North Bluemound Drive
PO Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54913-2277



CIM Conference Participant List
June 6-7, 1990

David North, Instructor
Baldwin-Woodville Area School District
1000 - 13th Avenue
Baldwin, WI 54002

Chuck Oestreich
Machine Tool
Mid-State Technical College
500 - 32nd Street North
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494

Walt Peters
Trade & Industry Coordinator
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical ColLge
505 Pine Ridge Drive
HCR 69, Box 10B
Shell Lake, WI 54871

Dave Peterson, Instructor
Osseo-Fairchild High School
13th & Francis
Osseo, WI 54758

Al Pitts, Administrator
Vocational Education
Racine Unified School District
2220 Northwestern Avenue
Racine, WI 53403

Steve Prahl, Instructor
Lakeland Union High School
8669 Old Highway 70 West
Minocqua, WI 54548

Ray Price
North High School
1042 School Avenue
Sheboygan, WI 53081

John Ross
Associate Dean, Business & Marketing
Fox Valley Technical College
1825 North Bluemound Drive
PO Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54913-2277

Fred Skebba, LVEC
Lakeland Union High School
8669 Old Highway 70 West
Minocqua, WI 54548

Steven Skowronski, CNC
Milwaukee Area Technical College
700 West State Street

Milwaukee, WI 53233

Jon Stevenson
Fox Valley Technical College
1825 North Bluemound Drive
PO Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54913-2277

David Stinnett
Electrical Technology
Milwaukee Area Technical College
700 West State Street
Milwaukee, WI 53233

Terry Tower
Trade & Industty
Gateway Technical College - Racine Campus
1001 South Main Street
Racine, WI 53403-1582

Tim Tucker
Electromechanical
Northcentral Technical College
1000 Campus Drive
Wausau, WI 54401

Charles Wright
Grantsburg School District
Box 9
Grantsburg, WI 54840

Robert Zuleger, Instructor
Wausau West High School
1200 West Wausau Avenue
Wausau, WI 54401
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ATTACHMENT B

Letters



«Data CIM T&I Coord. Mailing Label

April 9, 1990

«One 1
«line 20
«line 3*
«line Ats
«line 50

Dear «salutation*

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

MENOMONIE
UT

WISCONSIN 54751

The Wisconsin State Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education and the Center for
Vocational, Technical and Adult Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout are conducting
a staff development project to bring together the postsecondary VTAE technical colleges
and the University of Wisconsin-Stout members who are working with Computer
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). Project participants will:

1. discuss program content
2. identify areas that need further development
3. determine how these programs can be articulated

In addition, the project will involve a sample of high schools that are working on CIM
related programs in order to identify areas of articulation between high schools and
postsecondary programa.

The specific objectives of the project are listed on the attachment along with the
June 6-7, 1990, agenda.

We are asking your district to participate in this workshop by:

1. Developing a five to seven minute video tape of your CIM cell/program.
You will be reimbursed $250 for this video tape.

2. Present a twenty-five minute overview of your CIM cell/program during
the first day of the conference. This time will include the five to seven
minute video tape.

3. Sending one or two participants to the workshop. These people will make
the presentation.

Please complete the attached registration form and send it to the address indicated on the
form by Wednesday, May 9, 1990. A confirmation letter will be sent to registered
participants prior to the workshop.
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Page 2
CIM Staff Development
April 9, 1990

Lunches during the June 6-7, 1990, workshop and the banquet dinner meal on June
6, will be covered by the project. A single occupancy room has been reserved for your
College at the Best Western Holiday Manor Hotel. The project will pick up one room per
school presenting. Send the name(s) of the participants from your district. We will
contact the motel. Please do not contact the motel directly. The project will also
reimburse each district for one vehicle (round trip).

We are looking forward to your involvement in clarifying the scope and direction of CIM
in the State of Wisconsin.

Sincerely,

Howard D. Lee, Co-Director Orville Nelson, Co-Director
(715)232-1251 (715)232-1362

Center for Vocational, Technical and Adult Education
218 Applied Arts Bldg.
Menomonie, WI 54751

drnd
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«DATA C1M-Inst. Services Director

April 9, 1990

«line 1*
«line 2*
«line 3*
«line 4*
«line 5*

Dear «salutation*:

MENOMONIE WISCONSIN 547 i1

The Wisconsin State Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Educatice and the Center for Vocational,
Technical and Adult Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout areconducting a staff development project to

bring together the postsecondary VTAE technical colleges and the University of Wisconsin-Stout members
who are working with Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). Project participants will:

1. discuss program content
2. identify areas that need funher development
3. determine how these programs can be articulated

In addition, the project will also involve a sample of high schools that are working on CIM related

progiams in order to identify areas of articulation between high schools and postsecondary programs.

The specific objectives of the project are listed on the attachment along with the June 6-7. 1990, agenda.

Your district is invited to send a participant W this workshop. Please complete the attached registration

form and send it to the address indicated on the form by Wednesday, May 9, 1999. A confirmation
letter will be sent to registered participants prior to the workshop.

Mileage and motel costs for your participant will NOT by covered by the project.
Meals and coffee breaks will be provided through the project.

Call the Best Western Holiday Manor Hotel (715-235-9651) directly for lodging arrangements, noting you

are attending the CIM Workshop. A block of moms has been reserved. We are looking forward to your

participation in the project.

Sincerely,

Howard D. Lee, Co-Director Orville Nelson, Co-Director

(715) 232-1251 (715) 232-1362

Center for Vocational, Technical and Adult Education
218 Applied Arts Building

Enclosures: Objectives
Allen&
Registration Form (C)
Return Envelope

cz: District Director
T & I Coordinator
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«DATA CIM-High Tech Mailing Labels

April 9, 1990

«line 1*
«line 2*
«line 3*
«We 4*
«line 5*

Dear *salutation*:

MENOMONIE WISCONSIN 54751

The Wisconsin State Board of Vocaticoal, Technical and Adult Education and the Center for Vocational,
Technical and Adult Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout are conducting a staff development project to
bring together the postsecondary VTAE technical colleges, University of Wisconsin-Stcot staff members,
and high school teachers who are interested in Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). Project
participants will:

1. discuss pmgram content
2. identify areas that need further development
3. determine how these programs can be articulated

The specifx objectives of the project are listed on the attachment along with the June 6-7, 1990, agenda.

We are inviting your district to send a participant to this workshop. It is recommended that a technology
education teacher be selected to attend. Please complete the attached registration form and send it to the
address indicated on the form by Wednesday, May 9, 1990. A confwmation letter will be sent to
registered participants prior to the workshop.

The Center for Vocational, Technical and Adult Education through its High Technology project will cover
the travel costs of one teacher from your school district. Your participant will be reimbursed for mileage at
$24 per mile and meal costs while at the Conference. Meal costs en route to and from the Conference will
not be covered. The motel reservation will be mrde through our office. Please fill out the enclosed form
and return it to us. This information will be axed to make the motel reservation.

Because of space limitaions ond the small group discussion sessions we will not be able to accept more
than one persco from each school. We are looking for ward to yorw involvement in clarifying the scope and
direction of CIM in the State of Wisconsin.

Sincerely,

Howard D. Lee, Co-Director Orville Nelson, Co-Director
(715) 232-1251 (715) 232-1362

Center for Vocational, Technical and Adult Education
218 Applied Arts Building
Menomonie, WI 54751

Enclosures: Objectives
Allende
Registration Form (B)
Return Envelope
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CIM Conference

Registration Form A

Directions: Please identify the people who will attend the
conference below. Also, indicate who will make the presentation on
your college's CIM program. Return by May 9.

1. Name Date

School Address

City State Zip

Home Address

City State Zip

Phone: School ( ) Home (

2. Name Date

School Address

City State Zip

Home Address

City State Zip

Phone: School j ) Home I )

This information will be tiled to reserve a motel room for your
participants and register them for the Conference.

Please return to: Howard Lee
Center for Vocational, Technical

and Adult Education
University of Wisconsin-Stout
Menomonie, WI 54751
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April 16, 1990 MENOMONIE WISCONSIN 54751

James Urness
Bureau Director
Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Technical

and Adult Education
310 Price Place
P. 0. Box 7874
Madison, WI 53707

Dear Jim:

Thank you for agreeing to provide the wrap-up for the Computer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM) Workshop on June 7, 1990, from 4:00 - 4:20 p.m. in
Ballroom B and C of the Student Union of the University of Wisconsin-Stout.
The agenda for the two day workshop is attached. You are welcome to join us
earlier and participate in the workshop. If you feel others at the Board are
interested in this workshop, have them join us. Let us know who will be
attending so we can get an accurate meal count.

You can call the Best Western Holiday Manor Motor Lodge, Menomonie, WI
(715-235-9651 or 1-800-528-1234), to make a room reservation. Please identify
yourself as a CIM Workshop participant.

A map of the University of Wisconsin-Stout is enclosed for your convenience.
Summer school will not start until the following week, and adequate parking
will be available. We will send you a parking permit in May.

Call me if ysu have any questions.

Sincerely,

Howard D. Lee, Co-Director
Center for Vocational, Technical and Adult Education

dm d

Enclosures: Agenda
UW-Stout Map
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ATTACHMENT C

Correspondence from Jean Burns



=EMIL

TO: Orville Nelson, Co-Director CVTAE, UW-Stout
Howard Lee, Co-Director CVTAE, UW-Stout

FROM: Jean Burns

SUBJECT: CIM

DATE: March 9, 1990

Enclosed is a copy cf our "CIM Strategic Plan." Mike Tokheim and I have been

working on this ple to accomplish several things: (1) give us some

guidelines on what to do with regular programming, advance technical
certificate offerings, and technical assistance, (2) give us some guidelines
on funding request, and (3) how to meet our supervisors/coordinators/deans and

instructor needs in the area of CIM. Our office has spent quite a bit of

money thus far on funding "CIM related" activities in the areas of curriculum

development, professional development, and equipment. We would like to use

the expertise we have developed thus far by the use of this money and also
provide an opportunity for the other districts to develop their staff and
curriculum in this area of CIM.

Also enclosed is a "draft" copy of a proposal NTC, LTC, and CVTC are putting
together to assist Mike Tokheim and myself in providing our supervisors/deans
and instructors with education on what CIM is and how it can be applied to
current programs, advance technical certificate offerings as well as to
"technology transfer" activities such as technical assistance.

Your proposed workshop will be another building stone within our plan. We

plan to use your workshop as a kickoff to our activities. We plan to use what

is generated by your workshop as a guide and model to be a part of the NTC,

LTC and CVTC proposal. Thank you :n assisting in this effort.

cc: James Urness, Director of Bureau of Program Development and Operations
Salvatore Notaro, Section Chief, WBVTAE
Mike Tokheim, Business Education Consultant
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COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING/COMPUTER INTEGRATED BUSINESS
STRATEGIC PLAN

GOAL: To meet Business and Industries and students needs in the area of

CIM/CIB.

Objectives:

I. To implement CIM/CIB principles into regular programming where applicable.

2. To develop students to work as a "team member" upon job placement where

applicable.

3. Assist district's supervisors/staff/instructors, as a team, to plan and
implement CIM/CIB concepts into regular programming, CIM Advance Certificates,
technology transfer activities (i.e., technical assistance, customized
training, retraining, etc) where applicable.

Activities:

I. Determine current status of each district in terms of CIM/CIB concepts:
a. Supervisor/staff/instructor development
b. Equipment/ CIM cells and/or centers
c. Programming

d. Materials management/accounting

2. State consultants preparation:
Consultants of the following programs must be involved:

Trade and Industry: Electronics/electromechanical
Fluid Power
Machine Tool
Mechanical Design (CAD)
Industrial Engineering Technician
Manufacturing Engineering Technician
Quality Assurance Technician
Automated Manufactured Systems Technician
Computer Integrated Manufacturing Technician
Industrial Maintenance
Machine Maintenance
Mat, Handling/Equip. Robotics Repair
Printing and Publishing
Welding/Fabrication
Packaging Systems



Business/Marketing: Accounting
Computer Information Systems
Computer Operator
Data Entry
Administrative Assistant
International Trade Associate
Marketing-Industrial
Marketing-Materials Management
Small Business
Supervisors Management

a. Consultants must receive education to the awareness level of CIM/CIB
b. Literature review of trends/CIM/CIB within their areas
c. Team development of consultants
d. Model of CIM/CIB to be developed and implemented by this team

of consultants with assistance from districts/UW Stout/ etc

4. Identify what part(s) of CIM should be a part of programming curriculums:
a. Several schools are already doing this, some as separate courses

and some are integrating parts of CIM into programming.
Several projects have been funded in this area (See project list)

b. Have instructors/supervisors workshops - being done as part of
State-Called-Meetings

c. Evaluations process is identifying business/industries needs in
this area.

5. Joint Business/Trade and Industry/Marketing supervisors state-called-
meeting to: discuss CIM principles

how to implement within programs, advance certificates, transfer
of technology activities

how to network with present systems within districts
develop networking systems between districts

6. Individual instructor development
- overview of CIM principles
- what CIM principles are part of their individual program areas

Instructor/supervisor team development (intedepartment/multi-programs)
- what CIM principles can be implemented as a team

7. Consultation service provided for districts to plan and implement CIM/CIB
principles as part of daily routine/ regular programming/ advance
certificate offerings/ transfer of technology activities



Participants in activities:

1. State office:
Consultants:

Trade and Industry:

Business/Marketing:

Section chiefs:
Trade and Industry:
Business/Marketing:

Bureau Director:

Jean Burns
Robert Westby
Marge Woods

Mike Tokheim
David Hague

Salvatore Notaro
Mary Lou Steberg

James Urness

2. Districts:
LTC and NTC - Instructor/supervisor individual development and

team development
Consulting

FVTC - CIM Alliance Regional Training Center
MATC (Milwaukee)

6--Adhoc committee from district representatives

3. Universities:
UW Stout - Prepared CIM education model

Researching & developing Technology of Transfer model
Professional development workshops
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VTAE SUPERVISOR/INSTRUCTORS' Development in CIM/B Concepts
and CIM/B Model Implementation Plan

I. Purpose: To educate VTAE supervisors and instructors in the concepts and
applications of Computer Integrated Manufacturing/Computer Integrated Business
(CIM/B) and assist teams of VTAE supervisors and instructors to develop a plan
to implement applicable CIM/B concepts into their existing programming,
advance technical certificate CIM/B offerings, and technology transfer
activities.

II. Developers and implementors of this CIM/B Model and training:

Chippewa Valley Technical College
Lakeshore Technical College
Northcentral Technical College
University of Wisconsin - Stout
State consultants: Jean Burns, T&I, and Mike Tokheim, Business

Education

III. VTAE Deans and Associate Deans, Supervisors, Coordinators and
Instructors needs:

0 Administrators need to promote effective management of CIM/B
resources to promote cooperation and eliminate unwarranted duplication
of functions between T&I and business.

o Instructors need to cooperatively incorporate CIM/B concepts
and skills throughout the technology appropriate curriculum.

(to be developed)

IV. ACTIVITIES:

1. Develop CIM/B Model. Teams of deans, supervisors and instructors
will be educated on planning and'implementation of CIM/B model within their
curriculums and within various departments at their schools. These teams will
be visited on site by consultants from either CVTC, LTC, or NTC to help them
develop plans, resources and implementation strategies.

Staff required: CVTC, LTC, and NTC will need one project director
(1 FTE a piece, with a total of 3 FTEs)

CVTC - 6 team members (T&I & Business Ed), 160 hours per team member
LTC - same as CVTC
NTC - same as CVTC

2. CVTC, LTC, and NTC staff development activities. Staff will receive
educational opportunities that are necessary to establish CIM/B Models
statewide.

Conference/Workshop/Tng source I of staff Cost



3. Educate VTAE Deans and instructors:

a. Individual development within program areas
Instructors will receive an awareness and exploratory experience
in CIM/B and then specific education on CIM/B principles that
apply in their program function.

Instructors of the following program areas will be included in the

CIM/B Training workshops:

Electronics/electromechanical
Fluid Power
Machine Tool
Mechanical Design (CAD)
Industrial Engineering Technician
Manufacturing Engineering Technician
Quality Assurance Technician
Automated Manufacturing Systems Technician
Computer Integrated Manufacturing Technician
Industrial Maintenance
Machine Maintenance
Mat. Handling/Equip. Robotics Repair
Printing and Publishing

Welding/Fabrication
Packaging Systems

Accounting
Computer Information Systems
Computer Operator
Data Entry
Administrative Assistant
International Trade Associate
Marketing - Industrial
Marketing- Materials Management
Small Business
Supervisors Management

T&I and Business Deans, supervisors/coords

90/91 91/92 92/93

b. Team Development:

The above individual training will be foimed into teams from each
district and taught as teams on how to plan and implement CIM/B
concepts into applicable areas of curriculum (regular programming,
advanced technical certificates, transfer of technology related

activities)

Education will be directed towards the team's school's resources:
i..e, program oriented, equipment and resources, etc.



Teams will be visited on site by staff members of CVTC, or LTC, or
NTC, at their schools to follow up on their plan to implement the
model. They will WI given advice from lessons learned on
curriculum development, equipment, networking, structure, etc.

V. Timelines



ATTACHMENT D

Slide Script from Don Manor
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University of Wisconsin - Stout CIM Conference Presentation
Menomonie, Wisconsin - 6 June 1990

CIM at John Deere

1. John Deere logo
- Multi-national company
- 20 factories in 12 countries and a worldwide network of about 5000 dealers

Total employment of 38,900 people - fiscal year end 1989

2. Corporate headquarters - Administrative Center (with swans)
- Moline, Illinois
- 1989 fiscal year sales of $7.2 billion
- in business for 153 years under tile John Deere name

3. Steel plow
- solved the problem of getting sticky soil off the plow
- John Deere inducted into Inventor's Hall of Fame in February 1989

4. 4WD Tractor and Old Tractor - the long peen line

5. Agricultural products - composite
- World's largest producer of agricultural equipment
- Products include a full line of tractors, combines, plows, planters, cotton

pickers and hay and forage equipment

6. Industrial products - composite
- Broad line of industrial equipment including crawler tractors, scrapers,

motor graders, loader/backlioes, excavators and forestry equipment

7. Lawn tractor
- Our Con3umer Products Division produces a full line of grounds care and

golf and turf products for residential and commercial use.

8. New Deere ventures
- Financial - Farm Plan (Mastercard for farmers)
- John Deere Insurance
- je Health Plan (HMO operation and consulting)
- Major OEM supplier of castings and components
- Rotary engine manufacturer
- Golf & turf equipment
- Deere Tech Services
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9. Manufacturing processes - composite
- Typical metal processing processes such as turning, drilling, cutting,

bending, painting and assembly

10. The CIM Evolution
History
Integration
Strategy

- Future
Demonstrating CIM

11. Demands of the 70's
High demand for our products
Intense competition for scarce resources

- Increasing government regulations
- Rising energy costs
- Large production requirements overrode operational inefficiencies

12. Critical evaluation of key manufacturing facilities in the mid-70's revealed:
Very complex material flow patterns

- Excessive production lead times including a long time to introduce new
products

- Excessive Work-In-Process inventories
- Excessive material handling and associated costs
- Excessive expediting and stock chasing
- Low capital asset utilization
- Manageability problems and lack of focus

13. Downtown Waterloo factory - 1975
Over 5 million square feet

- Built over the past 75 years - grew like topsy
- Typical old architecture, inflexible to change, less than ideal working
conditions

14. Redevelopment Plan
- Reor4anize and simplify operations
- Rebuild and add equipment
- Apply Group Technology philosophy

15. New Tractor Works - "Green field " site
- New opportunity on a fresh site; no need to carry old problems into new
production



16. Tractor Works layout with 9 major systems:
- Receiving and storage system
- WIP/WPB storage system

Paint and conveyor system
- Tire and wheel storage system
- Inter-building delivery conveyor system
- Chassis assembly/finish trim storage system
- Tractor assembly conveyor system
- Finished assembly storage system
- Tractor repair tracking systems

Now, let's take track some of the major components as :hey come together to
produce a finished tractor

17. Engine coming overhead to assembly line

18. Transmission coming to assembly line

19. Robot chassis painting

20. Robot and manual welding of a Sound-Gard cab

21. E-coat paint system for Sound-Gard cab

22. Sound-Gard cab coming to assembly line

23. Wheel & tire assembly

24. Tire going onto overhead delivery system

25. Tire coming to tractor

26. Tires on tractor. - more coming overhead

27. Benefits of the new Tractor Works project
- Improved product quality
- More efficient assembly
- Reduced inventories
- Shorter lead times
- Improved working environment

3
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28. 1981 LEAD Award
Given annually to a team of manufacturing professionals for their
outstanding leadership in Computer Integrated Manufacturing

- First award by the Computer and Automated Systems Association of SME
given to the John Deere Tractor Works team

29. Completed Tractor Works

30. Manufacturing Directions
- Increasing competition - particularly from off-shore
- Higher quality at lower cost (new customer expectations)
- Shorter lead dmes
- Reduced inventories
- Greater flexibility for product change and product mix changes
- Focused cells
- Just-In-Time production
- Functional integration

31. The CIM Challenge (Dave Scott's slide)
- To manage information efficiently in the factory of tomorrow

- F.mphasize INFORMATION!! ----

32. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Managew it
- Opportunity
- Functional Analysis

33. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Management (continued)
- Computer Management
- Technology

34. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Management (continued)
- Change Management

35. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Management (continued)
- Economics
- Personnel

36. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Technical
- Standards

37. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Technical (continued)
- Part Description
- Part Features Availability



38. THE LANGUAGE OF...
...CAD/CAM is Geometry

"Line"
"Arc"

- "Circle"

...CIM is fenzes
"Edge"

- "Fillet"
- "Hole"

39. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Technical (continued)
Interface Hardware

- Interface Software

40. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Technical (continued)
- Computer Power
- Distributed Computing

41. "COMMON" Systems - Planning systems (all mainframe and IMS based)
- Product specifications
- Master schedule
- Materials Requirement Planning (MRP)

42. "COMMON" Systems - Manufacturing
- Work force - Machine load planning
- Manufacturing Engineering - shop floor documents, tool ordering and
tracking

43. "COMMON" Systems - Delivery
- Interfactory (CWIS)

Purchasing (CPS)
Supplier Delivery System (SDS)

44. GT - Key to manufacturing rationalization

45. Scattered selection of several hundred rotational parts

46. Rationalized families for the same parts

47. Group Technology
Develop common solutions to similar problems

48. GT Applications - emphasis on data
- Design for manufacturability
- Work simplification
- Value Engineering
- Manufacturing cell development
- Equipment modernization
- Coordinated purchasing

- Out-sourced manufacture
- Tool control
- Reduce setups
- Plant layout
- Scrap salvage



49. Traditional Manufacturing (Mike Boyd's slide)
- Large lot production
- High inventory levels
- Functional departments
- Material queues
- High material handling costs
- Long lead times
- Priorities set by expediting

50. Parts Routing through Factory - 3 parts
- Lots of backtracking
- Traditional functional departments

51. Reorganization - Same 3 parts with Cellular Manufacturing
- Comparison of the "old" and the "new"

52. Achievable Goals
- Manufacturing lead time
- Breakeven
- Material codes
- Capacity

53. Achievable Goals (continued)
- Material cost
- Material handling
- Direct labor
- Job change/occurance
- Inspection
- Defective material
- Warranty costs
- Salaried staff

One timg costs
Inventories 80% reduction

60% reduction
55% reduction
67% reduction
+40%

15% reduction
40% reduction
10% reduction
80% reduction
55% reduction
50% reduction
55% reduction
25% reduction



54. GT Data Baw production data
- Downloaded with data from production systems on a regular basis
- Quote from Dave Kelly, Manager of Computer Systems at our Horicon

factory in the 3 March 1989 issue of "The Business Week Newsletter for
Information Executives. _".

"GT holds all the information we need: classification,
process-to-manufacturing, product quantities, order
quantities, routings on the ihop floor, and material
handling. GT pulls in all into one standardized format.
Key words are used to feed the data in and extract
information for whatever information they want to get
their hands on." He goes on to say, "I can't imagine
getting along without GT. It's integral to the decision-
making that goes on. MIS people are resmnsible for all
the information on the factory floor, and GT is a place
where we can put that information in one conunon place,
where people can extract what they need and use it on
their own. It relieves us of work and means more
information for diem.'

55. GT Startup savings - first two years of operation
- $9,000,000 in documented savings
- 2,900 applications
- over 500 trained users
- Ad hoc problem solving

56. Levels of Improvement
Percent of TOTAL

reduction
5 to 10% Add technology and systems
10 to 20% Above plus streaznline the material flow through

manufacturing
20 to 40% Above plus streamline the product design

57. 120 Series hydraulic cylinder
- Manufactured by our Harvester. - Moline plant
- Cylinder Division in danger of going out of business two years ago

58. 120 Series Strategic Analysis
- Family design
- Cellular manufacturing
- Correlation of purchased parts



59. 120 Family Design/Cellular Manufacturing
Part numbers reduced from 405 to 75
Inventory reduced from 21 days to 10 days

- Setup time reduced 75%
- Lead time reduced 42%; more now (new cylinder in less than a week)
- Material handling reduced 42%
- Scrap reduced 80%

60. Traditional Factory Organization

61. New Dubuque Works Organization

62. Harvester Works - Aerial Front View

63. Demonstrating CIM - Pilot - Purpose and Goals
- Purpose - to demonstrate CIM while establishing tools and directions for

the future
- Goal - Reduced manufacturing costs

64. Demonstrating CIM - Pilot - Approach
- A pilot C1M project for the Harvester Works spanning design through
Inspection for sheet metal parts to be manufactured in a dedicated laser
punch press with laser and CNC shear cell

65. CIM Pilot Work Packages
- Group Technology Analysis
- Local Area Network
- Part Data Base with Features
- Computer-Aided Process Planning
- Automatic Nesting
- Distributed Numerical Control
- Automated Inspection

66. "Simplification before Integration"

67. Pilot/Phased Approach
- Low cost
- Low risk
- Learn as you go
- Leverage efforts
- Influence vendors with success from the pilot
- Spread concepts rapidly - move on to larger projects

68. Harvester Works LAN (MAP network) on factory plot plan



69. CIM Project - DNC/LAN System

70. Harvester Works ME Award for Excellence in Manufacturing
- Facility was recently recognized as one of the 10 best manufacturing
facilities in America

71. Lessons Learned
- No "turnkey" system - no magic solutions
- Importance o standards
- Need for in-house expertise - can't buy an on-going solution for production
- Plan ahead for system maintenance, enhancements
- CIM is evolutionary

72. CIM Future Directions
- Stick to the knitting
- Functional integration - particularly of organizations
- Learn as you go
- Modular simple software - easier to prototype, maintain
- Hardware independence
- Standards - MUST have
- Watch new external developments - integrate into operations as technology

becomes mature
- Training/technology transfers are critical for long term success

73. Systems alone are not solutions!

74. World-Class Competitor
1. Satisfies customer's expectation of perceived value
2. Generates an adequate profit
3. Competitive with anyone in the world:

- Function - Services
- Quality Responsiveness
- Piice - delivery

- change

75. PHASE I SIMPLIFICATION
BEFORE

PHASE II INTEGRATION

76. Imgrionsvee Tent Phases

- Streamline
impli
ocus.

Eigifrkimate waste!

j'sdil
- Refine

kEtirist survive!
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77. PEOPLE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!
LINKS TO WORLD-CLASS SUCCESS

OPENNESS AND HONESTY lead to TRUST
TRUST leads to COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION leads to INVOLVEMENT
INVOLVEMENT tads to OWNERSHIP
OWNERSHIP lePds to PRIDE
PRIDE leads to COMMITMENT
COMMITMENT leads to QUALITY
QUALITY leads to:

- lower cost
increased customer interest

- increased market share
- growth
- unproved profitability

78. The Risk of Change
"Can you afford not to achieve these improvements if your competition

does?"

79. The Challenge
"If you are nz thinking_about how to do things:

Twice as Good
Twice as Fast, with
Half the Resources;

You don't have the right mental attitude to effectively
challenge the global mamdacturing competition!"

Source: Gene Adesso, Vice President, IBM

80. John Deere Logo

10
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ATTACHMENT E

Handouts from Technical Colleges



Chippewa Valley Technical College
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CIM Philosophy

Team Work

Quality

Interdependence
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°Take away my people, but leave my factories
and soon grass will grow on the factory floors.
Take away my factories, but leave my people
and soon we will have a new and better factory.

-Andrew Carnegie
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Associate Degree Program

Electronics

Electromechanical

Mechanical Design

Fluid Power

Materials Management

Supervisory Management

Industrial Engineering

Data Processing

Accounting
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CIM Training

Teamwork

Management Philosophies

Organizational Structures

Quality

Simultaneous Engineering

Automation Hardware

Data Collection Software



CIM Certificate

Structure of Industry

Simultaneous Engineering

Teamwork and Quality

Automation Hardware



Fox Valley Technical College
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Title: Business Applications in the CIM Environment

Credits 12

Courses
Cr

Ortentetion to Com uter Integrated Enterprise 1

Dusiness Function Overview
l

Manufacturing Technologies
2

MAP1CS/INMASS Overview
2

Product Structure/Costing
2

Planning
1

Migration Techniques
1

Integrated Systems Application 2
TOTAL 12

Course Descriptions

Orientation to Computer Integrated Enterprise

The student will be presented with an overview of the computer integrated

enterprise involving management, engineering and production. Emphasis

will be placed upon the technologies involved, the benefits achieved and

the integration requireLent

Business Function Overview
The course will present an overview of the operating system for an AS400

computer with efficient usage of the system paramount. In a business

environment, persons are often expected to have an understanding of word

processing capabilities, spreadsheets usages and interoffice communication

functions. This course will also introduce the concepts and technologies

related to those applications with usage of the computer to support the

knowledge acquired.

Manufacturing Technologies
The course will present many of the technologies needed and used withiii a

CIM manufacturing environment with emphasis on the shop floor. Just-in-

Time (.11T), Total Quality Control (Ivo and Group Technology techniques

will be presented along with the means of analyzing the productive output

of everyone within a business through Statistical Process Control (SPC).

The inter-relationship of CAD/CAM (Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided

Manufacturing) will be highlighted with the implications these technolo-

gies have upon the business office arena.

MAPICS/INMASS Overview
The course will present an introduction to, reasons for using and desired

aspects within the modules of integrated software. MAPICS is an integrated

package run on an AS400-intermediate sized computer, while INMASS is run

on a PC. The presentation will give the student a general knowledge of

modules desired and aspects of each module to look for within a software

package.

Product Structurenosting
The course provides the means for the student to recognize how a bill of

material for a product is created, how the routing representing the product

flow through production is determined and how to control the occurrences

of the cost elements throughout production. An application of these

techniques will be presented.
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Planning
The conrsn will provide the student with identification of the techniques

of, requirements for and advantages of planning within the production

nnvironment. Mater Scheduling, the production plan of the business, will

be presented with indications of the philosophy behind it and the

requirements for it. Material Requirements Planning (tIRe) and Capacity

Requirements Planning (CRP) are the planning units that aid a business in

determining whether or not it has thn materials and production capability

to produce the master schedule. The student should come away with the

techniques required to effectively nse MRP and CRP capabilities.

Migration Techniques
The course will present an overview of the implementation elements and

requirements. The student should be able to determine what steps need to

be covered if a company decides to start to migrate towards world class

manufacturing or CIM. Before any company begins any new process, there

must be justification given. The student wiLhin this course will be pro-

vided with some of the measurement techniques available to demonstrate the

need and advantages of the process.

Integrated Systems Applications
In this culminating experience the student will apply the expertise gained

to develop an implementation plan for integration between the business

function end shop floor operation. The plan will he based upon actual

employment situation or case study supplied by the instructor

2
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Introduction

This document has been designed to provide you with information concerning the

products and services available through the Fox Valley Technical College, which

can assist you in implementing CIM concepts in your manufacturing environment.

Fox Valley Technical College is offering you two services, training of your

human resource and technical assistance in CIM implomentetion. On the following

pages you will find descriptions of the courses and seminars that are available

to you. In addition FVTC staff members are available to sit down with you to

design customized training specific to your needs.

Information concerning C/M products are described under the following

categories:

ADVANCED CERTIFICATES

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

COMPUTER ASSISTED DESIGN

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING

MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

/n each section there is a survey which we are asking you to complete to provide

us with information concerning your training and technical assistance needs.

This information is necessary for us to plan an efficient delivery system to

meet our customer needs.

vnintrod 13



Computer Integrated Manufacturing Advanced Certificates

Fox Valley Technical College has designed two twelve credit advanced certificate

programs to assists individuals with associate or baccalaureate degrees in

gaining expertise related to computer integrated manufacturing. On the
following pages you will find a description of the courses which ake up two

certificates Technical Applications in the CIM Environment and Business

Applications in the CIM Environment.

To learn more about these advanced certificate offerings contact:

For: Technical Applications in the CIM Environment

Virgil Noordyk
Technical Division Dean

414-735-5783

For: Business Applications in the CIM Environment

John Ross
Business Division Associate Dean

414-735-2466

vncimadv



Business Applications in a CIM Enuironment A. T. C.

Technical Systems Applications in a CIM Enuironment A. T. C.

/

Orientation to C1M
Enterprise

I

I Business Function I
Overview

i

Manufacturing
Technologies

(Business Apps)
1

I MAPICS 1NMASS I
Overview

I

I ICosting

I

1

!Migration Techniques

Planning
Techniques

I

I

I

IBusiness Applications
Overview

1

IManufacturing I
Resources Planning

I

CAD / CAM
Linkages

I

Manufacturing
Technologies

I

I

Implementation
Migration

1 I

Integrated Systems
Application
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Title: Business Applications in the CIM Knvironment
Credits 12

Courses Cr
Orientation to Computer Integrated Enterprise 1

Business Function Overview 1

Manufacturing Technologies 2

MAPICS/INMASS Overview 2

Product Structure/Costing 2

Planning 1

Migration Techniques 1

Integrated Systems Application 2
TOTAL 12

Course Descriptions

Orientation to Computer Integrated Enterprise
The student will be presented with an overview of the computer integrated
enterprise involving management, engineering and production. Emphasis

will be placed upon the technologies involved, the benefits achieved and

the integration requirement

Business Function Overview
The course will present an overview of the operating system for an A8400

computer with efficient usage of the system paramount. In a business
environment, persons are often expected to have an understanding of word

processing capabilities, spreadsheets usages and interoffice communication
functions. This course will also introduce the concepts and technologies
related to those applications with usage of the computer to support the

knowledge acquired.

Manufacturing Technologies.
The course will present many of the technologies needed and used within a
CIM manufacturing environment with emphasis on the shop floor. Just-in-

Time (JIT), Total Quality Control (TQC) and Group Technology techniques
will be presented along with the means of analyzing the productive output
of everyone within a business through Statistical Process Control (SPC).
The inter-relationship of CAD/CAM (Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided
Manufacturing) will be highligted with the implications these technologies

have upon the business office arena.

MAPICS/INMASS Overview
The course will present an introduction to, reasons for using and desired

aspects within the modules of integrated software. MAPICS is an integrated

package run on an A8400-intermediate sized computer, while MASS is run
on a PC. The presentation will give the student a general knowledge of
modules desired and aspects of each module to look for within a software

package.

Product Structure/Costing
The course provides the means for the student to recognize how a bill of
material for a product is created, how the routing representing the product

flow through production is determined and how to control the occurrences

of the cost elements throughout production. An application of these

techniques will be presented.

1



Planning
The course will provide the student with identification of the techniques

of, requirements for and advantages of planning within the production

environment. Master Scheduling, the production plan of the business, will

be presented with indications of the philosophy behind it and the

requirements.for it. Material Requirements Planning (HRP) and Capacity

Requirements Planning (CRP) are the planning units tbst aid a business in

determining whether or not it has the materials and production capability

to produce the master schedule. The student should come away with the

techniques required to effectively Ise MRP and CRP capabilities.

Migration Techniques
The course will present an overview of the implementation elements and

requirements. The student should be able to determine what steps need to

be covered if a company decides to start to migrate towards world class

manufacturing or CIM. Before any company begins any new process, there

must be justification given. The student within this course will be pro-

vided with some of the measurement techniques available to demonstrate the

need and advantages of the process.

Integrated Systems Applications
In this culminating experience the student will apply the expertise gained

to develop an implementation plan for integration between the business

function and shop floor operation. The plan will be based upon actual

employment situation or case study supplied by the instructor
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Titles Technical Applications in the CIM Environment
Credits 12

courses cr

Orientation to the Computer Integrated Enterprise 1

Business Applications Overview 1.

Manufacturing Resource Planning (NRP) 2

CAD/CAM Linkages 2

Manufacturing Technologies 3

Implementation Migration 1

Integrated Systems Application
TOTAL 12

Course Descriptions

Orientation to the Computer Integrated Enterprise

The student will be presented with an overview of the computer integrated

enterprise involving management, engineering shd production. Emphasis

will be placed upon the technologies involved, the benefits and the

integration requirement.

Business Applications Overview
The course will provide the student with the opportunity to explore

the integrated business enterprise. Emphasis will be placed upon

financial applications and costing from order entry to financial

analysis.

Manufacturing Resource Planning
The course will examine the application of the manufacturing resource

planning role in the computer integrated enterprise. Various business

and manufacturing applications such as purchasing, inventory, master

scheduling, production control, etc. will be reviewed. Particular

attention will be paid to the inter-relationships between the

applications and 6pecifically how they affect plant floor operations.

CAD/CAM Linkages
The course will provide the student with an understanding of the

communication linkages from computer assisted design to computer

assisted manufacturing to computer numerical control. Emphasis

will be placed on the implementation of computers in the design of

manufactured components (CAD), product engineering (CAE) and tool

path creation 63r computer numeric control (CNC) machines.

Manufacturing Technologies
The course will introduce emerging technologies which are necessary

to successfully implement computer integrated manufacturing. Examples

of topics that will be covered are statistical,process control, just in

time, set-up reduction, group technology, etc. Applications of processes

related to robotics, vision systems, and bar coding will be covered.



Implementation Migration
Th. student will gain an understanding of the steps involved in the

successful igration toward the implementation of the computer integrated 1

enterprise. The student will gain competency in building a plan to

take a company from existing manufacturing conditions on through to

implementation of the computer integrated enterprise.

Integrated Systems Application
In this culminating experience the student will apply the expertise

/Paned to develop an implementation plan for integration between the

business function and shop floor operation. The plan will be based

upon an actual employment situation or case study supplied by the

instructor.



Business Application

Integration of data bases is the key to implementation of the computer
integrated enterprise. HAP= DI from IBM provides the total manufacturing
solution through an integrated approach to successful mannfacturingmanagesent.
NANO 011 insures that every department has access to consistent, uP-to-date

infosmation.

On the following pages you will find a description of the educational products
available from MC which will assist your implementation of the NAPICS DI total
mannfacturing solution. After reviewing the product descriptions ire iuvite you
to complete the Interest form communicating to us your educational needs.
Please ream the completed form to:

vnetpubl

lex VallerUchnical College
1823 N. Bluesonnd Drive
P.O. Box 1277
Appleton, VI 54913
Att. JOhn Ross
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MAIMS Application Descriptions

Financial Management II Business Control Applications:

general Ledger tOLII

General Ledge gives you a clear picture of your company's financial

standing--monthly, at year-end or any time.you wish. You can create journals

and ledgers on-line; journal transactions are automatically entered from other

MAPICS DB applications. Reports include Income Statement, Balance Sheet, and

Last Year vs. This Year vs. Budget.

Financial Analysis (PA):

This module helps you detect significant financial trends that might otherwise

be missed. In addition to providing budget planning on general ledger accounts,

FA gives you fixed-asset accounting, analyses, financial ratios and provides

financial statement reports. It also provides automatic recurring entries and

final budget plans to General Lodger.

Accounts Payable tAP):

This application provides an easy, flexible way to manage your cash outflow and

take full advantage of cash discounts. It provides accurate, timely information

about invoice due dates, vendors and amounts. With this program you can enter

and maintain vendor invoices, inquire about aged payables, process cash

disbursements and analyze vendor performance. Balanced journal entries can be

sent to General Ledger, actual costs can be sent to Inventory Management and

outside operation costs and miscellaneous charges can be sent to Production

Control & Costing.

Accounts Receivable (AR):

This module lets you minimize your collection period, monitor cash flow and

reduce losses due to bad debts. It maintains a status of all customer accounts

and posts cash received to open items. It also creates aged receivable reports,

monthly statements and delinquency notices, providing credit information in

Order Entry and Invoicing.

Payroll (PR):

Plant Operations Applications:

Inventory Management tIMI:

This application helps improve plant productivity by improving inventory

accuracy and reducing the clerical effort needed to report and post inventory

transactions. Detailed inquiries help you maintain constant control of

inventory quantities, reducing the manpower required for expediting, taking

physical inventory and picking the material need for production or shipment.

vnetpubt
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Production Control & Costing (PC$C):

This module lets you track the status of each production order. It highlights

excessive material and labor costs, pinpoints current locations, and shows time

remaining, as well as quantities completed by operation. With this application,

you can supply daily prioritised work lists so that work can be sequenced to

meet delivery commitsents. Rapid transaction reporting assures that you have

accurate information for analysing work center performance and managing VIP.

Production Monitoring & Control (PM&C):

This module, through timely and accurate shop reporting, helps ensure that plant

floor transactions are reported accurately, that work is progressing and that

orders are being met promptly. It receives manufacturing orders and allows you

to add, modify or split them. It also prints bar-coded shop packets and
employee badges, prints prioritized updating of the production data base

provides more current and more accurate orders.

Purchasing (PM:

Purchasing allows you to request and maintain valid quoted, gives your buyers

more time to qualify and negotiate with suppliers, and analyzes vendor

performance. These programs maintain requisition status, requirements and
validate vendor invoices.

Production Planning Applications:

Materiel Requirements Planning (MDP1:

With MRP, the master production schedule is exploded into item requirements.

The result is a time-phased set of purchasing or manufacturing order
recommendations to be executed to achieve the master schedule. The master

schedule is used to calculate the projected inventory needs for all material

usages based on the bills of material.

Capacity Requirements Planning (CRP):

CRP can project your work load, long and short range, and help reduce

bottlenecks. It shows you available capacity in each work area. You can

project production schedules, summarize production so that you can analyze the

load on each work canter and find out the production load Ln each work center

by time period. CRP validates the production capacity to achieve the order

recommendations made by MRP.

Product Oats Management (PDM):

This application creates and mnintains a common item information base for

engineering, manufacturing and accounting. PON provides you with information

about items, bills of material, work centers and routings. It lets you perform

cost simulations and analyses. Powerful maintenance capabilities such as

mass-replace and same-as-except transactions provide a productive tool to keep

the data current.
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Marketing I Physical Distribution Applications:

Order Intry Invoicing (MAW

This application, helps assure that reasonable ship dates are assigned and that

inventory and production requirements are coordinated. Customer orders are

entered and edited on-line and automatically priced. Customer credit awl item

availability are checked and the order is allocated to inventory or.planned

production. This module produces a customer acknowledgement, pick list, bill

of lading and invoice. In addition, it maintains back orders, helps calculate
commissions and reports order status by item, customer or due date.

Sales Analysis ISA):

Tracking customer and product performance and evaluating the efforts of your
sales force are simplified by Sales Analysis. This application analyzes sales
and profits by item, customer, and by salesperson, for this year and last year.

Forecasting WWII

Forecasting lets you create and maintain forecast models by item and by item

family. Using a forecasting technique adjusted by seasonality curves and trend

lines, demand history is analyzed and projected into the future. You can

compare actual demand to the model, compare product life cycles to forecasts

and use the projected demand for planning production in either Master Production

Schedule Planning or Material Requirements Planning.
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KAPICS DB Instructional interests

Instructional offerings will be available from FVTC on the following MAPICS DB

modnlès. Please check those that you have an interest in learning about.

Name

Address Telephone:

Company Name

Financial Management & Business Control Application

General Ledger
Financial Analysis
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Payroll

111110111

Plant Operations Applications

Inventory Management
Production Control & Casting
Production Monitoring & Control

'Purchasing

Production Planning Applications

Material Requirements Planning
Capacity Requirements Planning
Product Data Mangagement

Marketing 6 Physical Distribution Applications

Order Entry and Invoicing
Sales Analysis
Forecasting
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MMUS

Also available to you is the personal computer based INMASS program instruction.

MASS WINCONS IX is a tool to aid in the management of a manufacturing
facility and an integrated accounting package. INMASS II provides the means

for managing inventory, purchasing, order entry, job costing, payroll and
material requirements planning. INCOME II includes modules which integrate
order entry, accounts receivable, accounts payable, purchasing and inventory
with the general ledger. The modular design of the system allows choice of the

modules needed by your business.

If you have an interest in this please check the modules that you would be
interested in learning about.

INMASS II

Inventory
Order Entry
Purchasing
Job Costing
Billeof Material
Material Requirements Planning
Payroll
Purchasing and Forecasting

INCOME II

Inventory
Order Entry
General Lodger
.Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
Payroll
Purchasing and Forecasting

vnmapics



Computer Assisted Design

Integration of the engineering and design functions is essential to

implementation of the computer integrated enterprise. Fox Valley Technical
College has educational products available which can assist you ift implementing

computer assisted design concepts.

We invite you to communicate your instructional needs to us by completing the
attached CAD product interest survey and returning it to us at the following

address:

vnetpub

Fox Valley Technical College
1825 N. Bluemound Drive
P.O. Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54913

Att. Phil Leverault
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Computer Assisted Design Course Descriptions

AutoCAD Introduction

This three-day class is aimed at the introduction and development of AutoCAD
skills. The course will take the student from a basic level all the way through

the completion of production-type drawings. Many AutoCAD commands are
introduced as well as productivity skills.

AutoCAD Advanced

This two-day course helps students develop new skills and productivity ideas.
Key concepts ars used to make your AutoCAD installation more efficient.
Concepts covered include advanced dimensioning, polylines and pedit.

Productivity ideas with divide, measure, trim and attributes are col/red.
Prerequisites AutoCAD-Introduction or equivalent.

IRMCAD

This course will introduce the stvdents to IBMCAD. the student will be taught
the methods of implementing IBMCAD, drawing techniques and plotting the finished

product.

Commands will include line, arc and circle construction, copying, moving and
modifying existing entities. The course will also cover macro generation, and
DXF files for exchanging information with AutoCAD, CADAM and CATIA.

AutoLISP Introduction

AutoLISP is a programming language that is imbedded in AutoCAD. It is not
difficult to use and is very productive in ths automation of AutoCAD commands
and drawing capabilities. This course gives students background information
about AutoLISP. AutoLISP can be used to develop single letter commands or do
complete drawings automatically. It can be used to rewrite commands within
AutoCAD to comply with your own needs. Prerequisite: AutoCAD-Introduction or

equivalent.

3D Auto=

This course will clear up the mysteries of 3D. It takes the student through

the 3D world of AutoCAD. the student will learn about UCS, MCS, 30 filters,
faces and surfaces, as well as extraction of 3-view drawings, plus a pictorial
from the 3D drawings. Prerequisite: AutoCAD-Introduction or equivalent.

MS-DOS For AutoCAD

This one-day intensive course covers the MS-DOS operating system. Students

learn the DOS commands that are essenttal in running an AutoCAD environment.
They cover tree-structure, directories, subdirectories, batch files, file

manipulations and backups, along with management of these files.
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Customizing AutocAn

GuraimiziaLlitracia will involve menu macros, menu generation (screen pop-up,
tablet and icon), text fonts and hatch generation, and line customisation. It

will also cover script and batch files and how they relate to AutoCAD. This

course will make AutoCAD much more productive for all working environments.

Systeme Management for PC CAD

Systems Management for PC CAD will provide information on organisation,
structure and optimisation of the CAD system and CAD Department as a whole.

The course will cover harddisk management, system management and trouble
shooting, personnel management and organisational documentation for the CAD
department. AutoCAD, as well as, third party utility programs will be shown
and used by the students.

Operating Systems for PC CAD

This course will introduce the student to the various operating systems for the

PC. These would include DOS, 0S2, and UNIX (XENIX). The student will learn

to communicate with the computer through these systems.

CADAM Basic

This course consists of 14 sessions on the basic operations of the CADAM
software. CADAM runs on a mainframe computer. The sessions are designed to
give students iehnderstanding of the basic CADAM operations through "hands-on"

experience. The system is designed to produce mechanical drawings.

CADAM. Intermediate

This course is designed to so beyond basic CADAM skills to a higher level of

CADAM proficiency. The course content includes: overlays, details, sets and

attributes, engineering change/drawing compare, symbols, advanced dimensioning
techniques. Advanced uses of auxiliary views, splines, standard libraries,
notes, files, analysis, using colors, kinematics, lino widths, offset/flat
patterning, and plotting.

3D Solids CAD

Three dimensional drafting including wireframe, surface modeling and solids

modeling uses and methods will oe studied in this course. Students will have

hands-on on CAD systems like AutoCAD, IBMCAD, CADAM and CATIA. Links between

3-0 CAD systems and other CIM and computer aided engineering systems will be

explored.

vncadad
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Computer Assisted Design Products

The following instructional offerings are available at FVTC. Please check those

offerings that you are interested in learning more about.

Name

Address Telephone:

Company Name

Please check the courses you are interested in:

AutoCAD Introduction
AutoCAD Advanced
IBMCAD
AutoLISP Introduction
30 AutoCAD
MS-DOS for AutoCAD
Customizing AutoCAD
Systems Management for PC CAD
Operating Systems for PC CAD
CADAM Basic
CADAM Intermediate
3D and Solids CAD
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Electronic Publishing

Product marketing and documentation are an important component of the computer
integrated enterprise. On the following pages you will find a description of
the electronics publishing products available at FVTC which will assist you in
implementing this component of the CIM enterprise.

Also included you will find a form upon which you can communicate your
instructional needs to us at FVTC. V. invite you to complete this form and

return to:

vnetpubl

Fox Valley Technical College
1825 N. Bluemound Drive
P.O. Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54913

Att. Doug Peeps
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Dlectronic Publishing Course Description

Interleaf Publisher Basic Seminar

The Basic Interleaf Publisher seminar is designed to give the participant an

understanding of desktop publishing and the operation of IBU Interleaf

Publisher. Opportunity will be provided for each participant to have extensive

"hands-on" experience with the program. The seminar will concentrate on the

basic features of the program, as well as production of simple documents.

Venture Orientation

This 8-hour hands-on workshop introduces the basic functions of Xerox Ventura

Publisher0 . You will be introduced to techniques of document creation,

placement of text 81 graphics, and printing documents using laser printers.

Designed for those with little or no experience.

Ventura Business Applications

In the Business Applications workshop, you will learn to produce professional

quality business communications and promotional materials--brochures,

advertising copy, press releases, memos, presentations and reports. Workshop

emphasis is on page layout and visual effects.

Venture Newsletter

Workshop participants will learn to design and produce unique newsletters

without using cut and past methods or expensive outside services. They will

review skills and planning, layout, composition and graphics. The workshop's

emphasis is on typographic effects and editing.

Ventura Design

You don't have to be an artist to understand the basic elements of effective

page layout. This workshop teaches you an eight-step process to guide you in

making good decisions about your own layouts and page design. The workshop is

conducted with pencil and paper. There is no hands-on computer training or

discussion of specific publication products. This workshop is recommended for

anyone who is involved in writing or editing, document production or electronic

publishing.

Pagemaker Sasic

This is a 15-hour hands-on course using Aldus Pagehaker in an IBM environment.

You will learn to set up a publication, place text and graphics in the document,

change text specifications, adjust graphics on the page and print a publication

on a laser printer.
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PageMaker Advanced

Intended for those who already know the basics, this 13-hour workshop focuses

on design concepts, principles and techniques with hands-on applications. You

learn to analyse communication problems and design solutions using PageMakor.

Courses being developed for future delivery.

Interleaf Applications Seminar 1

The Interleaf Publisher Applications Seminar 1 will provide the participant with

valuable experience producing Technical Publications using Interleaf Publisher.

The seminar will also cover basic Layout and Design techniques, which may be

applied to all documents.

Interleaf Application Seminar 2

The Interleaf Publisher Applications Seminar 2 will provide the participant with

valuable experience producing Business Documents using Interleaf Publisher.

The seminar will also cover basic Layout and Design techniques, which may be

applied to all documents.

MAC PageMakar

Betinnine PameMaker for the Macintosh-- This is an introductory hands-on course

using Aldui PageMaker in the Macintosh environment. You will learn to set up

a publication, place text and graphics in the document, change text

specifications, adjust graphics on the page and print a publication on a laser

printer.

MAC Graphics

graphica_an_the_ricintgith-- This hands-on course will introduce the concepts

used to produce graphic images. Study will include creation of graphics using

paint programs, draw programs, and scanners, both color and monochrome. Graphic

image editing and manipulation will also be covered.

MAC Quark Xpress

jaainnine Ouark Xnrass-- This is an introductory hands-on course using Quark

Xpress in the Macintosh environment. You will learn the basic operation of the

program such as how to set up a publication, place text and graphics in the

document, change text specifications, adjust graphics on the page and print a

publication on laser printer.

vnetpubl
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Electronic Publishing Instructon Interests

The following electronic publishing courses and seminars are available at Fox

Valley Technical College. For additional information concerning course dates

and times please provide the following information.

Name

Address Telephone:

Company Name

Please check the courses you are interested in:

Interleaf Publisher
Ventura Orientation
Ventura Business Application
Ventura Newsletter
Ventura Design
Pagemaker Basic
Pagemaker Advanced

Future Courses:

Interleaf Application 1
Interleaf Application 2
MAC Pagemaker
MAC Graphics
MAC Quark Xpress

vnetimhl
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MC/CMC Programming

This class is for individuals interested in continuing their study into advanced

manual NC programming. This class is for individuals who wish to move from
basic numerical control programming into the use of the computer on which
conversational language and basic G code word addressing format will be used

on both mills and lathes.

PRIRRQUISITRI Numerical Control, Basic, or industrial experience on NC
machines.

C Programming Language

Introduces the rudiments of the C programming language including variables and
constants, arithmetic, control flow, simple functions, and basic input/output.

Participants will write (code, compile, load, and run) several small programs.

Maintenance Management Systems

The course is based upon the use of MAXIMO software as a maintenance accounting

management tool. Topics covered are repair part tracking, repair design

procedures, order initiation, customizing reports and cost analysis.

Just In Time Manufacturing

The student., will learn the concepts of JIT production that directly cuts
inventories and reduces the need for storage space and related fixtures. The

concepts of JIT as a quality improvement tool will be emphasized.

Robotic Melding

An introduction to the application of the robot to the welding process. The

do's end don'ts of implementing robots in welding are discussed. Programming

concepts are included.

natistical Prccess Control

This coursalswill teach students the coriect use and application of Various
statistical tools of analysis, such as attributes charts, variable charts,
pareto analysis and process capability. Technical assistance is available to

assist you in making application to your operation.

Design of [apartments

This course will offer to the student an opportunity to learn about an advanced

statistical technology. Once lenrned, the student will be able to produce the

quality output at its source (the design). The design of experiment portion
of the class teaches students how to set up the variables in a process
systematically and sequentially so as to be able to determine which of the
variables is having a significant effect on the outcome. Hypothesis testing

is nn inherent part of design of experiments that will allow students to answer
the question of significance statistically.
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Introduction to Expert Systems

This course builds the concepts and skills for knowing and using Expert Systems,

the powerful productivity tools being implemented with increasing frequency in

the work place. The course provides practical training at both the concept and

the applications level, with opportunity to analyse an actual work place
problem, break it into elesents, and produce a functioning Expert System.

Technical Assistance Automated Welding

A automated welding system is available to be placed in your company for a

period of 90 days. The intent of this project is to allow you to try robotic
welding in your plant on your parts beform making decisions about future
implementation.

Fox Valley Technical College staff will train your operators and assist you on

implementation and application to your product.

vomfspre
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Manufacturing Processes

The key to Implementation of the computer integrated enterprise is the

electronic communisation between the business and the manufacturing operations.
Fox Valley Technical College has instructional products which elan assist you
in gaining expertise related to integration of the factory floor operation.

On the following pages you will find descriptions of instractionat products
available at 119TC. After reviewing these please take the time to complete the
interest surverand return it tot

Fox Valley Technical College
1425 N. Sluemoinsd Drive
P.O. Sox 2277
Appleton WI 54911
ATTN: Richard Schmidt

86
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Manufacturing Processes Products
Introduction to Automated Systems

eanartcam

An integrated systom of dif2erent modules for transferring part print
information into computer numeric control programming code. The use of the

system to integrate the design and manufacturing functions will be taught.

Robotics Introduction

A firm foundation in industrial robotics will be established. The major

electronics awl mechanics of common robots will be studied. Robot types,

typical applications, and end-of-arm tooling will be presented. The programming

of pick and place and servo robots will be included.

Introduction to Plant Communications

The student will gain an understanding of the basics of plant communications.

Topics include the hierarchy of communications, LANS, media, MAP/TOP and floor

level devices.

Programmable Control Introduction

This is an introductory course for the programmable controller. Content will

include n review of ladder logic, basic progrnmming, PLC symbols, transferring

standard ladder logic to PLC logic and interfacing.

PREREQUISITE: An understanding of direct current, alternate current and ladder

logic

Microprocssors

The microprocessor has revolutionized the electronics filed because of its size

and capabilities. Students are introduced to its impact in the electronics
field, terms used in its operation and application, various number systsms, and

arithmetic manipulations.. The course includes an introduction to programming.

PRIRRQUISITI: An understanding of the principles of digital logic and the

various logic gates.

Numerical Control-Basic

Basic Numerical Control deals with three broad areas of numerical control,

namely the basic concepts of numerical process control, the design features and

capabilities of NC machines and the economic programming of common types of NC

machine tools. This course provides meaningful instruction to students who plan

to enter the machining industry as skilled trades people or technical level

employees.
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Manufacturing Processes Instructional Interests

Listed below are instructional offerings and technical assistance that is

available at Fox Valley Technical College. We invite you to communicate your

manufacturing training needs to us by completing and returning this form to

FVTC.

Name

Address Telephone:

Company Name

Please check the courses you are interested in:

Intro to Automated Systems
Smartcam
Robotics Introduction
Introduction to Plant Communication
Programmable Control Introduction

Microprocessors
Numerical Control Basic
NC/CNC Programming
C Programming Language
Maintenance Management Systems
Just In Time Manufacturing
Robotic Welding
Statistical Process Control
Design of Experiments
Intro to Expert Systems
Technical Assistance Automated Welding

vnmfgint



Note: This is only a partial listing of the courses it ..ils
program. For a complete description, see the FVTC
catalog.

(419401) Hydraulics
Emphasis will be placed upon hydraulic control circuit
development. Buie hydraulics, hydraulic activators,
accumulators, valves, pumps, motors, fluids and filters
will be studied.

(419.104) Pneumatics
Emphasis will be placed upon components included in
pneumatic control circuits. Basic pneumatic principles,
air compression, work devices, control devices and circuit
diagrams will be emphasised.

(605447) industrial Computer Programming
This course is an introduction to the digital computer. It
acquaints the student with the PASCAL programming
language, hardware operation and use of the digital
computer.

(628.102) Automated Systems, Introduction to
The course introduces the student to the concepts involved
in the movement toward factory automation systems
dictated by the demands for increased quality and
competitive position. Concepts of the faetory of tho "' 're,
such as CIM, parts families and flexible manufn ig,
will be covered.

(628404) Electricity for Eluctronics
The COWIN Nth. basic foundation for subsequent systems
study. Abasie knowledge ddirect and alWrnating current
circuits and test equipment is gained through practical
application and theorj.
Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in Math.
Technical, intermediate

An Equal Opportunity Employer and Educator
Operating Under An Affirmative Action Ran

FoA4taey

.413 TechnicalCOLLEGE

Mt Do Not
Suaxed Until

You Do!

Pnnted vnth the assistance of Fcs Valley Technics! College%
Prinung program students

2000112.119
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i(aee4011) Manufacturing Technology l

The Nurse will present an overview of manufacturing
processes used in industry. Materials, methods and
termineloey of common manufacturing techniques will be
preened. The cemmon manufacturing techniques will
be discussed, and potential (be automating will be
explained.

(1118.108) Digital ud Analog Circuits
This course is a study in digital electronics including
binary numbers, codes, Boolean algebra, logic circuits,
counters, registers, decoders and storage devices. Analog
devices are studiiM u they relate to their applications in
digital circuits. Emphasis will be placed upon systems
application.
Prerequisites: Electricity for Electronics; concurrent
enrollment in Math, Thchnital, Advanced

(1138410) Manufacturing Technology II

This is a study a computer.controlled manufacturing
processes with an emphasis en computer numerically
coo trolled equipment. Concepts involved in achieving
quality and productivity gains will be emphasized. The
*stiident will pin an understanding of terminoloa
commonly used in the industrial environment.

1121 Robotics

A .irm foundation in industrial robotics will be

established. The major electronics and meehanics d
common robots will be studied. Robot types, typical
applications and end-of-arm tooling will be presented.
The programming of pick and plate and servo robots will
be included.

(028.114) Electrical Machines and Control
This course is a study of direct and alternating current
motors, their operating C wacteristics. construction end
mechanical switching techniques. Three.phase power
will be introduced along with sensors and system support
equipment such ILO conveyors, palletixers and machine
loaders/tat:leaders.
Prerequisite: Digital and Analog Circuits

(11284111) Mkroprocemor Fundamentals
The theory and application of the microprocessor for
control (Unctions, software logic and processing data will
be emphasised. Advanced digital principles related to
microprocessor system architecture, programming,
timing and interfacing will be presented.
Prerequisite: Digital and Analog Circuits

(128420) Control Devices
The course will cover industrial control devices, their uses
and interface. The control device as a communications
end informatien.gathering device will be studied. The
student will bunts program and interface control devices
such as programmable controllers, robots,
micmoomputers and vision systems.
Prerequisites Digital and Analog Circuits

(116422) Servo Systems

The course will examine industrial servo control. Focus
will be on velocity and position control. Devices such as
resolvers, encoders, stepper motors and industrial drives
will be studied.
Prerequisite Digital and Analog Circuit&

(1121-120 Blueprint Reading/CAD
The course will be a combination of instruction concerning
symbolisation used on industrial blueprints and an
introduction te cemputer.auisted design. CAD will be
examined from the point of view of basic principles, use
and application to compute.integrated manufacturing.

(1121421) Systeme Integration
The student will interface various control and
manufluturiNi devices with working manulisre-eing
systems. The course will street covnmunk
optoisolation, operator information and system sav.4.

(11284= Manufacturieg Systems Application
The student will develop, in a Troup setting, a real sr
simulated manufacturing system which characterizes the
concepts learned through the individual courses. The
application kr the *Ay will be an existing
manufacturing operation in an area industry.
Prerequisite: Systems Integration

(628-144) Electrical Power Systems
This course is intended to enable the student to work with
industrial power distribution systems. Emphasis will be
placed upon in.plant distribution of single, and
three.phase systems as applied to automated
manufacturing systems. Emphasis will be placed upon
safe working practices related to hqdt voltage systems.
Prentqui Atom Direct Current afW AlternaW Current

(128-144) Motor Drive Systems
This course covers various drive systems. Included will
be motor basics, direct current and alternaW current.
Students will understand variable frequency, pulse width
modulation and six step. Direct current drives and their
applications are ineluded as they relate to systems
integration.
Pntrequisitec Direct Current and Alternate Cs, t
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A Short Letter To
People Who Might
Be Interested In
Automated
Manufacturing
tystems As A
career...

peersolt 'What meetly is automated
It is the intsgretion end

meossordinatienassisting onsehines and equipment with m
mild-slate devises, seek as Napalms, programmable
leak embolism end mews, le horn en intelligent
manulbsturing mamma

With an asessiMe degree in Automated Manalletaring
Systems, yea son domes hem s wide range et career
sppertanitiee. This 22-woela (two-year) pogrom entails
hard week that yes will And km and smiting.

Alter yea read this kosher% talk with eur estoneshor I.
tlirtwer insight Ws rewarding sneer as an

Manufacturing Systems Mantels&

Sineerely,

, &pc 44.4,(
Fran Winkler and Dam Neffblan
Instructors, MGT Pregrun

Our Graduates Have Found Great
Jobs. Here Are Some Examples...

PLC Programmer Kinetic Systems, Menasha

Applications Engineer
Professional Control Corporation, Appleton

Field Service Technician
Giddings & Lewis, Fond du Lac

Sales Application Engineer - Square D, Oshkosh

Maintenance Technician
Pierce Manufacturing, Appleton

Electrical Designer - Weldmotion, Menasha

Maintenance Technician
%ulna Foundry, %twat.

if _ou Were
Working As An
Automated
Manufacturing

ViYecshnicsian, NYhat
D

jeZ
Could You o?
Automated manufaeturing deals with kith essesyts and
hande-se appikatiens. Beeauss et this diversity, an
abundance of op dimities awaits a Th

AUTOMATED
MANUFACTURING
SYSTEMS
TECHN!CIAN:
The Associate

What's In
Pt iecinirou?

isA Woke, Manes Ile Tour Meet Jab tbs bar
oreee Path.
awl In MA ten Yenno net hor-
Week Chums Armed lbw Les Awl

soclalm
us M *shook thee er NOW

pot
appertunities will slew yea la grew te any limits that you

ye . *se

sot, Yea mold be lamina in:

elfProgramming Programmable
Legit Controllers (PLC's) in
ladder logic.

Interfacing manufacturing calls
with sensors, computers and
machines.

1:111 Implementing vision technology
in a manufacturing environment.

IIIProgramming and interfacing
robots or robotic-like machines.

elliInterfacing machinei with other
machines to update and
automate.

RsWorking at stations and concepts
in SPC, CAD and CAM.

ofmu PAYOFF: Getting Ties J.
AI reduelee getjebs
is Stair

Nantatif..
kr:Ine is the Job ~km& namm and

opportunities are grafi

111
Ike Ow Walk, 13e Ts &iced Aid
Still Leo At Now. Or yea ISM sheen Is live
is me ms4aapas bassie4.

egOur Umbers Illeve Seen Therm

israMs.losiresiss, PLCe,li=42
ellfTWO Oat Mad Medd, Maads-Oa
tizrozooli.Os ladmobrial Cmahrols Aid

Our gradastme ere ready ko sontrihate hem
their Reek day an the job.

Here's What Some Of Our Graduates
Have Said About The Program...
-nt Automated Mongrelise Systems program
prepared me say well kr my siiphmin It owed up
se many apilerlanities kr ms in finding ale I emulators
pots kr emetreales, PLC'e or meopeters. I ended up esing
all et them kr my peskien. It was a very good program
and I would rammed it M anyone`

'The Automated Manufacturing Systems program wee en
enjoyable, edwatienal updates Immo state degree et
prodigal altande-sor training en intent ladostrial
equipment. The variety et sabisets that were fevered
sentinued S. maintain my interest sa the program
promos red. Bspeeielly rewarding was the donee to
comb all dike Mental esneepts labia working moving
manularturing mule

Al MATZO MAMMACTURING SYSTRMS
TIC11011CIAN
rensialsololeregram: ikars

Rommirement: 0 Credits
BLOCK I
NMI IIMMIMIA Symms, korobanien tomile liesehritp Air

Ileaularletirebaltashey I
301.130 Onnownisetion. Immo

Ne411,1141toded, Intermediate

B LOCK
41011.14? ladwaletel Ceopentrrenrall
OWN Diglisi awl Analoag le
mue Illoesaimarittp %thefts U
1161.1111 Adeeeseil

K OCK
4IL III Hydraulics
5111.112
11311114 Medritol Stethineo owl Control
5111418 lieroptesesor Punententsio
1111.1411 Nem Wye Iowa

Madivas

BLOCK 4
MISS Coned Devises
53-122 Iwo Soweto
101.130 Conasteniseliwy Seals Appliration
11111( Ilemontlon Brio

MAX.& 5
411.104 Pneumonia
014.124 Illsoprlot NoeineCAD
1311.1141 Sole= Inteennion
5111.101 rnietieaUsa, %%Oat Application

BLOCK I
531133 Manekturing
OL144 lieserloal Feuer
331.1111 Contsionleatint,

repoholea of Hyena Menem

I Credit
3 Credits
2 Credits
1 Croats

*let
3 Credits
3 Credits

Cleats

Cruets
Glens
Cleats
Credits

2 Cleats

$ Credits
I Credits

*Wits

Credits
Ctiew

4 Credits
Crotliu

Applirsoloa I Credits
Croats

I Cleans
3 Credits

II Cawing

How To Get Started...

Call er write Noreen Johnsen, our division counselor. Tell
her about our current situation and what you're inter-
*Med in. SM can help.

%holed Divisier
Pm Val* Technical College
len N. Moormound DriveP.O. Bea 2377
Appleton, WI 60134277
(4 14) 735-5775
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COMPUTER INTEGRATED M 4UFACTURING TECHNICIAN
Associate of ApphIgi Science Degree

Me)or courses (.) In this program are taught at Gateway UMW Cellege-REine Campus. (Selected courses mey be taken at the
Kenosha and Elkhorn Campuses. Contact a Gateway counselor tor details.)

amputee integrated Manufactmlag WNW,
11b43114

Comm
Number Course This

628403

628-101
804151

804-152
804153
105-131
608-108
1109-103

804121
006-126
604161
604.162
801-101

628102

628103

*191111410

Nes Per Wk Saddest
In Class Cowes

Credits Lac Lab Fon

lint Semester
'Automated Mfg. Concepts/Intro 2

OR
'Concepts of Enterprise/CIM for Mgmt.
*Math 151 (Prersq. 804-100 or

satisfactory placement test score) 2
"Math 152 1

*Math 133 (Prem. 804151) 2
'Microcomputers/Intro to 3
*Technical Drawing/Understanding 3
"Sociology. Introductory 3

18

Second Semeeter
°Physics I (Prereq. 804-153) 3
'Computer Aided Drafting 2
"Math 181 (Prereq. 804151) 2
"Math 162 (Prem. 804.153) 2
*English Composition I (Prom. 1101400

or satisfactory piecement test more) 3
'Automated Manufacturing Programming

(Prereq. 828-100 or 828-101) 3
*Manufacturing Processes Machining & Welding 3

113

Third Semester
623-175 'Quality Control
628-104 'Computer Aided Design & Manufacturing

(CAD/CAM)
609-150 'Psychology. Introductory
620-110 'Robotic Mechenisms I

*Elective

Fourth Semester
6284 05 'Computer integrated Mfg. Applications
606.174 *Automated Mfg. Systems
610.101 'Speech/Fundamentals of
801.105 "Technical Writing (Prereq. 601-101)

*Elective

Suggested Electives
E05-122 Electronic/Principles (Prereq. 605.112)
605.174 Digital Circuits (Prereqs. 605122 & 605.101)

605112 AC /DC Principles (Prereq. Algebra)

Pi 4

(2.0) $ 7430

((244) (74.30)

(2.0) 74.50
(1.0) 38.25
(2-0) 74.50
(2-2) 110.75
(2-2) 114.75

_221. 110.75

18 $598.00

(2-2) 117.75
(0-4) 76.50
(24) 74.50
(2-0) 74.30

(3.0) 110.75

(2-2) 117.75
2.21 117.75

23 1669.50

3 13.0) 110.75

3 (1.4) 117.75
3 (3.0) 110.75
3 (2.2) 117.75
3 in_ 110.75

15 18 1587.73

4 (24) 157.00
3 (22) 114.75
3 (34) 110.75
3 (10) 110.75
3 (3-0) 110.75

16 19 $604.00

2 (1.2) 76.50
3 (1-4) 117.75
3 (22) ua, 117.75

Cowes Deadpan

Ompoter AIM Design a Manufacturing
FUnction and operation of CAD/CAM
equipment to includes plotters, digitizers.
printers, and modems. Overview of CAM
application software packages for
nuonerkal contm davit board design .
flat pattern layout, and nesting ard
studied.

Automated Meaufacturloo Coombs/
late/Miss To
Overview ef the application of computer-
based automation. Presentations will
focus on computer controlled moldular
subsystems for product design, pert
forming. assembly of parts, sub-
assemblies. production planning, control.
Information, data control and how
subsystems are interconnected and
communication requirements to form an
"Integrated" system.

Aoternated Mewsfacturing Promenades
A study of automated manufacturing
equipment, set-up, operation and
programming. Types of coding. feeds and
speeds. tool selection and other INN-
cations are atudled. The student will use
microcomputer systems for program
creation. editing and down-loading.

Automated Manefactwing Systeme
Work on the practice, applications of
automated manufacturing systems and
industrial processes. The course is a lab
and lecture with emphasis on the practical
integration of manufacturing, the
mechanical design and computer elec.
tronics in control processes. Practical
application of knowledge in plant leyout.
motorist flow, Inventory control end data
communication will also be covered.

Comprise Migrated Mfg Applicatima
CIM techniques are to analyze and imple-
ment actual or skrnisted merafacturing
appikations. Student teams will select,
plan, and develop a prolect palmist whkh
will Incorporate application and Integra.
tion Of CNA subsystems to ma...facture or
process a pert or product. Application
solutions wiN require gathering and
developing of date, planning and
scheduling a process, a quality and process
control Men, hardware and software
engineering, actual or simulated
application. and a project report.

Compoter Aided Dreftiog
Study of basic interactive computer
graphics commands, used in the creation
of lines, circles. arcs. Nets. etc. Also
covers dimensioning commands. cartisian
and polar coordinates, erase and mom
commends. Ail drawing Is done on the
computer.

NOM Prerequisites can be waived with department approval.

Requiremenb fer Graduations
1. 85 Credits with an avers" of 2.0 or above.
2. *Menge of 2.0 ("C") or above for them major courses.
3. 'Courses which may be taken prior to entry In the program.

*Note: Resident course fees are based on the 198910 tuition rate of $35.25
Per credit. The tuition increase for 199041 is_yet to be determined. 1,

From lime to time the District may offer a particular course out of published sequence. By
so doing. thr District does not obligate itself to title, succeeding touises inn of sequence.

Effective 199091 School Yew 9 5



Cerimpts of hterpriae/
CM for Management
Covers non.engineering anti non-
manufmturing functions of computer
integrated system. Introduces computer
integrated manufacturing functions for
menagement decison main indudmg
elements such es supervision of communi
cation systems, project management,
technical reports and presentation of
OniPhics.

Manufacturing Processes
Maddeing A Welds,
PrOCONNIII sad principles related to
industrial machining to include milling,
turning. grinding. drilling, boring.
broaching. and NC machining. The use of
fasteners, adhesives and welding
applications ars also studied through
theory and "hands on" eminence.

Microcomputers/lake Ti
Beginning course emphasizing essential
computer concepts and terminology with
microcomputer laboratory activities
including word processing. spreadsheet
programs, database programs end an
introduction to the BASIC programming
SNOW

s6

essay Csetral
The concepts of quality: quality controi
alininistrodom quaint/ as an enoneormg
function: application of statistical
techniques. such as frequency distn.
budgies, control charts and sampling
table* quality control applied to new
designs. studied. Actual or simulated
industriel situations are presented.

Ilebetk Mackasksis I
Integration of electromechanical
mechanisms and drive with Industrial
robot fundarnentals. Study of servo drive
systems of the electric. hydraulic and
meumetk type and hwa they reins to
mechancel dnve systems. Intro to generic
robotology and their industrial
application&

Teelnikel Orewleg/IlederstaMlap
Surveys activities in the drafting

depertments, print mom& and graphic
arts arsas of business and industry.
MultivIew. exonometric. oblique

ectIonsi lettering. dimensioning:
views. sections. revolutions. Copy

sketching. hectograph. dim.
photographk.

Entry Lod °owe= - lb* Occupsilons to Chidufts dtho
C o m p a r I n t s p a t e d Ihnufactudes Prop=

1. Compeer basysted Ilmoblmbe Illestiosirsebidem Nweirelble *a integredm ct
opipmett babel In aulomeled wisdom
Mmobeliales Inglioesibeediddrotats lo the oppidIrviall meroactudig nem bleb, m
conbeers, es pert eV mini lonolubbil problentesking.

3. Moses *Mob Ptormierdellebbbomedwilad diramasbM trinsmoremplekem Mis

Movellmbolig TeMeldem NNW special Imentdps of conbulw arratil mud (0C) =din
took

Mentament Opportunities
Mamma In the immilecturing dew tame nibs bcoribiliod bp Worm* titbit wey Mod to
carem oppontebbe nob so

1. Mesmer - Cermet, emematol lAwalkbsIng
2. Comultent Amerated Mr eilicheing
3. OW* -*stamen' Amiss' ow* it

Other kftwaidon
Wads IntereetedAst Os detell ander* Mb ft p.m vb. to man end imtk ow and
en* coma Inane In mown ad dicommilembel &Am and buir opplkilon to me
n.iudscbalng puns is mammy. Roll to Wine to isun 11110 WAIVE and ext/ pen acedences.

Nuked NI. MINI Comm Media iflop. Oraltirq. end MicrocorripAr coma

bifformilim Net audible at Mb One.
imam of tilabore. ougn'-a---T-----minu Craw Utinry, Tab MA Maw Modal ardlot mons
waning In the MI&
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Title: Technical Applications in the CIM Environment
Credits 12

Courses Cr

Orientation to the Computer Integrated Enterprise
Business Applications Overview 1

Menufacturing Resource Planning (MRP) 2

CAD/CAM Linkages 2

Manufacturing Technologies 3

Implementation Migration 1

Integrated Systems Application 2
TOTAL 12

Course Descriptions

Orientation to the Computer Integrated Enterprise
The student will be presented with on overview of the computer integr

enterprise involving management, engineering and production. Emphasis

will he placed upon the technologies involved, the benefits and the

integration requirement.

Business Applications Overview
The course will provide the student with the opportunity to explore

the integrated business enterprise. Emphasis will be placed upon

financial applications and costing from order entry to financia'

analysis.

Manufacturing Resource Planning
The conrse will examine the application of the manufacturing resource

planning role In the computer integrated enterprise. Various businsss

and manufacturing applications such as purchasing, inventory, master

scheduling, production control, etc. will be reviewed. Particular

attention will be paid to the inter-relationships between the

applications and specifically how they affect plant floor operations.

:AD/CAM Linkages
The course will provide the student with an understanding of the

commtinication linkages from computer assisted design to computer
assisted manufacturing to computer numerical control. Emphasis

will be placed on the implementation of computers in the design of

manufactured components (CAD), product engineering (CAE) and tool
path creation for computer numeric control (CNC) machines.

Manufacturing Technologies
The course will introduce emerging technologies which are necessary

to successfully implement computer integrated manufacturing. Exameles

or topics that will be covered ars statistical proness control, just in

Limo, sot-up reduction, group technology, etc. Applications of processes

related to robotics, vision systems, and bar coding will be covered.



ISAC PROGRAM STRUCTURE

PHASE I -- Introduction to Integrated Systems
Courses 699-100 (1 Credit/1S Hours)

1. general format o4 ISAC program.
2. CIM Eacronyes and terms.
3. Overview analysis 04 an integrated system.

4. Contrasting CIM technologies.
5. Role of team work and communications.
6. Introduction to the ISAC Integrated System.

PHASE II -- Caspomemts-v4 an Integrated System
(4 courses - 2 credits/36 hours each)

A. Computers and Systems Architecture
Course: 699-102 (2 credits/36 hours)

1. Elements of a computer system.
2. Data base systems.
3. Levels of language.
4. Disk operating systems.
5. Flow charting.
6. Programming.
7. Files and data bases,
S. User software.
9. Telecommunications.

B. Manufacturing Planning and Control
Course: 699-104 (2 credits/36 hours)

1. Bill of materials.
2. Inventory control.
3. Business planning.
4. Master schedule.
5. Material requirements planniri.
6. Purchasing.
7. System evaluation.
O. Just-in-time.
9. CIM manufacturing planning and control.

C. Product Design and Product Analysis
Course: 699-106 (2 credits/36 hours)

I. Dimensional metrology.
2. Statistical process control.
3. Computer aided design.
4. Simultaneous engineering.
5. Automated inspection.

100



D. Automated Production and Process Control
Courses 699-109 (2 credits/36 hours)

1. Process controllers and networking.
2. Programmable logic controllers.
3. Material handling systems.
4. Robotics.
a. Automatic identification.
6.. (CAD/CAM) shared data bases.
7. Compact II programming.
S. Post processors.
9. Tool path simulation.

10. Down loaetng.
11. Tool requirements.
12. -:Itiachioonsetup

PHASE III -- Applications of an Integrated System
Courses 699-110 (3 credits/54 hours)

1. Team structuring
2. Product development
3. Simultaneous engineering
4. Team_problem solving
5. Production simulation
6. Product production

101 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Abstract

Milwaukee Area Technical College's

Computer Integrated Manufacturing Center

sUbmitted by: John P. Stilp, P.E.
Associate Dean
Technical and Industrial

The Milwaukee Area Technical College's C.I.M. Development Center
consists of a number of industrial automation davices, such as
robotics, computer numerical control machine tools (CNC),

programmable controllers (PLC), computer aided design and
manufacturing (CADdeCAM and coordinate measuring (CHH) which are
integrated and working in conjunction with one another. In
addition to the industrial equipment, a business computer links
the Center allowing both the business and technical side of
C.X.M. disciplines.

The Center is used to instruct the industrial workforce in the
Southeastern Wisconsin area in the use of manufacturing
automation, and to apply these techniques in their manufacturing
plants. This facility, dedicated in 1986, is one of the first of
its kind in the United States. It closely models the National
Institute of Standards and Technologies' (NIST) Automated
Manufacturing Research Facility (ANRF).

The entire operation is controlled by a series of computers,
which coordinate all activities of each component in the cell,
and relays messages back to a cell operator in the fors of a
graphic picture. All these activities are happening in real time
under computer control. Artificial intelligence and specially
developed algorithms are used to control certain processes. Eadh
piece of industrial equipment is instructed to operate in the
exact sequence as dictated by the manufacturing process plan
which is developed as part of an overall material resource
planning (MRP) system. The cell control computer receives
information from the business and supervisory computers and
automatically communicates to devices which are unattendingly
manufacturing discrete piece parts. Production schedules are
simulated using computer software to optimize cell production.
Industrial computer controllers are all different vendors showing
true flexible integration. Networking to these controllers takes
p]ace via point-to-point communications from the call controller.
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The components in the Center consist of the following:

- IBM AS/400 computer with MAPICS software for business
applications

- CAD/CAM computer lab with Zenith-based AT and IBM-based
PS series and RT computers and Autodesk's AutoCad,
Computervision's Personal Designer/Machinist and
Bridgeport's EZ-CNK software

- IBM industrial "GEARBOX" supervisory computer

- DEC VAX supervisory computer

- Allen Bradley PLC/230 cell controller

- Asea Brown Boveri pick and place robot

- Kearney & Tracker horizontal machining center with Gemini
"D" controller

- Bridgeport vertical machining center with Allen Bradley
8200 controller

- Alma debur robot with vision system

- Brown & Shazpe process control robot (PCR) coordinate
measuring machine

- Xennametal tooling, holders, inserts and tool breakage
monitors

- Scientific Systems Incorporated custom software and
integration

4

- IBM ELF data collection equipment

- Enerpac/Applied Power fixture power unit

- Honeywell Microswitch senors located throughout the cell

The MATC CIM Development Center has developed unique partnerships
with local and national industries listed above to promote
manufacturing productivity to small and medium sized businesses.
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MATC. The Institute of HIRE Learning!
Milwaukee Area Technical College

1015 North Sixth Street
Milwaukee, Wi 53203
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Milwaukee Area Technical College
Computer Integrated Manufacturing Development Center
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What Is the
CIM Dove lopiAent Center

at MATC?

The CIM Development Center provides tech-
nical support services to orientate firms on
advantages of Computer-Integrated Manufac-
turing (CIM) technology, provide MATC grad-
uates as highly skilled CIM employees, retrain
existing workers, try out CIM applications at
MATC by co-sponsoring development proj-
ects, and afford access to resource mate-
rials including products developed by MATC.

CIM Orientation
MATC provides a weekly two-hour CIM

orientation for managers, engineers, design-
ers, and preduction employees or for special
community groups. The session reviews the
process of flexible manufacturing in the ma-
chining industry, CAD/CAM system% and
components of CIM, and is used to complete
an individual CIM development plan. A free
economic development service of MATC.

11 1

CIM
Resource Materials

MATC has a library of CIM manuals, mag-
azine% videotapes, and computer software
available to assist in investigation or ex-
amination of CIM technology. MATC hes also
developed software packages and training
materials available to industry end schools.
MATC-developed CAO/CAM materials are al-
ready in use in over MO schools nationwide.

TO OBTAIN INFORMATION
ABOUT SERVICES CONTACT:

Cita Development

Continuing admission

Admission se Programs

CIM Program
Supervisor

278-8742
Associate Owi.
Continuing Education

278-0280
Admissions Counselor

278-6487

De

MATC. The Institut of HIRE Learning!

Milwaukee Area Technical College

700 W. We Skeet
Milwaukee, WI 53233

414.27114370
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CIM Education
MATC provides industry with highly

reined greduetes of associate degree and
°cations, programs preparing for careers in
NM. The CIM Direlopment Center provides
reining courses for several specialized tech-
Wens to support the CIM machining and
hirable goods manufacturing industry.

lome Associate Degree programs related to
NM include:

Automated Manufacturing Technology
(Electromechanical Technology)

Prepares technicians to install and
maintain computerized systems.

Computerized Machining Technician
Prepares technicians to operate
computerized mschines and to program
the automated process.

Industrial Engineering Technology
Prepares technicians to plan the process,
including assembly, flow, cost, and quality
control of products.

Welding Technology
Prepares technicians to manage and
program computerized welding systems.

Mechanical Design Technology
Prepares mechanical CAD drafters and
designers.

Electronic Design and Packaging
Prepares electronic CAD drafters and
designers.

Plastics Technology
Prepares technicians to set up molding
machines and supervise production of
plastic products.

Fluid Power Technology
Prepares technicians to manage, install,
and maintain machines using hydraulics,
pneumatics, and fluidics,

iome Vocational programs related to CIM
nclude:

Tool and Ole
Prepares tool and die skilled workers.

Machine Teel
Prepares operators of machining centers.

Computerized Numerical Control
Prepares programmers and operators of
CNC machines.

tip

CIM
Industrial Retraining

MATC provides retraining service for in-
dustries faced with adding new technology
and needing to upgrade workers. Employees
may attend special courses, seminars, and
workshops offered at MATC or at the em-
ployer site. Employees may attend a series of
special courses and earn a specialist certi-
ficate in an advanced technology. Employees
may need to have previous education and ex-
periences evaluated to determine an indi-
vidual career improvement ohm.

Examples of technical courses offered in CIM
programs:

Machining Techniques
Technical Graphics
Casio CNC Programming
Industrial CNC Control 1
Computer-AssIsted Programming 1
Inspeetion/Guality Control
Industrial CNC Control I
Manufacturing Materials
Computer-Assisted Programming
Process Planning
Tooling and Fissuring
Computer-Integrated Manufacturing
Materials Handling and Plant Layout

s.

k

CIM Industrial
Application Development

MATC provides an economic development
service to Business/Industry, individuals,
and colleges in which the CIM Development
Center is used to develop CIM applications,
for testing the feasibility or cost effective-
ness of the CIM process, or for testing new
CIM cellular technology, and for planning
future products or process requirements.
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MACHINING ARTICULATION AGREEMENTS
MATC AND PARTICIPATING DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOLS

June, 1990

All programs listed award advanced standing in (628401) Machining
Techniques, a first semester course in MATC's Computerized Machining
Technician associate degree program. The condition for all schools
calls for the machining instructor's signature on a certified competency
checklist. The design of this checklist varies from district to district
(see samIle agreement.) Technical mathematics aTliculation opportunities
are also built into each agreement. At the moment, additional advanced
standing opportunities tied to MATC's CNC Operator/Programmer diploma
program are under discussion.

High School High School Course Titles
Qualifying Students for Advanced Standing

Cedarburg Metals Manufacturing ti Fabrication AND

Vocational Metals AND
Technical Drawing

Cudahy Metals 5-6 OR
Metals 3-4 with special projects

Grafton Vocational Metals (plus prerequiltes)

Greendale Communication Systems and/or
Engineeriny Drafting/Design AND
Automated Manufacturing Systems (plus prerequisites)

Greenfield Precision Machining (plus prerequisites) OR
Vocational Metals (plus prerequisites)

Milwaukee Tech (MPS) Machine Processes 3 (plus prerequisites) AND
Blueprint Reading

Port Washington Vocational Metals (plus prerequisites)

South Milwaukee Machine Shop I AND
Machine Shop II AND
Machine Shop III

West Allis (Central SI Machine Shop Technology (plus prerequisites)

West Milwaukee)
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Moraine Park Technical College
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Student Services

Admissions

Applications are accepted in the order
received, provided the applicant meets
minimum entrance requirements of the pro-
gram. Each applicant must complete and
forward an application, Including a
nonrefundable $10 fee.

Counseling

Counselors. advisors. testing technicians,
and career lab instructors are available to
assist in career planning and program
choice. AN prospective Ombra must meet
with a Moraine Park counselor to insure
that a sound career dollen le made.
Counseling is also available for other per-
sonal, academic, at vocational needs.

Financial Ald

Financial aid is available to all eligible
Moraine Park students, based on need.
Interested students should complete the
Wisconsin FInanciel Aid Form (WFAF) and
submit to the appropriate Moraine Park
campus. Students may also be eligible for
Veterans' Benefits.

Other Services

Other student services al Moraine Park
include placement assistance through the
Job Placement Office; a variety of student
activities, such es intramural sports, student
government, and student dubs; housing
assistance; health services; and much more.

For more informstion, solid the Eludonl
Services Department, Moraine Park
Technical College at any °Mho three cam-
pus addresses listed on the back panel.

(People living outside of Fond du Lac may
call toll free for program and related infor-
mation: 140047241114 )
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NORTHCENTRAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE
WAUSAU, WI

ADVANCED CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING CONCEPTS

FALL 1990

DESCRIPTION:

A twelve-credit associate degree level certificate in
Automated Manufacturing Concepts is designed to upgrade
persons employed in manufacturing related occupations in
Central Wisconsin. A unique feature of the certificate
curriculum is that it addresses key elements of automated
manufacturing operations with the primary objective of
helping the learner develop a working knowledge of what
exists, how it works, and how it can be used. State-of-
the-art quipment and software centrally located in a new
manufacturing center is used as a learning environment for
instruction.

Automated Manufacturing Systems

Module: 1. Automated Manufacturing Overview - 1 credit
2. Concepts of Team Building - 1 credit
3. Using Personal Computers For Manufacturing - 1

credit

Technical Components

Module: 4. Application of PLC's - 1 credit
5. Servo & Non-Servo Robotic Application - 1 credit
6. CAD/CAM/CNC Application - 1 credit

Oualitv/Workcell Technolocies

Module: 7. SPC Application - 1 credit
8. JIT Workcell Operations and Systems - 2 credits

§vstea Applications

Module: 9. Workcell Applications - 1 credit
10. Computer - Integrated

Manufacturing/Business - 2 credits
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DEFINITION(S) OF CIM

*The total integration of all
manufacturing elements through
the use of computers

*The total integration of such
individual concepts as CAD,
CNC, robotics, and materials
handling into one large system

Source: SME

OUR PRODUCT:

Our graduates are typically
placed as manufacturing engineers,
process engineers, industrial
engineers, or production engineers.

OUR GOAL:

To produce a graduate capable of
designing and building an automated
manufacturing system (from "womb to
tomb").

CIM Software Modules

Business Planning and Support

Product Design (CADD)

*Manufacturing Process Design
and Planning (CAPP)

*Production Planning, Monitoring,
and Control

*Manufacturing (CAM)

*Inventory Management (MRP)

Inspection and Quality Control

DESIRABLE ATTRIBUTES OF OUR GRADUATES

*Strong math and science background

*Attentive to "design for manufacturability"

Understand meterials properties

*Thorough knowledge of manufacturing processes

*Understand manufacturing systems, automation,
and control systems

Possess team skills

Demonstrate interpersonal and communication
skills

Possess hands-on manufacturing experiences

Able to work with other aspects of a business



PREREQUISITE STRUCTURE

ROBOTICS

170-505
--mmwrommemmima
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MANUFACTURING
SYSTEMS

170-510

NUMERICAL
CONTROL

170-537

SIMULATION OF
MFG. SYSTEMS

170-540
111111111111111111.111111111=1.110~11111
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170-504 COMPUTER ASSISTED MANUFACTURING

'

CREDITS: 3
CLASS TIME: 3 HRS/WK/SEM

(Plus Arranged Lab
Time)

PREREQUISITES: 354-141, or 334-144
or Instructor s
Approval

*INTRODUCTION TO TYPES OF MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

*INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMABLE AUTOMATION, INCLUDING NUKERICALLY
CONTROLLED MACHINE TOOLS, ROBOTS, AND PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

*INTRODUCTION TO GROUP TECHNOLOGY AND COMPUTER AIDED PROCESS PLANNING

*INTRODUCTION TO MANUFACTURING SIMULATION

*Nt PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER AIDED PART PROGRAMMING (USING COMPACTII), AND
USE OF PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

DESCRIPTION:
A lecture/laboratory course designed to introduce the student to the concept of group

technology, computer scheduling, process control, coding and classification systems, and

the relationship between part grouping and part costing. It includes justification for and

application of computer assistance in the manufacturing process, machine process 'control,

robotics and material handling, automated assembly, use of automated systems to provide

teal time invecitory information, part grouping and product design in relation to the total

manufacturing operation. Computer programming and part processing using the APPUCON

BRAV03 and COMPACT!! integrated CAD/CAM system. Part shapes we &awn and analyzed

on a He.wiett-Packard muld-color plotter. A simple materials-handing proolem is presented

using the PUMA 600 robot to gain exposure to robot application concepts. The course

includes several incividual and small group (2-3 people) activities.

APPLICATION:
The course provides exposure to fundamental concepts related to computer assisted

manufacturing and acts as a prerequisite to 170-505 Robotics, 170-510 Manufacturing

Systems, 170-537 Numerical Control, and 170-540 Design and Simulation of Manufacturing

Systems. Enrollment typically includes, but is not limited to, Industrial Technology, Applied

Technology, Appried Math, Technology Education, and Business Administration.

13 3



170-504 COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING

Introduction to the types of product
demand and typos of manufacturing
systems

*Overview of CIM, CADD, and CAM

*Introduction to programmable
automation, including Numerically
Controlled (NC) machines, robots,
and programmable controllers

Introduction to Group Technology (GT)
and Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP)

*Introduction to simulation of manufacturing
systems

*Integrated system architectures
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MASS
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SYSTEM FLEXIBLE AND

SPECIAL SYSTEMS
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Low High

VARIETY

TREND: Product ixes becoming more

diversified

MEND: High volume production is
decreasing, while mid-volume/mid-

variety production is increasing
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INTRODUCTION TO MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

*Continuous or Mass Production Systems

Intermittent Production (batch production)

*Low Volum* Production ("job shop"
production, tool and die shops, prototype
work)

TREND: Continuous production decreasing,
intermittent production increasing

TREND: Batch sizes decreasing to 1 (JIT)

INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMABLE AUTOMATION

*Numerical Control (NC)
o Definition of an axis
o Point to point vs continuous

path control
o Absolute vs incremental

dimensioning
o Floating vs fixed zero points
o Manual NC programming using

Word Adress vs Tab Sequential
formatting

o Even vs odd parity
o CNC, DNC and computer

hierarchies

*Robotics
o Robotic system componentso

levels of sophistocation. applications
o Servo vs non-servo robots
o Robot designs/configurations
o Intro to robot programming methods
o Robot program storage

*Programmable Controllers
o Introduction to input and

output devices
o Introduction to ladder logic

programming

:omputer Asisted Part Programming
o NC programming languages (APT,

COMPACTIIe, etc.)
o Integrated CADD/CAM systems

(BRAVO3 system, AUTOCAD1 Bridgeport
system)

WAYS TO CONTROL MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

*Mechanical control typically using
cams, templates, and jigs) which
lends itself well to high volume
(mass) production

*Mutual control (operator turns
hand lever in turn driving a
lead screw) which lends itself
to intermittent or low-volume
production (flexible)

*Programmable control (manual
coarol of hand wheels replaced
by precision servo or stepper
motors). Includes NC, robots,
and programmable controllers

TREND: Programmable automation
rapidly becoming more popular
for all types of production
due to:

*flexibility (changeover)
*improved quality
*multi-axes contouring

1:16
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Articulatlont The Key

ARTICULATIONt INS RSV TOROUCATIONAL TRANSITION FOR STUDENTS
Exploring Selected Alternatives

jntroduction

The renewed emphasis en traditional academics contained ln
Nation at nigk and the emphasis

en going to college have been viewed
by many voeational educators at the secondary level as a de-emphasis
of practical education eurrioulum.Studies criticising

public education have created public demand
tor schools t strengthen their curricula in the basis skills. In
response, edueational

polleymakers in many areas of the eountryincreased the number et academic credits
necessary for high school

graduation. During 19$4, at least 44 states
increased theirgraduation requirements for science, math, and English (DelawareDepartment of Public Instruction, 19811). The amount of time left

for vocational education courses has thus been reduced, and a debate
has risen ever the amount and type et vocational courses needed.
Those in favor of predominantly

academie based
education continue to

argue that because many non-ooilege bound, high school students may
eventually attend college, a broad background in the basis skills is
necessary. Groups opposed eounter by stating that raising the
number of academie oeurses required tor high school graduation will
deprive nowimellege bound students of the

opportunity to explore
occupational areas et interest or develop basic technicalcompetencies in preparation for direct entry into the labor force.

The counter argument by those in favor of strong academic
reform is to slowly place all skill training at the postsecondary
level. 'This perspective has gained wider aoceptance and is
strongly emphasised by the postseoondary education community"(trekson, 19$9, p.21).

The educational system within the United States Ls not designed
to allow students to oomplets their formal education at a singleinstitution. Consequently, vosational students move fresexploratory programs at the middle school or junior high school, to
secondary/high schools, then te technical

colleges and/or junior
colleges, and/or four year colleges and universities. As a studentmoves through the system, they frequently encounter unnecessaryduplication which is inefficient tor the student and results in a
loss of valuable time, effort, and

motivation (Selman ê Wilmoth,
1989).

The entire process of transitioning
students from one level of

education to another, or between one Institution and another, Selman
and Wilmoth (1989) define as irtlgylation.The recent interest in educational reform as well as the need
to resolve articulation problems in vocational and technicaleducation, according to Selman and Wilmoth (MO), has grown out ot
(a) declining

enrollments and the resulting
inherent survivalresponse en the part of educators,

(b) lean federal and Ontobudgets. and (o) chanoinn1 CIO

Articulations The Kel
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Now does education transition students teem secondary topostsecondary lnitltutlonst

As used in the esntext of this paper, Articulat, as defined in
the Nerriansftbster

Weebridged Dictionary, means, to be united or
eonneetet in a systematic

interrelation.Articulation programs between ssoondery and postsecendary
institutions aro es the lessees*. Long, Warmbred, Faddis, and
Lerner (198e) describe this applleatlen of the torn artioulatlen as
041 planned proms lieking two or more educational systems within a
community te help students make a smooth

transitioe tree one level
of institution to another without experiencing delays or loss of
credit' (p.1).

In vocational education, articulation has been defined in a
number of ways but the central theme ifs "to eliminate as much as
possible,

unnecessary duplication of training across the levels"(Long et al., 1984 p.2).
Forging relationships with s000ndery schools while not new, has

become an important priority for oommunity,
Umbilical, and junior

colleges across the nation.
leshaleal preparation has begun te

tomb's the attention of edusaters at beth levels. The need to
supplythe nation's

industries with trained technicians, sampled
with the toohnical emphasis of se many tweivear

institutions, makes
such liaisons

increasingly popular. With the growth of inereasingly
sephistisated industrial toshnelogies, however, eemes the mere
diftleult task of adequately preparing students for tomorrow's
workplace. Ths task seised@ the time limitations of two-yearcolleges to develop properly trained teehnisians. The eelleges can
meet this challenge by establishing properly articulated progress
with the high schools se that the students can assume their academic
responsibilities sooner and esquire a °owlets set of marketableskills tor their first job search.

ng rnell (191$), three out of four high school
students belong to a

of these who are not going
on to earn basealaurea s gress. e r potential

and talents,
according to Parnell aro often overlooked by educators who have
foeused their attention, as educational

reformers, on students ln
the oollege preparation track while ignoring the sixty to seventy
percent of high school students who will probably not earn abaccalaureate degree. The significant Increase ln the number of
students placed In the untamed general education

track, dominate
most high schools (Shapiro, 1984). Parnell (198S) referred to the
general education track as the academic and vocational desert in the
American education

system44 The curriculum of the general education
track Ls often described as being made up of a

coebination-eRgeneral, remedial, and !arsenal/hobby wry"' 1.19Sven throw*
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their time in personal service and development courses such as
physical education, arts and crafts, hone economics, and work
xperience.

Shapiro (1966) sites a National Center tor Educational
S tatistics studies in 1260, in which seniors evaluated various
aspects ot their high school experience. General education students
rated their school xperience as less satisfactory than did college
preparatory or vocational track students, and vire leest satisfied
with the quality of academic instruction and teacher interest in
students.

Moreover, 63.$ percent of those who bad dropped sat ot
high school before being graduated indicated they were in the
general education track at the time they left high school.
only 6.7 percent et the dropouts came frem.the academic track,
while 21.6 percent came from the vocational program.

Out vocational or career training en the high sehool level
also leaves much to be desired. Says Parnell, 'Regardless ot
the research and despite our rhetoric about the uniqueness et
each individual, many people still advocate that pcadenic means
advanced and is tor the IM students and that saner
education is tor the s udents' (Shapiro, 1166, p.91).
In many high schools, vocational education programs are not

viewed as the link to the next educational level. All toe often,
vocational education programs are viewed as having been reduced to
"Na euphemism for the handling ot students with behavioral problems"
(Shapiro, 1164, p.91). In this environmental setting, one gannet
help but wonder how many of these ditfiguit students behave the way
they do because they see no purpose or fusure in their academic and
vocational progress. unable te visualise the relationship between
their high school experiences and the knowledge, skills and
attitudes they will need to take on the challenges which lie ahead.
From their perspective, high school could very well appear as the
dead end road. reeling that they are going nowhere, they beoome
frustrated with an educational system which was never designed to
allow students to complete their formal education at a single
institution.

Articulation: The Missina_Linl4

Articulation programs are known by various names. Varebred and
Long (1986) suggest that the articulation programs between secondary
and postsecondary institutions sake high school students, elbarked
on vocational technical career programs which span grades 11 through
14, feel like they are college-bound as they catch views ot new
opportunities and a better, possible future. The future they see as
attainable.

Not all articulation programs, however, are the same.
Following a review ot literature, it became apparent that the term
articulation has been loosely applied to a broad range ot programs.
To add to the confusion, selected terse used to identity specific
articulation programs have also been used as collective titles tor
groups of programs. The contusion arises when the titles used to
group articulation programs, do not adequately describe all programs
within the group. Each articulation program is unique and meets a
specific educational need. Vocational educators should be familiar

4004,1
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with the ogre common term, used to identity articulation programs
includings (1) barrier removal programs, (2) enrichment programs,
(3) shared facilities, (4) combined enrollment, ($) ',entreated
services, (6) transfer of credits, (7) tine-shortened programs, (6)
advanoe placesent, (9) one-plus-ens, (10) advanced skills programs,
(11) core curricula* or pretechnology, and (12) vocational technical
two-plus-two preparation.

jatrier Removal Fromm%

Not all so called articulation programs meet Long, Warmbrod,
Faddis, and Lerner's definition, previously sited, "of helping
students make a smooth transities fres one level of institution to
another" (Long et al., 1964, p./). Artieulation efforts which link
two ea more institutions to sipply remove educational barriers and
thereby benefit the student are met new. Manley (1970) defined a
well articulated efteational program as one that provides students
the opportunities to develop to their highest potential in attaining
educational as well as career objectives. The first tour
articulation programs meet Manley's definition by removing
educational barriers.

jnrichment Proarams

Enrichment programs are usually developed by a postsecondary
institution in response from one er mor) local school districts.
Lerner (1167) noted that a typisal protram might be provided to meet
state requirement for gifted children.

The program areangesents are generally quite simple, and simply
require the student to obtain a letter fres the high school
principal stating that their attendance at the postsecondary
institution will not interfere with the students secondary school
work.

In some oases, students sem acquire dual high school and
college credit, receiving their high school diploma in addition
to earning, in some eases, two semesters' credit toward a
college degree. The enrichment model is possible on a
full-time or parttime basis and operates during the regular
academie year as well as duels* summer terms. Credits oan be
held in escrow for later application toward a program at the
school or, in some oases, may be transferred to other
institutions of higher education (Lerner' 1167, p.17).
Although the typical enrichment program s oriented toward

acoelerated students in their senior year who plan to attend a
postsecondary school after graduation, Lerner (1167) noted that
programs can permit the participation of selected loth and lith
graders. In addition to the regular postsecondary curriculum,
programs could also include noncredit seminars, conferences, and
workshops as summer enrichment activities.

Shared Facilities!

Raving two types of schools in close proximity has the
advantage ot sharing selected facilities. Lerner (1967) noted that
this may be particularly true when the institutions involved are
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required or would like to provide services or aoquire expensive
sophisticated equipment and/or facilities that neither institution
could provide en their own. With the possibility of scheduling
problems, aceepted as givent shared facilities are cost effective,
represent the 1-st us of equipment, and can greatly enhance the
recruitment efforts.

Shared facilities can cover an ever widening list of options
from athletic facilities and dining facilities to library or ven
specialised classroom and laboratories.

One arrangement frequently made is the use of secondary school
facilities by postsecondary institution tor adult vening education
programs of college level courses.

Combined Enrollments

Although not as obvious between secondary and postsecondary
institutions, consider the advantage of having students from one or
mere high schools (public and/or private) enrolled in the same
class. This is particularly beneficial when neither institution has
a sufficient number of students to justify offering the course.
Dual enrollment has a great deal of merit from an eoenceic, and
perhaps, an educational standpoint. Now consider the possibility of
using postsecondary facilities. A. Lerner (5447) observed, 'This
approach takes advantage of the best equipment available and makes
possible the use et additional facilities" (p.14). hs an
alternative, eonsider the possibility of distant learning and the
technological advancements which are available. The opportunities
to combine enrolluents quickly take on a different appearance. The
magnet school concept is a variation of this program.

Contracted Services

Contractual agreements to offer classes at other institutions
has a multitude of possibilities both horizontally as well as
vertically. Again, the technological advancements in educational
delivery systems provide multitude of opportunities. The state of
Wisconsin is divided into eleven Cooperative iducational Services
Agencies (ClISA) areas. Mach C2SA provides, among other things,
contracted services which the individual seoendary local educational
agencies could not individually provide or justify. In specific
instances, it nay be desirable to have postsecondary institutions
contract to provide certain advance courses taught in the high
school. Lerner (1907) explains that "contracting represents an
alternative source of instructional faculty and permits. .

students to obtain some exposure to other forms of higher education.
In many cases, the institutions could not make the program available
to students without contracting tor these specialized services"
(p.15).

A school could contract to offer special summer sessions
for high school students in advanced classes in order for these
selected students to take advantage of these special high-level
classes. Through such an effort, the school not only enriches
the curriculum, but students exposed to the school are more
likely to attend that school in the future (Lerner, 1947,
p.15).
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Credit Transfer

Although fev examples can be found of cooperative efforts
between pUblie secondary institutions and public postsecondary
vocational technical institutions for direct transfer of credits,
such agreements do exist between public seoondary institutions and
proprietary occupational institutions as well as community colleges
which can serve as models.

The concept is quite simple and provides a link which helps a
student make a smooth transition to the next level in the
oducaticoal system. A. Lerner (1947) notes, those students who
complete a s000ndary vocational Negation program have acquired
very specific skills and knowledge in preparation for employuent.
Some eommunity oolleges de grant some oollege credits tor these
achievements. The number of credits transferred will depend on the
integration et the stated competencies into the postseoondary
curriculum. Depending en the particular discipline in question,
Lerner (10117) indicated that 3-14 hours of credit may be granted tor
the secondary school preparation. The awarding of advance credits
generally follow one of two options.

1. Students who earn "A" grades in approved secondary courses
receive the advanoe credit(s) directly.

2. Students who receive "S" grades in approved secondary
courses, can gain advanoed credits through the credit by
examination procedure.

3. In addition, applicants for the transfer etc:re:lite must
meet the college and program requirements and become
matriculated students.

This precess of transferring credits for authorized secondary
courses differs from the advance placement (the next artisulation

tg:gram) in that the credits are attempted prier to oemmencesent et
postsecondary worse of study and awarded when the student

matriculates. Spencerian College, for xample, allows the transfer
of 14 secondary credits (4 classes) for :nurses which include these:

English
TYPimel
Business Law
Secretarial Accounting
Human Relations
Anatooy and Physiology
Salesmanship
Merchandise Math

Math
Shorthand - Gregg
Business Correspondence
Accounting I
tiling and Records Managesent
Medical Terminology
'Business Communication
Consumer loonomics

(cited in Lerner, 1947, p.9)

It a student from a qualified high school earned "A" and "s"
grades in approved courses and could transfer 14 credits, quarter or
semester, into a Minnesota or Wisconsin state college/university, it
would equate to approximately 01,000 tuition. For private
postsecondary institutions it could even be sore. This is a
recruiting tool technical colleges cannot currently touch. Lerner
(1947) appropriately points out that: 143
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Traditionally, 2 year postsecondary teachers have been
reluctant to aocept secondary learning experiences for college
credit, yet these same teachers expect 4-year colleges to
accept their students, acoomplishments without question.
Often, members of the faculty believe the students are not
qualified and will not do well at the postseoondary level
(p.11).
Often technical colleges create barriers for what may be

reasonable consideration, only to.lose more that they gain.

Time-Shortened Programs

Most of the articulation programs are designed to facilitate
advance placement In postsecondary programs for those students who
have maetered the fundamental competencies in high school.
Time-shortened programs are designed to allow the student to
complete postsecondary phase faster while saving the student the
tuition quivalent to the time saved. As Long t al. (1184) noted
however, "their skill levels do not advance beyond the traditional
program* (p.4).

Advance_Flacement

often referred to as tisteshgraenti programs, the students are
granted postsecondary credits for accomplishments at the secondary
level. Although the credits are awarded in various ways, each has
caveat which distinguishes advance plaeement from credit transfer.

First, the person who entered the college as secondary
student, the enrichment program, and has aspirations for
postsecondary study, are awarded advance placement. The enrichment
program students in this case essentially study certain topics in
depth rather than general technical training. As they matriculate
they are awarded advance placement credits only if they enroll In
the program tor which their enrichment program applied.

8reuder and Martin (11188-84), identified a second type of
advance placement in which college credits are awarded tor high
school courses completed. Long et al. (1184) noted that this seoond
type involved college instructors and their high school oounterparts
reviewing the specific oourse syllabuses or task list. Upon
agreement of which high school courses are more or less equivalent
to introductory postsecondary °nurses, matrioulating students can
receive advance placement with the written recommendation of their
high school instructors tor those competenoies mastered. "In the
occasional cases where competencies tor which credits has been
awarded are shown not to be mastered, the student is given
independent instruction in subsequent courses" (8reuder and Martin,
1111-14, p.31).

Hennepin Technical College in Minneapolis, Minnesota, serving
both secondary and postsecondary students, has one of the most
ambitious and successful advance placement programs as noted by
Long et al. (15$4).

occupational curricula that are competency-based lend
themselves readily to training any studentssecondary,
postsecondary, or adult--regardless of age. With this in mind,
some articulation efforts respond to declining enrollments and

40114.
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fiscal pressures by training high school and postsecondary
students with the same curricula (and often together in the
same classes). Some of these programs share tenuity and
equipments others operate at independent futilities or
institutions (Long et al., 1984, p.4).
The third advance placement program profile involves a skills

test which allows the student to receive advance placement tor
demonstrnted mastery.

The final profile for advance placement is noted by Lerner
(1987). This profile involves Individual students with "C" grades
who applied tor credit transfer in some postseoondary institutions
will receive advancie placement but will not reoeive the credit
transfer until after successfully °completing a specified number of
postsecondary credits at the granting institution.

One-"lue -One

A career ladder approach, the receiving postsecondary
institution aocepts students who have °Depleted one-year diploisa
(the first 202 in the oneplus-one) program at another institution.
The most common would be proprietary school. Although vocational
technical diplouas are not awarded at the secondary level in
Minnesota or Wisconsin, two scenarios some to mind. First,
artieulation programs must address the Individual who uoves into the
state from another state in which the vocational teehnioal diplona
was awarded at the seoondary level. &mond, the individual in an
advance placement program similar to the Mannerist Teohnical College
program mentioned previously.

Advanced Skills Promos

Long et al. (1984) discusses advance skills and common
misnomer often applied to advanoe skills training.

Advanced skills programs also aim at avoiding duplication
of training, but the purpose is not to speed students through
the curricula more efficiently. Mather, adveneed skills
programs streamline fundamentals in order to make room in the
curricula to teach sore advanced skills than students would
normally get in traditional sompational program. Most of
these programs have a high-technology emphasis, deliver more
concentrated and more advanced content, blind graduate students
at 'master teohnician, level. A misnoner that is often
applied to all advanced skills programs (and many
time-shortened programs as well) is ,22,, even though many
programs do not involve structured learning sequence tros
grade 11 through grade 14 (Long t al., 11$4, p.1).
For the purpose Ot this paper and to preclude the contusion

associated with two-plus-two as oolleetive term, program titles
identified by Long et al. (11184) for the tvo main advance skills
programs, are adopted (a) wore curriculum (or pretechnology)
programs, and (b) "true vocational-technical ,20, programs in which
the entire occupational training curriculum begins In grade 11 and
terminates at the end of grade 14" (p.8).

Secondary and postsecondary institutions, according to Van
Allen (1188), are engaging in advance skill articulation programs
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with increasing frequency. An advance skills program is an
Articulation progres which joins the high school surriculum with two

years of education at a postsecondary institution (Parnell, 190$).

It properly designed, advance skills programa can provide maximum

eentinuity of instruction within and between edosational

institutions. The end product is a highly specialised and

employable, some say trained as opposed to edueated, technician.

Warobred and Long (11166 argue that the training possibilities'for

advance skills prograsm ng are only limited by educational resources

and employment trends.
Given a favorable environment tor their development, advance

skills programs have unparalled advantages. One significant
advantage deals with separate educational jurisdiction joining

together tor the benefit of students. In the developmental phase,

instead of focusing attention on institutional budgets authority,

boundaries and prestige, Van Allen (1086) found that ;he

participating educational institutions tended to focus on student

outcomes which were defined in terms of student anhievement levels

based on euployment opportunities. The student centered orientation

provides the essential ingredients tor the suocessful development
and implementation of an articulation program. When the

representatives of the participating educational institutions set

aside vestet interest for the expected gains in student achievement,

with it comes the coumitment, cooperation, and the effective
cosmunication essential tor success.

Core Curriculus Prooree

The main purpose of core curriculum or "pre-tech" progress

is to produce better prepared high school graduates tor entry
into postsecondary technical training programs. Core

curriculum programs give secondary students a broad basic

background In technology --a strong "core' of ooncepts and
skills--but de not restrict students to making an occupational

choice in their junior year. Many such programs include
agreements that enable matelaulating student to bypass

postsecondary introductory sourses and take sore advanced

courses than the 3-year training program would allow. Although

the preparation is broader, high school students still receive

sufficient specific skill training for entry-level employment

(Long t al., 1966, p.5).
Several examples of an articulated core curriculum program are

now available.
1. Oklahoma Cltyos articulation effort, which is built on the

Principles of Todhnology 'tech-preps curriculum developed

by the Center tor Occupational Research and Development

(cORD) and the Agency tor Instructional Technology. The

articulatieA responds to community needs for more and

better trained technicians for high-technology industries

in the Oklahoma City area. It also is part of local

economic development effort to attract new high-tech

industries to the city (Long et al., 11186, p.5).

2. One leader in thin effort is Den Mull, president of the

center for Occupational Research and Development (CORD) in

Waco, Texas. CORD (1984) has developed a 2-year course in
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applied science ter junior and senior high school students
that should improve their knowledge of sciense and oath.
Several secondary veciational schools throughout the nation
have adopted this concept and are developing excellent
course material tor this 3year sequence (Lerner, 11167,

n.16).
3. The CORD (11165) Advance TechngLay Core_

is an articulation (Mortal-tic (Our pos ry ran $

for (a) /aser/electro optics, (b) instrument and control,
(c) robotics end automated system courses, and (d) micro

electronics worse.
4. Curriculum 2000, published by the Society of Manufacturing

Engineers is an articulation effort involving secondary
and posts;somdary two and tour year colleges and
artioulated curriculum developsent for manufacturing
engineer educatieft and engineering technology.

Vocational Technical 3-olus-2 Procreq

The vocatioal technical 2-plus-2 progran takes total view
which is foossed en developing advansed skills tor a high technology
occupational area during grades 11 through 14.

Usually tawny members, administrators, and employer
representatives are involved in planning the curriculum and deciding
what will be taught at each grade level (Marmbred and Long, 1986,

p.210). The curriculum arranges tbe study et mathematics, science,
oommunloation, team:logy, and specific: teehnioal skills associated
with the 000upational area under study to reach the pasteg
technicign level et competencies by a step-by-step progression
terminating at the end of grade 14. A career ladder approach Ls
built in which permits student exit at the end ot grades 12, 13, and
14 (Varmbrod 6 Long, 19868 Long et al., 1086).

To achieve this ambitious outoome, vocational technical
02+2" prograns must blend the resources of both the secondary

and postsecondary institutions. ?kis may involve creating a
jointly operated training tacility: writing new, comprehensive,
competencpbased curricula for all 4 years: building strong,
close working relationships amen, participating adainistrators
and falsity; sharing instrusters; maintaining exceptionally
close relationships with local employers: investing substantial
planning time and funding: and creating and managing complex

formal operational and funding structures (Long et al., 11184,

p.6).

Moritontal Articulation

The time-shortened and advance skills articulation program are
called vertical articulation which are designed to help the student
view the multiple level educetional system as a single system. Lang

et al. (1986) specifically identifies one other form of articulation
which should be mentioned briefly.

Koriaontal articulation facilitates the movement of a student

from one campus or program to another of the same type. Currently

this type of articulation effort is negotiated at the postsecondary

level, but can impact directly on secondary/postsecondary



articulation efforts.
If the student participating in

can now move horizontally at the end
flexibility is a major selling point
vertical articulation program at the

Overconino Barriers
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vertical articulation program
of the grade 13, the additional
for initial entry of the
secondary level.

The most common concerns about articulation prograss relate to
staff acceptance, institutional turf concerns, poor internal
comeunication and inadequate promotion (Long et al., 1984).

following review of literature. Stewart and Reiman (1985)
concluded that,

While an inoreasing number of institutions were found to
be corking on articulation agreements, it appears that most
reports described individual efforts rather than information
about establishing articulation agreements. The common
characteristic bond in the reports related to the need to
establish communication so that duplication of efforts oould be
minimised (p.111).
In their study et articulation in vocational agriculture,

Stewart and Neiman (19118) substantiated that even though secondary
and postsecondary vocational programs (agrisulture) teachers have
many mutual perceptions in common, more womunicatien should occur.
Stewart and Heiman recommend that moondary teachers involved in
articulation programs should (a) learn more about postsecondary
e ducation, (b) visit postsecondary programs, (a) teach secondary
students about careers requiring postsecondary preparation, and (d)
refer prospective postsecondary students to the appropriate
institutions. They also recommend that postsecondary teachers
e nhance the articulation effort by promoting oemmunioation with
secondary teachers. ActivIties recommended by Stewart and Neiman
for postsecondary educators to promote artioulation include (a)
appointing secondary teaches" to program adVisowy committees, (b)
vleiting individually with seeendary teachers at their institution,
(c) inviting secondary teachers to visit psetswondary programs, and
(d) developing policy tor awarding college credit tor documented
prior learning.

Imolesentino Interinetitutional Articulation

In study cd secondary-postsecondary articulation conducted
for the National Center for Research in Vocational Education, Long
e t al. (1988) determined the approaches to artioulation and
identified common activities as well as berriers te the prowess.
They identified two of the general models for artioulation programs,
the time shortened and the advance skill, mentioned previously.
Regardless of the model followed, the artioulation programs studied
had the following characteristics in ammons (a) leadership and
commitment must be provided free the top, (b) faculty (secondary and
postsecondary teachers) must be involved early, (c) relationships
must be based on mutual respect and trust, (d) the uutual benefit to
all partners must be ensured, (e) articulation agreements must be in
writing, (f) communication between participants must be open, clear,
and frequent, (g) initial goals must be modest, (h) responsibilities
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must be clearly defined, (i) curricula suet be competency-based, (I),
the focus must be en mutual goals rather than individual/
institutional interests (turt)(Long et al., 15848 cited in Lerner,
1987$ cited Warmbrod I Long, 1584).

Lerner (1187) identifies the following twelve steps tor
consideration in implenenting as articulatiem programs

1. Identify the need tor and benefits t articulating with
other educational institutions in your area.

2. Identify ether educational institmtions that would benefit
from articulating with your Behold or oellege.

3. meet with the chief executive officers (Clog) of these
organizations.

4. Assign someone the responsibility of directing the
articulation effort.

S. Identify the person in the private Woupational school who
can certify transfer students from vocational school
programs.

4. Establish clear communication channels within your
institution and between and among inatitutions.

7. Determine the college or university degree program into
which the private occupational school students can
transfer.

$ . Establish whether the transfer will be granted on
course-bpoourse basis or on the blanket eeneept.

S. Develop written articulation agreenents for execution at
the institutional level and between program departments.

10. Begin by selecting one or two program areas that appear
amenable, where faculty members have established
relationships, and that have partioular need for
articulation. Once these program areas are swoessfully
articulated and the benefits made visible, use these
successes to get other essupatiosal departsents involved.

11. Establish contest person r department at each school
involved in the agreement.

12. Provide seeretarial support for artioulation coordinator
and Eaoulty to aid their eeordiaation, planning, and
currioula development.

13. Establish system for wirtifying student competencies or
educational awooplishments two the artioulated courses.

14. Publicise the artioulation arrangements and programs to
students, parents, employers, an eemmunity offiCals
(pp.18-11).

MOUE
Successful artiaulation programs are Moused en improved

mopeunioation among persons at the secondary and postsecondary
levels, and those policies and practices which facilitate student
progress. because of their close relationship to students on both
levels, teachers are key personnel in a process. Improved
articulation is cooperative effort which must involve counselor
and administrators at both levels. The moons and extent to which
any articulation program is neeotiated involves credit or
recognition for prior experiences at the secondary level.

Parnell (1985) offers seven specific recoomendations for
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developing cooperative efforts.
1. All students need a student centered curriculum. Th-

barriers to achieving excellence for 111 students suet be
identified and removed.

2. Unfocused learning will not produce excellence.
tducational programs must provide the necessary structur
and sUbstance.

3. students must be able to view the educational system as
providing a single, oeberent program.

4. Students met see and feel a connectedness between what
they do and the larger whole between education and the
rest of the real world.

S. Students must experience or be able to envision a
continuity in learning between one institution and
another.

6. Secondary level vocational education curriculum must aim
at preparing students tor broad career areas rather than
for specific jobs.

7. Students must see the value in and necessity to develop
the competencies for continuing their learning throughout
a lifetime as mans of avoiding obsolescence (cited in
Shapiro, 1966).

There is no single articulation program whieh will satisfy all
situations. Open, student focused communication is the key to
successful articulation. If articulation progress are not developed
between secondary and postesoondary institutions, every one loses.
vocational education progress at the seoendary level may be placed
at risk and the postsecondary program fall to develop the necessary
feeder programs at the secondary level. Ultisately the students
themselves have the most to lose. Articulation programs appear to
be the key to suceess. Sy making postesoondary training programs
meaningful, attainable, and more attraetive to students
articulation can help keep future technicians fres seeking their
initial postsecondary training --and employment --outside the local
area.
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ATTACHMENT F

Handouts from Frank Zenobia



ZENOBIA di ASSOCIATES
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY GROUP (ATG1

WORLD CLASS MANUFACTURING
MP&CS 01P CIM MP OA/TO/MIS

Manufacturing
Planning &
Control
Systems

Operational
Improvement
Processes

Computer
integrated
Manufacturing

Strategic
Business
Planning

Office
Automation
Telecom-
munications

-14RF II

-Just-in-Time
(JIT)

-Total Quality
Control (TOC)

-Synchronized
Mfg Optimized
Prod. Tech
(OPT)

- Distribution/
Requirements

- Logistics
Planning

- Procurement/
Supply Line
Mgmt

-Preventative
Maintenance

- Optimization
& Simulation

- Decision
Support
Systems

-Order Entry

- Financial Sys./
integrated to
MRP II

- Forecasting
Modeling

AS/RS
UPI

-Material
Handling Flow
Conventional-
Automated

-Work Cell
Flow & Control
Concepts

-Factory
Automation

*Facility Layout
& Flow

*Re-industrial-
Ization Program
Management

*New Plant
Design

'Facilities
Management

*Consolidations
& Rearrangements

*Conventional
Cost Reduction
Programs

- CAD
Computer Aided
Design

- CAM
Computer Aided
Manufacturing

-GT
Group
Technology

-CAPP
Computer Aided
Process Planning

-FOP
Factory of the
Future

-CIM-MRP IWIT
integration

-Strategic
Planning &
Consulting

*Strategic
Business Planning

*Strategic
Manufacturing
Planning

*Human Resource
& Organization
Planning

-Office
Automation

-Telecom-
munications

-MIS Planning

*Software

*Hardware

*Communications

11040 'W. Bruemourt1Xi1, Suite 214, Mitwagge, WI 53226 (414) 475.7771
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ATTACHMENT G

Group Assignments and
Discussion Questions
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C1M Conference
June 6-7, 1990

SMALL GROUP WORKSHEET - MORNING SESSION

Group Participants:

Group Leader:

1. CIM Components

2. CIM Competencies



3. What articulation linkages are needed:

A. With other schools/districts

B . Business and Industry
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Mary Franson , Group Leader #1

Virgil Noordyk
Gene Koshak
Terry Tower
Larry Haller
David Stinnett
Ken Mills

Fred Skeeba, Group Leader #4

David North
Gordon Haag
Marcel Mildbrandt
Al Miller
Dennis Leonard

Merlin Gentz, Group Leader #2

Jon Stevenson
Jim Tucker
Ed hick
Chuck Oestreich
Walt Peters
Mark Durkee

Ed hick, Group Leader #3

Levin
Rober!tlr
John Ross
Steven Skowronski
Al Hiles
Bill Bullcch

Gary Leonard, Group Leader #5

Mike W. Bird
Steve Prahl
Dave Peterson
Al Pitts
Robert Zuleger
Ray Price
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C1M Conference
June 6-7, 1990

SMALL GROUP WORKSHEET - AFTERNOON SESSION

Group Participants:

Group Leader:

1. CIM Mission/Position Statement

2. Curriculum Needs



3. Future direction of CIM for Wisconsin
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John Ross, Group Loader fl

Gene Koshak
Jon Stevenson
Mark Durkee
Fred Skeeba
Dennis Leonard
Robert Zuleger

Ken Mills, Group Leader #3

Larry Haller
Ed Falck
Steven Skowronski
Gordon Haag
Mike W. Bird

Virgil Noordyk, Group Leader #5

Walt Peters
Kevin Lipsky
Bill Bulloch
Al Miller
Dave Peterson
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Al Pitts, Group Leader #2

Terry Tower
Jim Tucker
Robert Housner
David North
Gary Leonard
Ray Price

Merlin Gentz, Group Leader #4

David Stinnett
Chuck Oestreich
Al Hiles
Marcel Mildbrandt
Steve Prahl



ATTACHMENT H

Certificate of Completion
&

Evaluation Form
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CIM Conference

Certificate of Completion
This is to certify that

Cim Participant

Participated in the CIM Conference at UW-Stout, on June 64, 1990

Bruce Siebold, Dean, School of Industry & Technology

Howard Lee, Project Director

A pro.* sponsored by die Wisconsin Star Board of Vocational, UMW sod Adult Bdocation and dts
University of Wieoonsin-Stout, Canter bx Vomited. UMW tad Adak Mud=



CIM Conference
June 6-7, 1990

Evaluation Form

Dimakms Please respond to the following items based on your experience in this workshop.
Use the following response&

1 us P = Poor
2 im BA = Below Average
3 = A = Average
4 = AA = Above Average
5 = E = Excellent

Evaluation
Presentations/Sessions/Resources P BA A AA E

1 2 3 4 5

1. CIM - An Industrial Application - Don Manor 1 2 3 4 5

2. Technical College Presentation

Chippewa Valley 1 2 3 4 5

Fox Valley Technical College 1 2 3 4 5

Gateway Technical College 1 2 3 4 5

Lakeshore Technical College 1 2 3 4 5

Milwaukee Area Technical College 1 2 3 4 5

Northcentral Technical College 1 2 3 4 5

Western Wisconsin Technical College 1 2 3 4 5

3. CIM at Stout - Bob Meyer 1 2 3 4 5

4. Future of CIM - Frank Cenovia 1 2 3 4 5

5. Small Group Discussion
A. CIM competencies, components & articulation 1 2 3 4 5

B. CIM mission, curriculum needs & future of CIM 1 2 3 4 5

C. Small group presentation 1 2 3 4 5

6. What did you like best about the workshop?

7. What could be improved?
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DISAP, Version 2.0, RSTS V9.7-08 CVTAZ-SRUTUS. Program: D18101
Center for Vocational Technical and Adult Zducation
Group numbers based on the PRIMARY group for this analysis
Analysis on 22-7Un-90 at 01:05 PM. Data from file: CIM90
Survey unalysis of response to 13 questions, by'30 people
11111111.11111111111111111111111111111111111

Question: 1

Page: 1

Cia - An Industrial Application - Don Manor
(1)=Poor, (2)=1elow Average, (3)=Avorage, (4)-Above Average, (5)=Zxcellent

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

0 4.07 4.69

--- Stand Dim ---
Omit No Omit
2.47 0.62

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.13 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.13 0.67 People

4 0 0 2 4 20

Question: 2

--- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 4.53 4.85 5.18 0.63

Technical College Presentation - Chippewa Valley Technical College
(1)=Poor, (2)=Solow Average, (3)=Average, (4)=Above Average, (5)=Zxcellent

Group---- Mean ----
Omit No Omit

0 3.77 4.04

--- Stand Dev NUmber Quartile
Omit No Omit People Chocks First Median Third IQR
1.65 0.74 30 30 3.50 4.04 4.63 1.13

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.07 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.43 0.27 People

2 0 0 7 13 8

matimilmemmumm

Question: 3

Technical College Presentation - Fox Valley Technical College
(1)=Poor, (2)=Selow Average, (3)=Average, (4)=Above Avrage, (5)=Zxcellent

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

0 4.40 4.71

I= I=- Stand Dov NUmber Quartile
Omit No Omit People Chocks First Median Third IQR
1.78 0.46 30 30 4.38 4.80 5.15 0.78

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.67 People

2 0 0 0 8 20
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DISAP, Vrsion 2.0, RSV; V9.7-08 CVTAZ-SRUTUS. Program: DES101
Center for Vocational Technical and Adult Education
Group numbers' based on the PRIMARY group for this analysis
Analysis on 22-JUn-90 at 01:05 PM. Data from file: CIM90
Survey analysis of response to 13 questions, by 30 people
11111111111EMMIMIONIMUNEMII

Question: 4

Page: 2

Technical College Presentation - Gateway Technical College
(1)-Poor, (2)-Selow Average, (3)41verago, (4)1mAbove Average, (5)-Excellent

Group ---- Man --
Omit No Omit

0 3.60 3.72

- -- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit
1.36 0.96

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.03 0.00 0.07 0.40 0.23 0.27 People

1 0 2 12 7 8

VIIMMOMMOOMMOIRMIUM

Question: 5
YOSOMMIROMMUMMUM

- -- Number Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 2.94 3.57 4.59 1.66

Technical College Presentation - Lakeshore Technical College
(1)-Poor, (2)-Bolow Average, (3)IRAverage, (4)-Above Average, (5)-Excellent

Group ---- Mean --- Stand Dev --- Number --- Quartile
Omit No Omit Omit No Omit People Checks First Median Third IQR

0 3.73 4.00 1.65 0.77 30 30 3.38 4.00 4.63 1.25

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.07 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.40 0.27 People

2 0 0 8 12 8

1111851111111MOMMIIMIIIIIIIIN

Question: 6
MOOMMWOOMMIUMM!

Technical College Presentation - Milwaukee Area Technical College
(1)=Poor, (2)-Bolow Average, (3)1Average, (4)-Above Average, (5)-Excellent

Group ---- Moan --
Omit No Omit

0 4.17 4.31

- -- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit
1.30 0.66

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.03 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.47 0.40 People

1 0 0 3 14 12

- -- Number Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 3.80 4.32 4.90 1.09



DISAP, Version 2.0, RSV' V9.7-08 CVTAI-SRUTUS. Program: DES101
Center for Vocational Technical and AdUlt Education
Group numbers based on the PRIMARY group for this analysis
Analysis on 22-JUn-90 at 01:05 PM. Data from file: CIM90
Survey analysis of response to 13 questions, by 30 people

Question: 7

Page: 3

Technical College Presentation - Northcentral Technical College
(1)=Poor, (2)=Below Average, (3)=Average, (4)=Above Amerage, (5)=Excellent

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

0 4.13 4.28

--- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit
1.26 0.59

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.03 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.57 0.33 People

1 0 0 2 17 10

MONIIMIMMIMMOOMM

Question: 8

NUmber Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 3.81 4.24 4.78 0.97

Technical College Presentation - Western Technical College
DID NOT PRESENT

NOTICE: Item responses consist of 100% OMITS
No data will be printed.

immumummilimmin

Question: 9
immilmmummins.

CIM at Stout - Sob Meyer
(1)=Poor, (2)=Below Average, (3)=Average, (4)=Above Average, (5)8/Excellent

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

--- Stand Dm, ---
Omit No Omit

0 3.70 3.96 1.67 0.84

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.07 0.00 0.03 0.23 0.40 0.27 People

2 0 1 7 12 8

SOMMISMEMMINOMMM

Question: 10
MOBOOMMOMMIRMVOSM

--- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 3.36 4.00 4.63 1.27

future of CIM - Frank Zenobia
(1)=Poor, (2)=Below Average, (3)=Average,

Group ---- Mean ----
Omit No Omit

--- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit

0 4.57 4.57 0.57 0.57

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.37 0.60 People

0 0 0 1 11 18

(4)=Above Average, (5)=Excellent

--- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 4.09 4.67 5.08 0.99
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Group numbers based on the PRIMARY group for this analysis
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Survey analysis of response to 13 questions, by 30 people
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Question: 11

Page: 4

Small Group Discussion - CIM competencies, components & articulation
(1)-Poor, (2)-Below Average, (3)Average, (4)=Above Average, (5)-Excellont

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

0 4.13 4.28

- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit
1.32 0.70

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.03 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.43 0.40 People

1 0 0 4 13 12

VIIIIIMMUIMMM-1111M-

Question: 12
SIMMWMIUMMIMMORM

- -- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 3.75 4.31 4.90 1.15

Small Group Discussion - CIM mission, curriculum needs G future of CIM
(1)-Poor, (2)-Below Average, (3)-Average, (4)-Above Average, (5)-Excellent

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

0 4.37 4.37

- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit
0.61 0.61

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.50 0.43 People

0 0 0 2 15 13

-MMIll1211-MOSSMOSM-

Question: 13
minimmimmemaimm

- -- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 3.87 4.37 4.92 1.06

Small Group Discussion - Small group presentation
(1)-Poor, (2)-Below Average, (3)-Average, (4)=Above Average, (5)-Excellont

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

0 4.20 4.34

- Stand Dov ---
Omit No Omit
1.29 0.61

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.03 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.50 0.40 People

1 0 0 2 15 12

- -- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 3.85 4.33 4.90 1.05
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CIM Conference
June 6-7, 1990

Evaluation Results

6. What did you like best about the workshop?

The opportunity for administrators and instructors from DPI, VTAE and the University to
discuss CIM.
Depth of discussion.
Sharing of information and insight into other districts and schools.
Discussion level.
Good exchange with secondary.
Too much to mention.
Common interest and direction of programs.
The fact that secondary schools were included.
Sharing, networking.
The ability to interact with technical school instructors.
Bob Meyer and Frank Zenobia
Open communication, good exchange of information, excellent spirit among participants,
good management and planning. Kudo's to Howard Lee, Tim Mero, Orville Nelson.
Small groups.
Quality of presentations, networking with other schools.
Getting together.
The culninawn of a statewide initiative wu the highlight-we now will be able to move
ahead.
I believe something significant will be a result of the conference. Good job!
Sharing.
Seeing what is happening in other districts and in the industry today. The small woup
discussions were also great!
Group interaction, small group discussions.
Helping the VTAE to get together and give direction to CIM.
Interaction and sharing of experience:, etc., by all members of the conference.
Bringing in resolute: like Don Manor and Prank Zenobia.
All tine levels meet together.
Everyone on all levels had input. Hiked this. Also we had direction and I feel some
committees will be develo* and some prowess will be made for all tech. ed. programs in
am.
Just to have the opportunity to be involved wu most worthwhile. Good start on
communications.
Technical college presentations gave a good picture of CIM. Small groups with secondary
and postsecondary were very good.
This was a very worthwhile workshop! Good organization and excellent food and
accommodations.
Very good workshop. Thanks!



Evaluation Results Continued

7. What could be unproved?

Condnue the effort.
Articulation and sharing of information between secondary schools and tech schools.
Continue this service.
What needs to be done to successfully integrate this.
Better pictures on the Stout presentation.
Day was too long.
Better mom
Include business leaders in future meetings to get their guidance/approval on what we are
doing.
Nmd follow-up to implement recommendations.
I think a "study group" meeting, at the "buck," (informal get-together), could do more to
break down the birders and create friendships, than some meetings could. I would suggest
it be done at the end of the first day.
Probably the best individual objective conference attended - information - education and
direction.
Continue the good work. I am pleased I was here and feel it was very worthwhile.
It was all very good.
If possible, more time for presenters, such as Frank and Don.
Some of the reports could be a little shorter, especially the first day, because of the long
drive.
Communications to share, "do not redevelop the wheel." Involve other school.), DPI.
Expand DPI/VTAE articuladon
It was embarrassing to see the -Stout person have poor transparencies and slides in
backwards!
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Introduction

Wisconsin companies are increasingly competing in a world market place. They are
competing for customers who want quality products and services that are designed to meet
their specific needs and sold at competitive prices. In this consumer driven, international
market place, it is important that a company be able to respond quickly to consumer needs
and pmcluce a high quality product. As a result, many of our production, marketing, and
management systems are outdated. For example, it is no longer practical to have a two to
three year lead time in the development of a new product when a competitor can develop a
new model in less than a year.

These conditions are motivating Wisconsin companies to automate more production
processes and develop computer controlled manufacturing systems. Computer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM) is a system that integrates the data Wks for the mariceting, design,
production, and operations portions of the company to develop a mote efficient and
responsive producion system. The Wisconsin VTAE system has recognized the
importance of ClM. Several VTAE districts are developing propams and facilities 1".F
on CIM. CVTAE contacts with these districts through the VTAE Professional
Development Coordinator Project has revealed an interest in a meeting where the district4
could share their programs and discuss the differences. These districts would also like to
have additional input on CIM trends and other new manufacturing techniques. In addition,
some high schools are initiating programs in the CIM area. They are purchasing equipment
and developing curriculum materials. There is a need to articulate high school prioxrams
with the secondary technical college programs. Moreover, there is also a need
opporumity to articulate the two year postsecondary programs with four year university
programs.

Purpose

The purpose of this project is to bring together the postsecondary VTAE technical colleges
and UW-Stout staff members who are working with C1M to discuss current program
content, identify areas that need further development, and determine how these programs
can be articulated. In addition, this project will involve a sample of high schools that are
working on the CIM related Fograms in order to identify areas of articulation between the
high school and postsecondary programs.

Objectives

This project addressed the following objectives:

1. Identify the latest trends in computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) technology.

2. Identify the common components of the C1M programs being offered in the Wisconsin
VTAE System.

3. Specify articulation linkages between two year technical college OM programs and
four year university programs.
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4. Determine logical components for high school technology education programs related to
CIM.

5. Identify articulation linkages between secondary and postsecondary CIM programs and
business and industry.

6. Describe areas in which further curriculum development is needed.

Participants

Participants for the workshop came from three groups. The first group consisted of eight
VTAEs who had either a CIM program course center or cell. A contact person in these
eight schools was identified by Jean Burns, Trade and Industry Consultant, Wisconsin
State Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education (see correspondence from Jean
Burns in Attachment C). These eight schools were invited to attend and provide
informadon about their aM program course center or cell. This group was asked to also
prepare a 15 minute video tape of their CIM set-up as part of their 25 minutepresentation
allotment. Each of these schools were also provided $250 stipend to make the video tape.
A letter (see Attachment B for example of correspondence) was sent directly to the
identified person with copies sent to the assistant director of instructional service.

A second group of participants consisted of the remaining eight school districts. Each was
asked to send two persons to the workshop. A letter was sent to each assistant director
who was asked to fonvard it to the appropriate person(s).

The third group of participants consisted to high school teachers. Because the workshop
was also concerned with articulation between VTAE districts and high school, a high
school was invited tor each VTAE district which had a CIM program. Names of high
school instructors were solicited from Dick Kitzmann, Technolow Education Consultant,
DPI. Other high schools involved in the High Technology Training Project were also
invited.

Letters and follow-up phone calls were made to each VTAE District The final list of
participants may be found in Attachment A.

The Workshop

A two day agenda was developed and followed (see Attachment A). Jean Burns was
consulted during the development of the agenda to ensure consistency with State Board
goals. The overview by industry and the sharing of existing VTAE programs with the
future of CIM rounded out the first day. The topics for the second day highlighted issues
felt to be important for all participants.

Don Manor, Executive Consultant, John Deere Tech Services started off the conference by
presenting "CIM-An Industrial Application." The presentation highlighted a brief history,
the need for the John Deere company to change, how the company changed, the kinds of
new operations brought in, how they were developed and managed, and the status of the
company at the present time. A slide series (see Attachment D for slide script) showed the
latest CM equipment and emphasized the importance of planning. A question and answer
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period followed. A 4.69 mean score out of a possible 5 indicates that participants felt the
presentation was excellent.

Each to the Technical Colleges present then showed their video tape and explained their
CIM program course center or cell. Some provided handouts (see Attachment E) and
indicated participants could make copies of the video. Many questions resulted from these .

presentations. SWe most did not know the extent of what is happening at other colleges
this session was felt to be very useful. A pooled mean score of 4.2 shows hit pardcipants
felt these presentations were between above average to excellent.

Don Manor was also asked to share any comments from an industrial perspective as to the
present technical college CIM programs.

Frank Zenobia, of Frank Zenobia and Associates, made a one hour and forty five minutes
presentation on CIM Concepts and the Future of CIM. See Attachment F for handouts.
While the high school teachers found the presentation very technical, the technical college
participants found the presentation very stimulating. An evaluation score of 4.6 indicates
that participants in general felt the presentation was on the excellent side.

On the morning of day two of the workshop, pardcipants were divided into five groups,
(see Attachment 0 for all group assignments and discussion questions) three technical
college groups and two high school groups. They were also mixed up between groups
since some technical colleiges and high schools sent more than one person. The task of the
small group was to determine the CIM components needed, CIM competencies of future
workers and to identify Articulation Linkages (existing and needed). After a lively
discussion, each group reported their findings to the conference. The groups, participants,
and the comments they presented are listed below.

Group Participants:

Group Leader:

Small Group #1
Morning Worksheet Results

Mary Franson, Virgil Noordyk, Gene Koshak, Terry Tower,
Larry Haller, David Stinnett, Ken Mills

Mary Franson

1 . CIM Components

Human Resources-Most Important
Quality-TAI
Team Building
Committed Employees
F.T. Students in All Programs Need
Individual Program Skills
ClIM in and of Itself Needs Not to Have Hardware-Minor Importance
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2 . CIM Comretencies

Entry Competencies
Math/Communications
Individual Program Competencies

Exit Competencies
Program Specific Skills
How Human Factors Integrate into the Organization
Hunu.:: Factors-Team Work

3 . What Articulation Linkages are Needed

A. With Other Schools/Districts

Colleges need to work torther to select vendors, identify pitfalls, service,
software, hardware, training
Cooperative ventures; three systems-actual, cost, training
State CIM Steering Committee
State Board Leadership - Void with J.B. Departure
We need to help high school teachers recruit students to their programs-stress
implications of math, science engineering, orientation to careers

B. Business and Industry

Companies we work with lead credibility to our programs
Business and industry reps help recruitment
Help improve image of colleges
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Group Participants:

Group Leader:

Small Group 12
Morning Worksheet Results

Merlin Gentz, Jon Stevenson, Jim Tucker, Ed Falck, Chuck
Oestreich, Walt Peters, Mark Durkee

Merlin Gentz

1 . CIM Components

Definit ion: Any factor related to breaking down baniers in communication in an
organization.

Team Building
Group Dynamics
Ego Bustin;
Understanding the Communication Cycle
Organizational Structure
Breaking Down Interdivisional Barriers
Need for Understanding of the Total Business Operation

Definition: Factors Related to Improving What is Presently Being Done.
Understanding of the Purpose of the Organization
Evaluation of Whae You Are
Planning
Goal Setting
Process Improvement
Specific Job Training
Set Up Reduction
J.LT.
Hardware/Software

2 . CIM Competencies

Problem Solving
Critical Thinking
Practical View
Leadership/Pollowship Qualities
Communicadon Skills
Knowledge of Where to Start
Evolutionary Vision
Understanding the "Big" Picture

3 . What Articulation Linkages are Needed

A. With Other Schools/Districts
Real Cooperation

B. Business and Industry

5
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Group Participants:

Group Leader!

Small Group #3
Morning Worksheet Results

Ed Falck, Kevin Lipsky, Robert Housner, John Ross, Steven
Skowronski, Al Hiles, Bill Bulloch

Ed Falck

1. CIM Components

Computers
Professional Growth Technology Outstripping Knowledge Base
Professional Growth Software Not Keeping up With the Need

Technology
Common Data Base
MI
Commonality of Equipment to Fit Within Matrix

Integration
Planning, Protocol and Handshaking, Human Factors
Communications Between People
Protocol, Handshaking, Common Topology
Islands of Automation - Linkage
Drives Plan, Drives Equipment to Match Human Factors

Manufacturing
Process Raw Materials, Products, Services
Look at it as a Business
Methodologies From Beginning to End
Environmental Concerns, Waste
Manage Technological Change

Human
Politics
Business Strategy-Business Plan
Information Strategy-Manage Data
Manufacturing Strategy-How to Reduce Waste, How to Manufacture Efficiently

2 . CIM Competencies
What are the root causes of problems?
Architecture of what it takes to run your business? Chart it!
Understand Process - Lift root and look down on your organization as people!
There are role models out there - Look for them!
Job Satisfaction
Team Involvement, etc.
Networking
State has to be a leader and facilitator
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Group Participants:

Group Leader:

1 . CIM Components

Small Group #4
Morning Worksheet Results

Fred Skebba, David North, Gordon Haag, Marcel Mildbrandt,
Al Miller, Dennis Leonard

Fred Skebba

State Problem - Choose Product
Planning Functions
Design (CAD)
Manufacturing Processes
Hardware
Team Work
Integrate Disciplines

2 . CIM Competencies

Working Togethzr
Developing Pride and Appreciation for Quality
Know Conmpts of Running an Enterprise
Computer Literacy
Know CIM Components
Basic Skills:
- Math
- Communications, etc.

7
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Small Group #5
Morning Worksheet Results

Group Participants: Gary Leonard, Mike W. Bird, Steve Prahl, Dave Peterson, Al
Pins, Robert Zuleger, Ray Price

Group Leader: Gary Leonard

1 . CIM Components
Basic Skills
Applications
MI Awareness
Haidware
Software
Mergering Technologies
Recommended Core Courses
Team Teaching

2 . CIM Competencies-Knowledge of:
Business Management
Material Processes
Marketing & Distribution
Engineering & Research
Manufacturing Production
Accessing Information

3 . What Articulation Linkages are Needed:
A. What Other Schools/Districts

Shared Resources
Shared Equitifirent
Shared S
Team Teaching
2 + 2
Articulated Competencies
Common Needs Assessment
Curriculum Development
Distance Learning
Staff Development
Advisory Committee
Mentoring
Communication

B. Business and Industry
Shared Resources
Shared Equipment
Work Place Competencies
Curriculum Development
Internship/Job Sharing
Advisory Committee
Mentoring
Field Trips

8
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The commonality of CIM components, competencies ard existing and future aniculation
became apparent. One of the groups decided to define each item which established the
parameters fir their discussion and repordng. Prank Zenobia and Bob Meyer were asked
to comment as each vow completed their report and answered questions fmm the rest of
the participants. A mean score of 4.28 shows that the participants felt this session was
between ae average to excellent.

The afternoon session dealt with CIM mission/position statement, curriculum needs and the
future direction of C1M. The participants were redivided into five groups mixing the VTAE
and high school. Each group spent one and one half huur in discussion and then reported
to the conference. Their summary comments by group follows.

9
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Small Group #1
Afternoon Workshett Results

Group Participants: Dennis Leonard, Gene Koshak, Fred Skebba, Mark Durkee,
John Ross, Bob Zuleger, Jon Stevenson

Group Leader: John Ross

1 . CIM Mission/Position Statement
Secondary

Team work-cross boundaries
Concerns-latitude/release time
Awareness
Learning about enterprise
Junior achievement
Articulation with postsecondary
Professional growth activities for faculty
Networking
Promote change
Remove barriers between program areas
Educate the public about CIM concepts
Encourap involvement of multiple advisory committees
Networking-internally/externally
Deliver to business industry
Articulate CIM to secondary environment
Help organizations integrate activities
Involve professional organizations to support CIM efforts
Actively pursue industry
Support for CIM educational efforts
Promote imap change

2 . Curriculum Needs

Good video on the concepts of CIM
Netwoddn

PC technology
Innmus concepts
Curriculum time
Integration of all concepts
How to set up teaching of CIM concepts
Access to common data base of curriculum
Develoe network of resources/people
Interfacing equipment

3 . Future Direction of CIM for Wisconsin
Network between all involved
Integrate our strengths
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Small Group #2
Afternoon Worksheet Results

Group Participants: Al Pitts, Tary Tower, Jim Tucker, Robert Housner, David
North, Gary Lwnard, Ray Price

Group Leader: Al Pitts

1 . CIM Miulon/Position Statement

&Ascot students in the concepts of the integration of computer and human resources
for all elements of business and industry.

2 . Curriculum Needs

The CIM enterprise addresses the exchange of data within an organization. As
educators we propose to use CIM to improve our delivery of education and training.

We also prwose that all students graduating from Wisconsin schools have a
fundamental understanding of CIM and can apply CIM concepts in the world of work.

3 . Future Direction of CIM for Wisconsin

1 1
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Small Group #3
Afternoon Worksheet Results

Group Participants: Ken Mills, Larry Haller, Ed Falck, Steven Skowronski, Gordon
Haag, Mike W. Bird

Group Leader: Ken Mills

1 . CIM Mission/Position Statement

Include a statewide leadership initiation.
Process of involvement.
Structure to provide the linkage between the schools (Include communication).
Need for industrial support
Level of commitment
Vertical articulation
Emphasis on human elements
Curriculum structure

2 . Curriculum Needs

Pivcess/system for identifying and sharing curriculum need
Dollars with a resource plan.
Ongoing staff development with a requirement for technical college staff to train
secondary staff.
Technical college staff should make themselves available to secondary board and
administration to present information on C1M.

3 . Future Direction of CIM for Wisconsin.

Complete mission statement
Steering committee (report to state VTAE/DPI)
Define CIM and set plan for the future
Industrial group - statewide should be advisor to state technical steering committee.
Involved school/college needs to make commitment.
High school technical preparation curricula to help guide students to tech colleges.
CIM can be taught at secondary school on small project team - costly equipment is
not needed.
Help technical colleges develop CIM.
CIM will change in the future - need to plan for ongoing change.
Technical colleges and universities need to be tied into serving industry.

12
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Small Group *4
Afternoon Worksheet Results

Group Participants: Merlin Gentz, David Stinnett, Chuck Oestreich, Al Hines,
Marcel Mildbrandt, Steve Prahl

Group Leadet . Merlin Gentz

1 . CIM Mission/Position Statement
High School

Awareness to CIM strategies. The concept must be presented to students. Point
the big picture.

Technical College

Intevate the CIM strategies across the business and technical curriculums.
Graduates are the change agents in business and industry.
Prepare the technicians who install and service.

College

Graduates provide the leaders to implement CIM. Understand the theory and
process.

2 . Curriculum Needs

Common objectives and goals need to be established. Define terms.
Instructors need to have opportunity to meet and identify competencies and
determine when they should be addreued or taught.
Dual credit and transfer credit arrangements and agreements need to be established.
2+2+2 arrangements should be developed, implemented and evaluated.

3 . Future Direction of CIM for Wisconsin

Develop additional experiences for managers and faculty memben to jointly meet to
develop a state plan which stretches across secondary and poatsecondary education.
Establish a state task force to develop the state plan for education in CIM.
Professional development opportunities must be provided for managers and faculty
alike.
Look for alternative sources of funding.
Sharing - at a much higher level. (Equipment, facilities, staff, etc.)

13
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Small Group #5
Afternoon Worksheet Results

Group Participants: Virgil Noordyk, Walt Peters, Kevin Lipsky, Bill Bulloch, Al
Miller, Dave Peterson

Group Leader: Virgil Noordyk

1. CIM Mission/Position Statement
Secondary Mission
To develop within the student an awareness of the computer integrated enterprise to
assist them in maldng decisions concerning career choice.

Technical College
To develop within the student an understanding of how their occupational vecialty
impacts the computer integrated enterprise. To transfer computer integrated
manufacturing technology to business and industry.

2 . Curriculum Needs
Technology Education
Relate Transportation

Communication to CIE
Construction

- Manufacturing
Common curriculum data base
Staff upgrading

3 . Future Direction of CIM for Wisconsin
Total implementation of am is essential if Wisconsin's business and industry is to
remain competitive in the global market.

The afternoon session concluded with Jim Urness addressing the conference and
discussing the need to deal with Computer Integrated Manufacturing across the state.
Many questions were asked about a follow-up to tids confaence. Jim concluded by stating
that this conference was a good start to address the CIM needs across the state. Future
direction might be through a task force or advisory committee.

Each participant was awarded a Certificate of Completion and asked to complete an
evaluation form (see Attachment H).

Credit was applied for at UW-S tout and arranged through the Industrial Marketing
Department. Participants could sign up for credit by paying the segregated fee of $10.40
for vaduate and $13.28 for undergraduate. Twenty-six of the participants opted for
gruate or undergraduate credit.

14
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Evaluation Results:

Each participant was asked to complete an evaluation form (see Attachment H) before
leaving the conference. Session results have been discussed in the section above and show
a high mean school indicating participantr, were very pleased. Participants were also asked
to in.licate what they liked about the workshop and what they would like to improve. lheir
comments are listed below:

6 . What did you like best about the workshop?

The opportunity for administrators and instructors from DPI, VTAE and the
University to discuss CIK
Depth of discussion.
Sharing of information and insight into other districts and schools.
Discussion level.
Good exchange with secondary.
Too much to mention.
Common interest and direction of programs.
The fact that secondary schools were included.
Sharing, networking.
The ability to interact with technical school instructors.
Bob Meyer and Frank Zenobia
Open communication, good exchange of information, excellent spirit among
participants, good management and planning. Kudo's to Howard Lee, Tim Mero,
Orville Nelson.
Small groups.
Quality of presentations, networking with other schools.
Getting together.
The cAnination of a statewide initiative was the highlight-we now will be able to
move ahead.
I believe something significant will be a result of the conference. Good job!
Sharing.
Seeing what is happening in other districts and in the industry today. The small
group discussions were also great!
Group interaction, small group discussions.
Helping the VTAE to get together and give direction to CIM.
Interaction and sharing of experiences, etc., by all members of the conference.
Bringing in resources like Don Manor and Frank Zenobia.
All t. e levels meet *rther.
Everyone on all levels Md input. I liked this. Also we had direction and I feel
some committees will be developed and some progress will be made for all tech.
ed programs in CIM.
Just to have the opportunity to be involved was most worthwhile. Good start on
communications.
Technical college presentations gave a good picture of CIM. Small groups with
secondary and postsecondary were very good.
This was a very worthwhile workshop! Good organization and excellent food and
accommodations.
Very good workshop. Thanks!
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7 . What could be improved?
Continue the effort.
Articulation and sharing of information between secondary schools and tech
schools.
Continue this service.
What needs to be done to successfully integrate this.
Better pictures on the Stout presentadon.
Day was too long.
Better mom.
Include business leaders in future meetings to get their guidance/approval on what
we are doing.
Need follow-up to implement recommendations.
I think a "study group" meeting, at the "buck," (informal get-together), could do
more to break clown the barriers and create friendships, than some meetings could.
I would suggest it be done at the end of the first day.
Probably the best individual objective conference attended - information - education
and direction.
Continue the good work. I am pleased I was here and feel it was very worthwhile.
It was all very good.
If possible, more time for presenters, such as Frank and Don.
Some of the reports could be a little shorter, especially the first day, because of the
long drive.
Communications to share, "do not redevelop the wheel." Involve other schools,
DPI. Expand DPI/VTAE articulation projects.
It was embarrassing to see the UW-Stout person have poor transparencies and
slides in backwards!

Conclusions:
1. Evaluation results and feedback from participants indicate that this was an above

average to excellent conference.

2. Participants felt that the District sharing of their programs was important and useful.

3. It was apparent by the presentations that each district tends to emphasize certain aspecu
of CIM. 'They also recognize the commonality as evidenced by their summaries of the
groups discussions.

4. A follow-up meeting in the future was suggested by a number of pardcipants to see
how Districts have progressed.

5. A definite need expressed was to develop a task force or advisory committee to suggest
future direction of CIM across the State.

6. The interaction of postsecondary and secondary teachers was positive. Articulation
efforts continue to be a major thrust of the State, and the process used in this workshop
facilitated cooperation.

7. The networking among technical colleges was felt to be extremely useful. All districts
felt they could learn from each other and they now have a contact to share information
with.
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CIM Conference
June 6, 1990

AGENDA

Day 1

Ballroom AB
University of Wisconsin-Stout
Student Center

Registration and Coffee 8:15 - 8:45

Welcome and Workshop Objectives - Orville Nelson 8:45 - 9:00

Presenter: CIM-An Industrial Application 9:00 - 10:00
Don Manor, John Deere

Break and Discussion 10:00 - 10:15

Technical College Presentations
Chippewa Valley Technical College 10:15 - 10:50
Fox Valley Technical College 10:50 - 11:25
Gateway Technical College 11:25 - 12:00

Lunch (Ballroom C) - Continue Discussion 12:00 - 1:00

Technical College Presentations (con't.)
Lakeshore Technical College 1:00 - 1:35
Milwaukee Area Technical College 1:35 - 2:10
Northcentral Technical College 2:10 - 2:45
Break and Discussion 2:45 - 3:00
Western Wisconsin Technical College 3:00 - 3:35

CIM at UW-Stout - Bob Meyer 3:35 - 4:10

General Discussion/Questions 4:10 - 5:00

Infnrmal Discussion (Ballroom C) 5:00 - 5:45

Dinner (Heritage Room) 5:45 - 6:45

Speaker (Ballroom A): Future of CIM 6:45 - 7:45
Frank Zenobia
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CIM Conference
June 7, 1990

AGENDA

Day 2

Ballroom AB
University of Wisconsin-Stout
Student Center

Orientation to the Objectives
for the day - Orville Nelson

8:30 - 8:45

Small Group Discussions (Groups comprised
of a cross-section of participants.)

* CIM Components
* CIM Competencies
* Articulation Linkages
* Break at,10:00

8:45 - 10:45

Small Group Reports (10 min. each) 10:45 - 11:45

Lunch and Disnussion (Ballroom C) 11:45 - 12:45

Small Group Discussions 12:45 - 2:45
(Groups formed by Education Level -
secondary and technical Jolleges

* CIM mission/position statement
for:
- High School Programs
- Technical College Programs
- College Programs

* Curriculum development work
needed

* Future Direction

Break and Discussion 2:45 - 3:00

Small Group Presentations 3:00 - 4:00

Wrap-up - James Urness 4:00 - 4:20

Evaluation 4:20 - 4:35

Adjourn
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CIM Conference Participant List
June 6-7, 1990

Mike W. Bird
La Crone Area School District
Central High School
1801 Losey Blvd. South
LaCrosse, WI 54601

Bill Bulloch
Program Mgr. - Mfg. Technology
Waukesha C.ounty Technical College
800 Main Street
Pewaukee, WI 53072

Mark S. Durkee
Mechnical Design Instructor
Madison Area Technical College
3550 Anderson Street
Madison, WI 53704

Ed Falck
Dean, Trade & Industry
Lakeshore Technical College
1290 North Avenue
Cleveland, WI 53015

Mary Franson
Trade and Industry Supervisor
Chippewa Valley Technical College
620 West Clairmont Avemue
Eau Claire, WI 54701-1098

Merlin Gentz, Vice President
Academic Affairs
Fox Valley Technical College
1825 North Bluemound Drive
Appleton, WI 54913-2277

Gordon Haag
Lakeland Union High School
8669 Old Highway 70 West
Minocqua, WI 54548

Larry Haller
Electmnics Technician
Lakeshore Technical College
1290 North Avenue
Cleveland, WI 53015

Al Hiles
Machine Tool
Northeast Technical College
2740 West Mason Street
P.O. Box 19042
Green Bay, WI 54307-9042
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Robert Housner
Machine Shop
Blackhawk Technical College
6004 Prairie Road
PO Box 5009
Janesville, WI 53547-5009

Gene Koshak
Mechnanical Design
Northcentral Technical College
1000 Campus Drive
Wausau, WI 54401

Dennis Leonard, Instructor
Wausau East High School
708 Fulton Street
Wausau, WI 54401

Gary Leonard, LVEC
Wausau East High School
708 Fulton Street
Wausau, WI 54401

Kevin Lipsky
Pacicaging Machinery
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College
1019 South Knowles
New Richmond, WI 54017

Marcel Mildbrandt
Oshkosh North High
1100 W. Smith Avenue
Oshkosh, WI 54901

Al Miller
Washington Park High School
1901 12th Street
Racine, WI 53403

Kenneth Mills, Vice President
Academic Affairs
Northcentral Technical College
1000 Campus Drive
Wausau, WI 54401

Virgil Noordyk
Dean, Technical Education
Fox Valley Technical College
1825 North Bluemound Drive
PO Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54913-2277



CIM Conference Participant List
June 6-7, 1990

David North, Instructor
Baldwin-Woodville Area School District
1000 - 13th Avenue
Baldwin, WI 54002

Chuck Oestreich
Machine Tool
Mid-State Technical College
500 - 32nd Street North
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494

Walt Peters
Trade & Industry Coordinator
Wisconsin Indianhead Technical ColLge
505 Pine Ridge Drive
HCR 69, Box 10B
Shell Lake, WI 54871

Dave Peterson, Instructor
Osseo-Fairchild High School
13th & Francis
Osseo, WI 54758

Al Pitts, Administrator
Vocational Education
Racine Unified School District
2220 Northwestern Avenue
Racine, WI 53403

Steve Prahl, Instructor
Lakeland Union High School
8669 Old Highway 70 West
Minocqua, WI 54548

Ray Price
North High School
1042 School Avenue
Sheboygan, WI 53081

John Ross
Associate Dean, Business & Marketing
Fox Valley Technical College
1825 North Bluemound Drive
PO Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54913-2277

Fred Skebba, LVEC
Lakeland Union High School
8669 Old Highway 70 West
Minocqua, WI 54548

Steven Skowronski, CNC
Milwaukee Area Technical College
700 West State Street

Milwaukee, WI 53233

Jon Stevenson
Fox Valley Technical College
1825 North Bluemound Drive
PO Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54913-2277

David Stinnett
Electrical Technology
Milwaukee Area Technical College
700 West State Street
Milwaukee, WI 53233

Terry Tower
Trade & Industty
Gateway Technical College - Racine Campus
1001 South Main Street
Racine, WI 53403-1582

Tim Tucker
Electromechanical
Northcentral Technical College
1000 Campus Drive
Wausau, WI 54401

Charles Wright
Grantsburg School District
Box 9
Grantsburg, WI 54840

Robert Zuleger, Instructor
Wausau West High School
1200 West Wausau Avenue
Wausau, WI 54401
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ATTACHMENT B

Letters



«Data CIM T&I Coord. Mailing Label

April 9, 1990

«One 1
«line 20
«line 3*
«line Ats
«line 50

Dear «salutation*

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

MENOMONIE
UT

WISCONSIN 54751

The Wisconsin State Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education and the Center for
Vocational, Technical and Adult Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout are conducting
a staff development project to bring together the postsecondary VTAE technical colleges
and the University of Wisconsin-Stout members who are working with Computer
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). Project participants will:

1. discuss program content
2. identify areas that need further development
3. determine how these programs can be articulated

In addition, the project will involve a sample of high schools that are working on CIM
related programs in order to identify areas of articulation between high schools and
postsecondary programa.

The specific objectives of the project are listed on the attachment along with the
June 6-7, 1990, agenda.

We are asking your district to participate in this workshop by:

1. Developing a five to seven minute video tape of your CIM cell/program.
You will be reimbursed $250 for this video tape.

2. Present a twenty-five minute overview of your CIM cell/program during
the first day of the conference. This time will include the five to seven
minute video tape.

3. Sending one or two participants to the workshop. These people will make
the presentation.

Please complete the attached registration form and send it to the address indicated on the
form by Wednesday, May 9, 1990. A confirmation letter will be sent to registered
participants prior to the workshop.
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Page 2
CIM Staff Development
April 9, 1990

Lunches during the June 6-7, 1990, workshop and the banquet dinner meal on June
6, will be covered by the project. A single occupancy room has been reserved for your
College at the Best Western Holiday Manor Hotel. The project will pick up one room per
school presenting. Send the name(s) of the participants from your district. We will
contact the motel. Please do not contact the motel directly. The project will also
reimburse each district for one vehicle (round trip).

We are looking forward to your involvement in clarifying the scope and direction of CIM
in the State of Wisconsin.

Sincerely,

Howard D. Lee, Co-Director Orville Nelson, Co-Director
(715)232-1251 (715)232-1362

Center for Vocational, Technical and Adult Education
218 Applied Arts Bldg.
Menomonie, WI 54751

drnd
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«DATA C1M-Inst. Services Director

April 9, 1990

«line 1*
«line 2*
«line 3*
«line 4*
«line 5*

Dear «salutation*:

MENOMONIE WISCONSIN 547 i1

The Wisconsin State Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Educatice and the Center for Vocational,
Technical and Adult Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout areconducting a staff development project to

bring together the postsecondary VTAE technical colleges and the University of Wisconsin-Stout members
who are working with Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). Project participants will:

1. discuss program content
2. identify areas that need funher development
3. determine how these programs can be articulated

In addition, the project will also involve a sample of high schools that are working on CIM related

progiams in order to identify areas of articulation between high schools and postsecondary programs.

The specific objectives of the project are listed on the attachment along with the June 6-7. 1990, agenda.

Your district is invited to send a participant W this workshop. Please complete the attached registration

form and send it to the address indicated on the form by Wednesday, May 9, 1999. A confirmation
letter will be sent to registered participants prior to the workshop.

Mileage and motel costs for your participant will NOT by covered by the project.
Meals and coffee breaks will be provided through the project.

Call the Best Western Holiday Manor Hotel (715-235-9651) directly for lodging arrangements, noting you

are attending the CIM Workshop. A block of moms has been reserved. We are looking forward to your

participation in the project.

Sincerely,

Howard D. Lee, Co-Director Orville Nelson, Co-Director

(715) 232-1251 (715) 232-1362

Center for Vocational, Technical and Adult Education
218 Applied Arts Building

Enclosures: Objectives
Allen&
Registration Form (C)
Return Envelope

cz: District Director
T & I Coordinator
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«DATA CIM-High Tech Mailing Labels

April 9, 1990

«line 1*
«line 2*
«line 3*
«We 4*
«line 5*

Dear *salutation*:

MENOMONIE WISCONSIN 54751

The Wisconsin State Board of Vocaticoal, Technical and Adult Education and the Center for Vocational,
Technical and Adult Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout are conducting a staff development project to
bring together the postsecondary VTAE technical colleges, University of Wisconsin-Stcot staff members,
and high school teachers who are interested in Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). Project
participants will:

1. discuss pmgram content
2. identify areas that need further development
3. determine how these programs can be articulated

The specifx objectives of the project are listed on the attachment along with the June 6-7, 1990, agenda.

We are inviting your district to send a participant to this workshop. It is recommended that a technology
education teacher be selected to attend. Please complete the attached registration form and send it to the
address indicated on the form by Wednesday, May 9, 1990. A confwmation letter will be sent to
registered participants prior to the workshop.

The Center for Vocational, Technical and Adult Education through its High Technology project will cover
the travel costs of one teacher from your school district. Your participant will be reimbursed for mileage at
$24 per mile and meal costs while at the Conference. Meal costs en route to and from the Conference will
not be covered. The motel reservation will be mrde through our office. Please fill out the enclosed form
and return it to us. This information will be axed to make the motel reservation.

Because of space limitaions ond the small group discussion sessions we will not be able to accept more
than one persco from each school. We are looking for ward to yorw involvement in clarifying the scope and
direction of CIM in the State of Wisconsin.

Sincerely,

Howard D. Lee, Co-Director Orville Nelson, Co-Director
(715) 232-1251 (715) 232-1362

Center for Vocational, Technical and Adult Education
218 Applied Arts Building
Menomonie, WI 54751

Enclosures: Objectives
Allende
Registration Form (B)
Return Envelope
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CIM Conference

Registration Form A

Directions: Please identify the people who will attend the
conference below. Also, indicate who will make the presentation on
your college's CIM program. Return by May 9.

1. Name Date

School Address

City State Zip

Home Address

City State Zip

Phone: School ( ) Home (

2. Name Date

School Address

City State Zip

Home Address

City State Zip

Phone: School j ) Home I )

This information will be tiled to reserve a motel room for your
participants and register them for the Conference.

Please return to: Howard Lee
Center for Vocational, Technical

and Adult Education
University of Wisconsin-Stout
Menomonie, WI 54751
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April 16, 1990 MENOMONIE WISCONSIN 54751

James Urness
Bureau Director
Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Technical

and Adult Education
310 Price Place
P. 0. Box 7874
Madison, WI 53707

Dear Jim:

Thank you for agreeing to provide the wrap-up for the Computer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM) Workshop on June 7, 1990, from 4:00 - 4:20 p.m. in
Ballroom B and C of the Student Union of the University of Wisconsin-Stout.
The agenda for the two day workshop is attached. You are welcome to join us
earlier and participate in the workshop. If you feel others at the Board are
interested in this workshop, have them join us. Let us know who will be
attending so we can get an accurate meal count.

You can call the Best Western Holiday Manor Motor Lodge, Menomonie, WI
(715-235-9651 or 1-800-528-1234), to make a room reservation. Please identify
yourself as a CIM Workshop participant.

A map of the University of Wisconsin-Stout is enclosed for your convenience.
Summer school will not start until the following week, and adequate parking
will be available. We will send you a parking permit in May.

Call me if ysu have any questions.

Sincerely,

Howard D. Lee, Co-Director
Center for Vocational, Technical and Adult Education

dm d

Enclosures: Agenda
UW-Stout Map
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ATTACHMENT C

Correspondence from Jean Burns



=EMIL

TO: Orville Nelson, Co-Director CVTAE, UW-Stout
Howard Lee, Co-Director CVTAE, UW-Stout

FROM: Jean Burns

SUBJECT: CIM

DATE: March 9, 1990

Enclosed is a copy cf our "CIM Strategic Plan." Mike Tokheim and I have been

working on this ple to accomplish several things: (1) give us some

guidelines on what to do with regular programming, advance technical
certificate offerings, and technical assistance, (2) give us some guidelines
on funding request, and (3) how to meet our supervisors/coordinators/deans and

instructor needs in the area of CIM. Our office has spent quite a bit of

money thus far on funding "CIM related" activities in the areas of curriculum

development, professional development, and equipment. We would like to use

the expertise we have developed thus far by the use of this money and also
provide an opportunity for the other districts to develop their staff and
curriculum in this area of CIM.

Also enclosed is a "draft" copy of a proposal NTC, LTC, and CVTC are putting
together to assist Mike Tokheim and myself in providing our supervisors/deans
and instructors with education on what CIM is and how it can be applied to
current programs, advance technical certificate offerings as well as to
"technology transfer" activities such as technical assistance.

Your proposed workshop will be another building stone within our plan. We

plan to use your workshop as a kickoff to our activities. We plan to use what

is generated by your workshop as a guide and model to be a part of the NTC,

LTC and CVTC proposal. Thank you :n assisting in this effort.

cc: James Urness, Director of Bureau of Program Development and Operations
Salvatore Notaro, Section Chief, WBVTAE
Mike Tokheim, Business Education Consultant
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COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING/COMPUTER INTEGRATED BUSINESS
STRATEGIC PLAN

GOAL: To meet Business and Industries and students needs in the area of

CIM/CIB.

Objectives:

I. To implement CIM/CIB principles into regular programming where applicable.

2. To develop students to work as a "team member" upon job placement where

applicable.

3. Assist district's supervisors/staff/instructors, as a team, to plan and
implement CIM/CIB concepts into regular programming, CIM Advance Certificates,
technology transfer activities (i.e., technical assistance, customized
training, retraining, etc) where applicable.

Activities:

I. Determine current status of each district in terms of CIM/CIB concepts:
a. Supervisor/staff/instructor development
b. Equipment/ CIM cells and/or centers
c. Programming

d. Materials management/accounting

2. State consultants preparation:
Consultants of the following programs must be involved:

Trade and Industry: Electronics/electromechanical
Fluid Power
Machine Tool
Mechanical Design (CAD)
Industrial Engineering Technician
Manufacturing Engineering Technician
Quality Assurance Technician
Automated Manufactured Systems Technician
Computer Integrated Manufacturing Technician
Industrial Maintenance
Machine Maintenance
Mat, Handling/Equip. Robotics Repair
Printing and Publishing
Welding/Fabrication
Packaging Systems



Business/Marketing: Accounting
Computer Information Systems
Computer Operator
Data Entry
Administrative Assistant
International Trade Associate
Marketing-Industrial
Marketing-Materials Management
Small Business
Supervisors Management

a. Consultants must receive education to the awareness level of CIM/CIB
b. Literature review of trends/CIM/CIB within their areas
c. Team development of consultants
d. Model of CIM/CIB to be developed and implemented by this team

of consultants with assistance from districts/UW Stout/ etc

4. Identify what part(s) of CIM should be a part of programming curriculums:
a. Several schools are already doing this, some as separate courses

and some are integrating parts of CIM into programming.
Several projects have been funded in this area (See project list)

b. Have instructors/supervisors workshops - being done as part of
State-Called-Meetings

c. Evaluations process is identifying business/industries needs in
this area.

5. Joint Business/Trade and Industry/Marketing supervisors state-called-
meeting to: discuss CIM principles

how to implement within programs, advance certificates, transfer
of technology activities

how to network with present systems within districts
develop networking systems between districts

6. Individual instructor development
- overview of CIM principles
- what CIM principles are part of their individual program areas

Instructor/supervisor team development (intedepartment/multi-programs)
- what CIM principles can be implemented as a team

7. Consultation service provided for districts to plan and implement CIM/CIB
principles as part of daily routine/ regular programming/ advance
certificate offerings/ transfer of technology activities



Participants in activities:

1. State office:
Consultants:

Trade and Industry:

Business/Marketing:

Section chiefs:
Trade and Industry:
Business/Marketing:

Bureau Director:

Jean Burns
Robert Westby
Marge Woods

Mike Tokheim
David Hague

Salvatore Notaro
Mary Lou Steberg

James Urness

2. Districts:
LTC and NTC - Instructor/supervisor individual development and

team development
Consulting

FVTC - CIM Alliance Regional Training Center
MATC (Milwaukee)

6--Adhoc committee from district representatives

3. Universities:
UW Stout - Prepared CIM education model

Researching & developing Technology of Transfer model
Professional development workshops
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VTAE SUPERVISOR/INSTRUCTORS' Development in CIM/B Concepts
and CIM/B Model Implementation Plan

I. Purpose: To educate VTAE supervisors and instructors in the concepts and
applications of Computer Integrated Manufacturing/Computer Integrated Business
(CIM/B) and assist teams of VTAE supervisors and instructors to develop a plan
to implement applicable CIM/B concepts into their existing programming,
advance technical certificate CIM/B offerings, and technology transfer
activities.

II. Developers and implementors of this CIM/B Model and training:

Chippewa Valley Technical College
Lakeshore Technical College
Northcentral Technical College
University of Wisconsin - Stout
State consultants: Jean Burns, T&I, and Mike Tokheim, Business

Education

III. VTAE Deans and Associate Deans, Supervisors, Coordinators and
Instructors needs:

0 Administrators need to promote effective management of CIM/B
resources to promote cooperation and eliminate unwarranted duplication
of functions between T&I and business.

o Instructors need to cooperatively incorporate CIM/B concepts
and skills throughout the technology appropriate curriculum.

(to be developed)

IV. ACTIVITIES:

1. Develop CIM/B Model. Teams of deans, supervisors and instructors
will be educated on planning and'implementation of CIM/B model within their
curriculums and within various departments at their schools. These teams will
be visited on site by consultants from either CVTC, LTC, or NTC to help them
develop plans, resources and implementation strategies.

Staff required: CVTC, LTC, and NTC will need one project director
(1 FTE a piece, with a total of 3 FTEs)

CVTC - 6 team members (T&I & Business Ed), 160 hours per team member
LTC - same as CVTC
NTC - same as CVTC

2. CVTC, LTC, and NTC staff development activities. Staff will receive
educational opportunities that are necessary to establish CIM/B Models
statewide.

Conference/Workshop/Tng source I of staff Cost



3. Educate VTAE Deans and instructors:

a. Individual development within program areas
Instructors will receive an awareness and exploratory experience
in CIM/B and then specific education on CIM/B principles that
apply in their program function.

Instructors of the following program areas will be included in the

CIM/B Training workshops:

Electronics/electromechanical
Fluid Power
Machine Tool
Mechanical Design (CAD)
Industrial Engineering Technician
Manufacturing Engineering Technician
Quality Assurance Technician
Automated Manufacturing Systems Technician
Computer Integrated Manufacturing Technician
Industrial Maintenance
Machine Maintenance
Mat. Handling/Equip. Robotics Repair
Printing and Publishing

Welding/Fabrication
Packaging Systems

Accounting
Computer Information Systems
Computer Operator
Data Entry
Administrative Assistant
International Trade Associate
Marketing - Industrial
Marketing- Materials Management
Small Business
Supervisors Management

T&I and Business Deans, supervisors/coords

90/91 91/92 92/93

b. Team Development:

The above individual training will be foimed into teams from each
district and taught as teams on how to plan and implement CIM/B
concepts into applicable areas of curriculum (regular programming,
advanced technical certificates, transfer of technology related

activities)

Education will be directed towards the team's school's resources:
i..e, program oriented, equipment and resources, etc.



Teams will be visited on site by staff members of CVTC, or LTC, or
NTC, at their schools to follow up on their plan to implement the
model. They will WI given advice from lessons learned on
curriculum development, equipment, networking, structure, etc.

V. Timelines



ATTACHMENT D

Slide Script from Don Manor
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University of Wisconsin - Stout CIM Conference Presentation
Menomonie, Wisconsin - 6 June 1990

CIM at John Deere

1. John Deere logo
- Multi-national company
- 20 factories in 12 countries and a worldwide network of about 5000 dealers

Total employment of 38,900 people - fiscal year end 1989

2. Corporate headquarters - Administrative Center (with swans)
- Moline, Illinois
- 1989 fiscal year sales of $7.2 billion
- in business for 153 years under tile John Deere name

3. Steel plow
- solved the problem of getting sticky soil off the plow
- John Deere inducted into Inventor's Hall of Fame in February 1989

4. 4WD Tractor and Old Tractor - the long peen line

5. Agricultural products - composite
- World's largest producer of agricultural equipment
- Products include a full line of tractors, combines, plows, planters, cotton

pickers and hay and forage equipment

6. Industrial products - composite
- Broad line of industrial equipment including crawler tractors, scrapers,

motor graders, loader/backlioes, excavators and forestry equipment

7. Lawn tractor
- Our Con3umer Products Division produces a full line of grounds care and

golf and turf products for residential and commercial use.

8. New Deere ventures
- Financial - Farm Plan (Mastercard for farmers)
- John Deere Insurance
- je Health Plan (HMO operation and consulting)
- Major OEM supplier of castings and components
- Rotary engine manufacturer
- Golf & turf equipment
- Deere Tech Services
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9. Manufacturing processes - composite
- Typical metal processing processes such as turning, drilling, cutting,

bending, painting and assembly

10. The CIM Evolution
History
Integration
Strategy

- Future
Demonstrating CIM

11. Demands of the 70's
High demand for our products
Intense competition for scarce resources

- Increasing government regulations
- Rising energy costs
- Large production requirements overrode operational inefficiencies

12. Critical evaluation of key manufacturing facilities in the mid-70's revealed:
Very complex material flow patterns

- Excessive production lead times including a long time to introduce new
products

- Excessive Work-In-Process inventories
- Excessive material handling and associated costs
- Excessive expediting and stock chasing
- Low capital asset utilization
- Manageability problems and lack of focus

13. Downtown Waterloo factory - 1975
Over 5 million square feet

- Built over the past 75 years - grew like topsy
- Typical old architecture, inflexible to change, less than ideal working
conditions

14. Redevelopment Plan
- Reor4anize and simplify operations
- Rebuild and add equipment
- Apply Group Technology philosophy

15. New Tractor Works - "Green field " site
- New opportunity on a fresh site; no need to carry old problems into new
production



16. Tractor Works layout with 9 major systems:
- Receiving and storage system
- WIP/WPB storage system

Paint and conveyor system
- Tire and wheel storage system
- Inter-building delivery conveyor system
- Chassis assembly/finish trim storage system
- Tractor assembly conveyor system
- Finished assembly storage system
- Tractor repair tracking systems

Now, let's take track some of the major components as :hey come together to
produce a finished tractor

17. Engine coming overhead to assembly line

18. Transmission coming to assembly line

19. Robot chassis painting

20. Robot and manual welding of a Sound-Gard cab

21. E-coat paint system for Sound-Gard cab

22. Sound-Gard cab coming to assembly line

23. Wheel & tire assembly

24. Tire going onto overhead delivery system

25. Tire coming to tractor

26. Tires on tractor. - more coming overhead

27. Benefits of the new Tractor Works project
- Improved product quality
- More efficient assembly
- Reduced inventories
- Shorter lead times
- Improved working environment

3
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28. 1981 LEAD Award
Given annually to a team of manufacturing professionals for their
outstanding leadership in Computer Integrated Manufacturing

- First award by the Computer and Automated Systems Association of SME
given to the John Deere Tractor Works team

29. Completed Tractor Works

30. Manufacturing Directions
- Increasing competition - particularly from off-shore
- Higher quality at lower cost (new customer expectations)
- Shorter lead dmes
- Reduced inventories
- Greater flexibility for product change and product mix changes
- Focused cells
- Just-In-Time production
- Functional integration

31. The CIM Challenge (Dave Scott's slide)
- To manage information efficiently in the factory of tomorrow

- F.mphasize INFORMATION!! ----

32. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Managew it
- Opportunity
- Functional Analysis

33. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Management (continued)
- Computer Management
- Technology

34. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Management (continued)
- Change Management

35. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Management (continued)
- Economics
- Personnel

36. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Technical
- Standards

37. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Technical (continued)
- Part Description
- Part Features Availability



38. THE LANGUAGE OF...
...CAD/CAM is Geometry

"Line"
"Arc"

- "Circle"

...CIM is fenzes
"Edge"

- "Fillet"
- "Hole"

39. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Technical (continued)
Interface Hardware

- Interface Software

40. CIM Evolution Missing Links - Technical (continued)
- Computer Power
- Distributed Computing

41. "COMMON" Systems - Planning systems (all mainframe and IMS based)
- Product specifications
- Master schedule
- Materials Requirement Planning (MRP)

42. "COMMON" Systems - Manufacturing
- Work force - Machine load planning
- Manufacturing Engineering - shop floor documents, tool ordering and
tracking

43. "COMMON" Systems - Delivery
- Interfactory (CWIS)

Purchasing (CPS)
Supplier Delivery System (SDS)

44. GT - Key to manufacturing rationalization

45. Scattered selection of several hundred rotational parts

46. Rationalized families for the same parts

47. Group Technology
Develop common solutions to similar problems

48. GT Applications - emphasis on data
- Design for manufacturability
- Work simplification
- Value Engineering
- Manufacturing cell development
- Equipment modernization
- Coordinated purchasing

- Out-sourced manufacture
- Tool control
- Reduce setups
- Plant layout
- Scrap salvage



49. Traditional Manufacturing (Mike Boyd's slide)
- Large lot production
- High inventory levels
- Functional departments
- Material queues
- High material handling costs
- Long lead times
- Priorities set by expediting

50. Parts Routing through Factory - 3 parts
- Lots of backtracking
- Traditional functional departments

51. Reorganization - Same 3 parts with Cellular Manufacturing
- Comparison of the "old" and the "new"

52. Achievable Goals
- Manufacturing lead time
- Breakeven
- Material codes
- Capacity

53. Achievable Goals (continued)
- Material cost
- Material handling
- Direct labor
- Job change/occurance
- Inspection
- Defective material
- Warranty costs
- Salaried staff

One timg costs
Inventories 80% reduction

60% reduction
55% reduction
67% reduction
+40%

15% reduction
40% reduction
10% reduction
80% reduction
55% reduction
50% reduction
55% reduction
25% reduction



54. GT Data Baw production data
- Downloaded with data from production systems on a regular basis
- Quote from Dave Kelly, Manager of Computer Systems at our Horicon

factory in the 3 March 1989 issue of "The Business Week Newsletter for
Information Executives. _".

"GT holds all the information we need: classification,
process-to-manufacturing, product quantities, order
quantities, routings on the ihop floor, and material
handling. GT pulls in all into one standardized format.
Key words are used to feed the data in and extract
information for whatever information they want to get
their hands on." He goes on to say, "I can't imagine
getting along without GT. It's integral to the decision-
making that goes on. MIS people are resmnsible for all
the information on the factory floor, and GT is a place
where we can put that information in one conunon place,
where people can extract what they need and use it on
their own. It relieves us of work and means more
information for diem.'

55. GT Startup savings - first two years of operation
- $9,000,000 in documented savings
- 2,900 applications
- over 500 trained users
- Ad hoc problem solving

56. Levels of Improvement
Percent of TOTAL

reduction
5 to 10% Add technology and systems
10 to 20% Above plus streaznline the material flow through

manufacturing
20 to 40% Above plus streamline the product design

57. 120 Series hydraulic cylinder
- Manufactured by our Harvester. - Moline plant
- Cylinder Division in danger of going out of business two years ago

58. 120 Series Strategic Analysis
- Family design
- Cellular manufacturing
- Correlation of purchased parts



59. 120 Family Design/Cellular Manufacturing
Part numbers reduced from 405 to 75
Inventory reduced from 21 days to 10 days

- Setup time reduced 75%
- Lead time reduced 42%; more now (new cylinder in less than a week)
- Material handling reduced 42%
- Scrap reduced 80%

60. Traditional Factory Organization

61. New Dubuque Works Organization

62. Harvester Works - Aerial Front View

63. Demonstrating CIM - Pilot - Purpose and Goals
- Purpose - to demonstrate CIM while establishing tools and directions for

the future
- Goal - Reduced manufacturing costs

64. Demonstrating CIM - Pilot - Approach
- A pilot C1M project for the Harvester Works spanning design through
Inspection for sheet metal parts to be manufactured in a dedicated laser
punch press with laser and CNC shear cell

65. CIM Pilot Work Packages
- Group Technology Analysis
- Local Area Network
- Part Data Base with Features
- Computer-Aided Process Planning
- Automatic Nesting
- Distributed Numerical Control
- Automated Inspection

66. "Simplification before Integration"

67. Pilot/Phased Approach
- Low cost
- Low risk
- Learn as you go
- Leverage efforts
- Influence vendors with success from the pilot
- Spread concepts rapidly - move on to larger projects

68. Harvester Works LAN (MAP network) on factory plot plan



69. CIM Project - DNC/LAN System

70. Harvester Works ME Award for Excellence in Manufacturing
- Facility was recently recognized as one of the 10 best manufacturing
facilities in America

71. Lessons Learned
- No "turnkey" system - no magic solutions
- Importance o standards
- Need for in-house expertise - can't buy an on-going solution for production
- Plan ahead for system maintenance, enhancements
- CIM is evolutionary

72. CIM Future Directions
- Stick to the knitting
- Functional integration - particularly of organizations
- Learn as you go
- Modular simple software - easier to prototype, maintain
- Hardware independence
- Standards - MUST have
- Watch new external developments - integrate into operations as technology

becomes mature
- Training/technology transfers are critical for long term success

73. Systems alone are not solutions!

74. World-Class Competitor
1. Satisfies customer's expectation of perceived value
2. Generates an adequate profit
3. Competitive with anyone in the world:

- Function - Services
- Quality Responsiveness
- Piice - delivery

- change

75. PHASE I SIMPLIFICATION
BEFORE

PHASE II INTEGRATION

76. Imgrionsvee Tent Phases

- Streamline
impli
ocus.

Eigifrkimate waste!

j'sdil
- Refine

kEtirist survive!
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77. PEOPLE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!
LINKS TO WORLD-CLASS SUCCESS

OPENNESS AND HONESTY lead to TRUST
TRUST leads to COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION leads to INVOLVEMENT
INVOLVEMENT tads to OWNERSHIP
OWNERSHIP lePds to PRIDE
PRIDE leads to COMMITMENT
COMMITMENT leads to QUALITY
QUALITY leads to:

- lower cost
increased customer interest

- increased market share
- growth
- unproved profitability

78. The Risk of Change
"Can you afford not to achieve these improvements if your competition

does?"

79. The Challenge
"If you are nz thinking_about how to do things:

Twice as Good
Twice as Fast, with
Half the Resources;

You don't have the right mental attitude to effectively
challenge the global mamdacturing competition!"

Source: Gene Adesso, Vice President, IBM

80. John Deere Logo

10
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ATTACHMENT E

Handouts from Technical Colleges



Chippewa Valley Technical College
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CIM Philosophy

Team Work

Quality

Interdependence
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°Take away my people, but leave my factories
and soon grass will grow on the factory floors.
Take away my factories, but leave my people
and soon we will have a new and better factory.

-Andrew Carnegie
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Associate Degree Program

Electronics

Electromechanical

Mechanical Design

Fluid Power

Materials Management

Supervisory Management

Industrial Engineering

Data Processing

Accounting

56



CIM Training

Teamwork

Management Philosophies

Organizational Structures

Quality

Simultaneous Engineering

Automation Hardware

Data Collection Software



CIM Certificate

Structure of Industry

Simultaneous Engineering

Teamwork and Quality

Automation Hardware



Fox Valley Technical College
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Title: Business Applications in the CIM Environment

Credits 12

Courses
Cr

Ortentetion to Com uter Integrated Enterprise 1

Dusiness Function Overview
l

Manufacturing Technologies
2

MAP1CS/INMASS Overview
2

Product Structure/Costing
2

Planning
1

Migration Techniques
1

Integrated Systems Application 2
TOTAL 12

Course Descriptions

Orientation to Computer Integrated Enterprise

The student will be presented with an overview of the computer integrated

enterprise involving management, engineering and production. Emphasis

will be placed upon the technologies involved, the benefits achieved and

the integration requireLent

Business Function Overview
The course will present an overview of the operating system for an AS400

computer with efficient usage of the system paramount. In a business

environment, persons are often expected to have an understanding of word

processing capabilities, spreadsheets usages and interoffice communication

functions. This course will also introduce the concepts and technologies

related to those applications with usage of the computer to support the

knowledge acquired.

Manufacturing Technologies
The course will present many of the technologies needed and used withiii a

CIM manufacturing environment with emphasis on the shop floor. Just-in-

Time (.11T), Total Quality Control (Ivo and Group Technology techniques

will be presented along with the means of analyzing the productive output

of everyone within a business through Statistical Process Control (SPC).

The inter-relationship of CAD/CAM (Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided

Manufacturing) will be highlighted with the implications these technolo-

gies have upon the business office arena.

MAPICS/INMASS Overview
The course will present an introduction to, reasons for using and desired

aspects within the modules of integrated software. MAPICS is an integrated

package run on an AS400-intermediate sized computer, while INMASS is run

on a PC. The presentation will give the student a general knowledge of

modules desired and aspects of each module to look for within a software

package.

Product Structurenosting
The course provides the means for the student to recognize how a bill of

material for a product is created, how the routing representing the product

flow through production is determined and how to control the occurrences

of the cost elements throughout production. An application of these

techniques will be presented.
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Planning
The conrsn will provide the student with identification of the techniques

of, requirements for and advantages of planning within the production

nnvironment. Mater Scheduling, the production plan of the business, will

be presented with indications of the philosophy behind it and the

requirements for it. Material Requirements Planning (tIRe) and Capacity

Requirements Planning (CRP) are the planning units that aid a business in

determining whether or not it has thn materials and production capability

to produce the master schedule. The student should come away with the

techniques required to effectively nse MRP and CRP capabilities.

Migration Techniques
The course will present an overview of the implementation elements and

requirements. The student should be able to determine what steps need to

be covered if a company decides to start to migrate towards world class

manufacturing or CIM. Before any company begins any new process, there

must be justification given. The student wiLhin this course will be pro-

vided with some of the measurement techniques available to demonstrate the

need and advantages of the process.

Integrated Systems Applications
In this culminating experience the student will apply the expertise gained

to develop an implementation plan for integration between the business

function end shop floor operation. The plan will he based upon actual

employment situation or case study supplied by the instructor

2
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Introduction

This document has been designed to provide you with information concerning the

products and services available through the Fox Valley Technical College, which

can assist you in implementing CIM concepts in your manufacturing environment.

Fox Valley Technical College is offering you two services, training of your

human resource and technical assistance in CIM implomentetion. On the following

pages you will find descriptions of the courses and seminars that are available

to you. In addition FVTC staff members are available to sit down with you to

design customized training specific to your needs.

Information concerning C/M products are described under the following

categories:

ADVANCED CERTIFICATES

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

COMPUTER ASSISTED DESIGN

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING

MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

/n each section there is a survey which we are asking you to complete to provide

us with information concerning your training and technical assistance needs.

This information is necessary for us to plan an efficient delivery system to

meet our customer needs.

vnintrod 13



Computer Integrated Manufacturing Advanced Certificates

Fox Valley Technical College has designed two twelve credit advanced certificate

programs to assists individuals with associate or baccalaureate degrees in

gaining expertise related to computer integrated manufacturing. On the
following pages you will find a description of the courses which ake up two

certificates Technical Applications in the CIM Environment and Business

Applications in the CIM Environment.

To learn more about these advanced certificate offerings contact:

For: Technical Applications in the CIM Environment

Virgil Noordyk
Technical Division Dean

414-735-5783

For: Business Applications in the CIM Environment

John Ross
Business Division Associate Dean

414-735-2466

vncimadv



Business Applications in a CIM Enuironment A. T. C.

Technical Systems Applications in a CIM Enuironment A. T. C.

/

Orientation to C1M
Enterprise

I

I Business Function I
Overview

i

Manufacturing
Technologies

(Business Apps)
1

I MAPICS 1NMASS I
Overview

I

I ICosting

I

1

!Migration Techniques

Planning
Techniques

I

I

I

IBusiness Applications
Overview

1

IManufacturing I
Resources Planning

I

CAD / CAM
Linkages

I

Manufacturing
Technologies

I

I

Implementation
Migration

1 I

Integrated Systems
Application
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Title: Business Applications in the CIM Knvironment
Credits 12

Courses Cr
Orientation to Computer Integrated Enterprise 1

Business Function Overview 1

Manufacturing Technologies 2

MAPICS/INMASS Overview 2

Product Structure/Costing 2

Planning 1

Migration Techniques 1

Integrated Systems Application 2
TOTAL 12

Course Descriptions

Orientation to Computer Integrated Enterprise
The student will be presented with an overview of the computer integrated
enterprise involving management, engineering and production. Emphasis

will be placed upon the technologies involved, the benefits achieved and

the integration requirement

Business Function Overview
The course will present an overview of the operating system for an A8400

computer with efficient usage of the system paramount. In a business
environment, persons are often expected to have an understanding of word

processing capabilities, spreadsheets usages and interoffice communication
functions. This course will also introduce the concepts and technologies
related to those applications with usage of the computer to support the

knowledge acquired.

Manufacturing Technologies.
The course will present many of the technologies needed and used within a
CIM manufacturing environment with emphasis on the shop floor. Just-in-

Time (JIT), Total Quality Control (TQC) and Group Technology techniques
will be presented along with the means of analyzing the productive output
of everyone within a business through Statistical Process Control (SPC).
The inter-relationship of CAD/CAM (Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided
Manufacturing) will be highligted with the implications these technologies

have upon the business office arena.

MAPICS/INMASS Overview
The course will present an introduction to, reasons for using and desired

aspects within the modules of integrated software. MAPICS is an integrated

package run on an A8400-intermediate sized computer, while MASS is run
on a PC. The presentation will give the student a general knowledge of
modules desired and aspects of each module to look for within a software

package.

Product Structure/Costing
The course provides the means for the student to recognize how a bill of
material for a product is created, how the routing representing the product

flow through production is determined and how to control the occurrences

of the cost elements throughout production. An application of these

techniques will be presented.

1



Planning
The course will provide the student with identification of the techniques

of, requirements for and advantages of planning within the production

environment. Master Scheduling, the production plan of the business, will

be presented with indications of the philosophy behind it and the

requirements.for it. Material Requirements Planning (HRP) and Capacity

Requirements Planning (CRP) are the planning units tbst aid a business in

determining whether or not it has the materials and production capability

to produce the master schedule. The student should come away with the

techniques required to effectively Ise MRP and CRP capabilities.

Migration Techniques
The course will present an overview of the implementation elements and

requirements. The student should be able to determine what steps need to

be covered if a company decides to start to migrate towards world class

manufacturing or CIM. Before any company begins any new process, there

must be justification given. The student within this course will be pro-

vided with some of the measurement techniques available to demonstrate the

need and advantages of the process.

Integrated Systems Applications
In this culminating experience the student will apply the expertise gained

to develop an implementation plan for integration between the business

function and shop floor operation. The plan will be based upon actual

employment situation or case study supplied by the instructor
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Titles Technical Applications in the CIM Environment
Credits 12

courses cr

Orientation to the Computer Integrated Enterprise 1

Business Applications Overview 1.

Manufacturing Resource Planning (NRP) 2

CAD/CAM Linkages 2

Manufacturing Technologies 3

Implementation Migration 1

Integrated Systems Application
TOTAL 12

Course Descriptions

Orientation to the Computer Integrated Enterprise

The student will be presented with an overview of the computer integrated

enterprise involving management, engineering shd production. Emphasis

will be placed upon the technologies involved, the benefits and the

integration requirement.

Business Applications Overview
The course will provide the student with the opportunity to explore

the integrated business enterprise. Emphasis will be placed upon

financial applications and costing from order entry to financial

analysis.

Manufacturing Resource Planning
The course will examine the application of the manufacturing resource

planning role in the computer integrated enterprise. Various business

and manufacturing applications such as purchasing, inventory, master

scheduling, production control, etc. will be reviewed. Particular

attention will be paid to the inter-relationships between the

applications and 6pecifically how they affect plant floor operations.

CAD/CAM Linkages
The course will provide the student with an understanding of the

communication linkages from computer assisted design to computer

assisted manufacturing to computer numerical control. Emphasis

will be placed on the implementation of computers in the design of

manufactured components (CAD), product engineering (CAE) and tool

path creation 63r computer numeric control (CNC) machines.

Manufacturing Technologies
The course will introduce emerging technologies which are necessary

to successfully implement computer integrated manufacturing. Examples

of topics that will be covered are statistical,process control, just in

time, set-up reduction, group technology, etc. Applications of processes

related to robotics, vision systems, and bar coding will be covered.



Implementation Migration
Th. student will gain an understanding of the steps involved in the

successful igration toward the implementation of the computer integrated 1

enterprise. The student will gain competency in building a plan to

take a company from existing manufacturing conditions on through to

implementation of the computer integrated enterprise.

Integrated Systems Application
In this culminating experience the student will apply the expertise

/Paned to develop an implementation plan for integration between the

business function and shop floor operation. The plan will be based

upon an actual employment situation or case study supplied by the

instructor.



Business Application

Integration of data bases is the key to implementation of the computer
integrated enterprise. HAP= DI from IBM provides the total manufacturing
solution through an integrated approach to successful mannfacturingmanagesent.
NANO 011 insures that every department has access to consistent, uP-to-date

infosmation.

On the following pages you will find a description of the educational products
available from MC which will assist your implementation of the NAPICS DI total
mannfacturing solution. After reviewing the product descriptions ire iuvite you
to complete the Interest form communicating to us your educational needs.
Please ream the completed form to:

vnetpubl

lex VallerUchnical College
1823 N. Bluesonnd Drive
P.O. Box 1277
Appleton, VI 54913
Att. JOhn Ross
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MAIMS Application Descriptions

Financial Management II Business Control Applications:

general Ledger tOLII

General Ledge gives you a clear picture of your company's financial

standing--monthly, at year-end or any time.you wish. You can create journals

and ledgers on-line; journal transactions are automatically entered from other

MAPICS DB applications. Reports include Income Statement, Balance Sheet, and

Last Year vs. This Year vs. Budget.

Financial Analysis (PA):

This module helps you detect significant financial trends that might otherwise

be missed. In addition to providing budget planning on general ledger accounts,

FA gives you fixed-asset accounting, analyses, financial ratios and provides

financial statement reports. It also provides automatic recurring entries and

final budget plans to General Lodger.

Accounts Payable tAP):

This application provides an easy, flexible way to manage your cash outflow and

take full advantage of cash discounts. It provides accurate, timely information

about invoice due dates, vendors and amounts. With this program you can enter

and maintain vendor invoices, inquire about aged payables, process cash

disbursements and analyze vendor performance. Balanced journal entries can be

sent to General Ledger, actual costs can be sent to Inventory Management and

outside operation costs and miscellaneous charges can be sent to Production

Control & Costing.

Accounts Receivable (AR):

This module lets you minimize your collection period, monitor cash flow and

reduce losses due to bad debts. It maintains a status of all customer accounts

and posts cash received to open items. It also creates aged receivable reports,

monthly statements and delinquency notices, providing credit information in

Order Entry and Invoicing.

Payroll (PR):

Plant Operations Applications:

Inventory Management tIMI:

This application helps improve plant productivity by improving inventory

accuracy and reducing the clerical effort needed to report and post inventory

transactions. Detailed inquiries help you maintain constant control of

inventory quantities, reducing the manpower required for expediting, taking

physical inventory and picking the material need for production or shipment.

vnetpubt
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Production Control & Costing (PC$C):

This module lets you track the status of each production order. It highlights

excessive material and labor costs, pinpoints current locations, and shows time

remaining, as well as quantities completed by operation. With this application,

you can supply daily prioritised work lists so that work can be sequenced to

meet delivery commitsents. Rapid transaction reporting assures that you have

accurate information for analysing work center performance and managing VIP.

Production Monitoring & Control (PM&C):

This module, through timely and accurate shop reporting, helps ensure that plant

floor transactions are reported accurately, that work is progressing and that

orders are being met promptly. It receives manufacturing orders and allows you

to add, modify or split them. It also prints bar-coded shop packets and
employee badges, prints prioritized updating of the production data base

provides more current and more accurate orders.

Purchasing (PM:

Purchasing allows you to request and maintain valid quoted, gives your buyers

more time to qualify and negotiate with suppliers, and analyzes vendor

performance. These programs maintain requisition status, requirements and
validate vendor invoices.

Production Planning Applications:

Materiel Requirements Planning (MDP1:

With MRP, the master production schedule is exploded into item requirements.

The result is a time-phased set of purchasing or manufacturing order
recommendations to be executed to achieve the master schedule. The master

schedule is used to calculate the projected inventory needs for all material

usages based on the bills of material.

Capacity Requirements Planning (CRP):

CRP can project your work load, long and short range, and help reduce

bottlenecks. It shows you available capacity in each work area. You can

project production schedules, summarize production so that you can analyze the

load on each work canter and find out the production load Ln each work center

by time period. CRP validates the production capacity to achieve the order

recommendations made by MRP.

Product Oats Management (PDM):

This application creates and mnintains a common item information base for

engineering, manufacturing and accounting. PON provides you with information

about items, bills of material, work centers and routings. It lets you perform

cost simulations and analyses. Powerful maintenance capabilities such as

mass-replace and same-as-except transactions provide a productive tool to keep

the data current.
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Marketing I Physical Distribution Applications:

Order Intry Invoicing (MAW

This application, helps assure that reasonable ship dates are assigned and that

inventory and production requirements are coordinated. Customer orders are

entered and edited on-line and automatically priced. Customer credit awl item

availability are checked and the order is allocated to inventory or.planned

production. This module produces a customer acknowledgement, pick list, bill

of lading and invoice. In addition, it maintains back orders, helps calculate
commissions and reports order status by item, customer or due date.

Sales Analysis ISA):

Tracking customer and product performance and evaluating the efforts of your
sales force are simplified by Sales Analysis. This application analyzes sales
and profits by item, customer, and by salesperson, for this year and last year.

Forecasting WWII

Forecasting lets you create and maintain forecast models by item and by item

family. Using a forecasting technique adjusted by seasonality curves and trend

lines, demand history is analyzed and projected into the future. You can

compare actual demand to the model, compare product life cycles to forecasts

and use the projected demand for planning production in either Master Production

Schedule Planning or Material Requirements Planning.
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KAPICS DB Instructional interests

Instructional offerings will be available from FVTC on the following MAPICS DB

modnlès. Please check those that you have an interest in learning about.

Name

Address Telephone:

Company Name

Financial Management & Business Control Application

General Ledger
Financial Analysis
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Payroll

111110111

Plant Operations Applications

Inventory Management
Production Control & Casting
Production Monitoring & Control

'Purchasing

Production Planning Applications

Material Requirements Planning
Capacity Requirements Planning
Product Data Mangagement

Marketing 6 Physical Distribution Applications

Order Entry and Invoicing
Sales Analysis
Forecasting
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MMUS

Also available to you is the personal computer based INMASS program instruction.

MASS WINCONS IX is a tool to aid in the management of a manufacturing
facility and an integrated accounting package. INMASS II provides the means

for managing inventory, purchasing, order entry, job costing, payroll and
material requirements planning. INCOME II includes modules which integrate
order entry, accounts receivable, accounts payable, purchasing and inventory
with the general ledger. The modular design of the system allows choice of the

modules needed by your business.

If you have an interest in this please check the modules that you would be
interested in learning about.

INMASS II

Inventory
Order Entry
Purchasing
Job Costing
Billeof Material
Material Requirements Planning
Payroll
Purchasing and Forecasting

INCOME II

Inventory
Order Entry
General Lodger
.Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
Payroll
Purchasing and Forecasting

vnmapics



Computer Assisted Design

Integration of the engineering and design functions is essential to

implementation of the computer integrated enterprise. Fox Valley Technical
College has educational products available which can assist you ift implementing

computer assisted design concepts.

We invite you to communicate your instructional needs to us by completing the
attached CAD product interest survey and returning it to us at the following

address:

vnetpub

Fox Valley Technical College
1825 N. Bluemound Drive
P.O. Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54913

Att. Phil Leverault
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Computer Assisted Design Course Descriptions

AutoCAD Introduction

This three-day class is aimed at the introduction and development of AutoCAD
skills. The course will take the student from a basic level all the way through

the completion of production-type drawings. Many AutoCAD commands are
introduced as well as productivity skills.

AutoCAD Advanced

This two-day course helps students develop new skills and productivity ideas.
Key concepts ars used to make your AutoCAD installation more efficient.
Concepts covered include advanced dimensioning, polylines and pedit.

Productivity ideas with divide, measure, trim and attributes are col/red.
Prerequisites AutoCAD-Introduction or equivalent.

IRMCAD

This course will introduce the stvdents to IBMCAD. the student will be taught
the methods of implementing IBMCAD, drawing techniques and plotting the finished

product.

Commands will include line, arc and circle construction, copying, moving and
modifying existing entities. The course will also cover macro generation, and
DXF files for exchanging information with AutoCAD, CADAM and CATIA.

AutoLISP Introduction

AutoLISP is a programming language that is imbedded in AutoCAD. It is not
difficult to use and is very productive in ths automation of AutoCAD commands
and drawing capabilities. This course gives students background information
about AutoLISP. AutoLISP can be used to develop single letter commands or do
complete drawings automatically. It can be used to rewrite commands within
AutoCAD to comply with your own needs. Prerequisite: AutoCAD-Introduction or

equivalent.

3D Auto=

This course will clear up the mysteries of 3D. It takes the student through

the 3D world of AutoCAD. the student will learn about UCS, MCS, 30 filters,
faces and surfaces, as well as extraction of 3-view drawings, plus a pictorial
from the 3D drawings. Prerequisite: AutoCAD-Introduction or equivalent.

MS-DOS For AutoCAD

This one-day intensive course covers the MS-DOS operating system. Students

learn the DOS commands that are essenttal in running an AutoCAD environment.
They cover tree-structure, directories, subdirectories, batch files, file

manipulations and backups, along with management of these files.
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Customizing AutocAn

GuraimiziaLlitracia will involve menu macros, menu generation (screen pop-up,
tablet and icon), text fonts and hatch generation, and line customisation. It

will also cover script and batch files and how they relate to AutoCAD. This

course will make AutoCAD much more productive for all working environments.

Systeme Management for PC CAD

Systems Management for PC CAD will provide information on organisation,
structure and optimisation of the CAD system and CAD Department as a whole.

The course will cover harddisk management, system management and trouble
shooting, personnel management and organisational documentation for the CAD
department. AutoCAD, as well as, third party utility programs will be shown
and used by the students.

Operating Systems for PC CAD

This course will introduce the student to the various operating systems for the

PC. These would include DOS, 0S2, and UNIX (XENIX). The student will learn

to communicate with the computer through these systems.

CADAM Basic

This course consists of 14 sessions on the basic operations of the CADAM
software. CADAM runs on a mainframe computer. The sessions are designed to
give students iehnderstanding of the basic CADAM operations through "hands-on"

experience. The system is designed to produce mechanical drawings.

CADAM. Intermediate

This course is designed to so beyond basic CADAM skills to a higher level of

CADAM proficiency. The course content includes: overlays, details, sets and

attributes, engineering change/drawing compare, symbols, advanced dimensioning
techniques. Advanced uses of auxiliary views, splines, standard libraries,
notes, files, analysis, using colors, kinematics, lino widths, offset/flat
patterning, and plotting.

3D Solids CAD

Three dimensional drafting including wireframe, surface modeling and solids

modeling uses and methods will oe studied in this course. Students will have

hands-on on CAD systems like AutoCAD, IBMCAD, CADAM and CATIA. Links between

3-0 CAD systems and other CIM and computer aided engineering systems will be

explored.

vncadad
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Computer Assisted Design Products

The following instructional offerings are available at FVTC. Please check those

offerings that you are interested in learning more about.

Name

Address Telephone:

Company Name

Please check the courses you are interested in:

AutoCAD Introduction
AutoCAD Advanced
IBMCAD
AutoLISP Introduction
30 AutoCAD
MS-DOS for AutoCAD
Customizing AutoCAD
Systems Management for PC CAD
Operating Systems for PC CAD
CADAM Basic
CADAM Intermediate
3D and Solids CAD
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Electronic Publishing

Product marketing and documentation are an important component of the computer
integrated enterprise. On the following pages you will find a description of
the electronics publishing products available at FVTC which will assist you in
implementing this component of the CIM enterprise.

Also included you will find a form upon which you can communicate your
instructional needs to us at FVTC. V. invite you to complete this form and

return to:

vnetpubl

Fox Valley Technical College
1825 N. Bluemound Drive
P.O. Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54913

Att. Doug Peeps
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Dlectronic Publishing Course Description

Interleaf Publisher Basic Seminar

The Basic Interleaf Publisher seminar is designed to give the participant an

understanding of desktop publishing and the operation of IBU Interleaf

Publisher. Opportunity will be provided for each participant to have extensive

"hands-on" experience with the program. The seminar will concentrate on the

basic features of the program, as well as production of simple documents.

Venture Orientation

This 8-hour hands-on workshop introduces the basic functions of Xerox Ventura

Publisher0 . You will be introduced to techniques of document creation,

placement of text 81 graphics, and printing documents using laser printers.

Designed for those with little or no experience.

Ventura Business Applications

In the Business Applications workshop, you will learn to produce professional

quality business communications and promotional materials--brochures,

advertising copy, press releases, memos, presentations and reports. Workshop

emphasis is on page layout and visual effects.

Venture Newsletter

Workshop participants will learn to design and produce unique newsletters

without using cut and past methods or expensive outside services. They will

review skills and planning, layout, composition and graphics. The workshop's

emphasis is on typographic effects and editing.

Ventura Design

You don't have to be an artist to understand the basic elements of effective

page layout. This workshop teaches you an eight-step process to guide you in

making good decisions about your own layouts and page design. The workshop is

conducted with pencil and paper. There is no hands-on computer training or

discussion of specific publication products. This workshop is recommended for

anyone who is involved in writing or editing, document production or electronic

publishing.

Pagemaker Sasic

This is a 15-hour hands-on course using Aldus Pagehaker in an IBM environment.

You will learn to set up a publication, place text and graphics in the document,

change text specifications, adjust graphics on the page and print a publication

on a laser printer.
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PageMaker Advanced

Intended for those who already know the basics, this 13-hour workshop focuses

on design concepts, principles and techniques with hands-on applications. You

learn to analyse communication problems and design solutions using PageMakor.

Courses being developed for future delivery.

Interleaf Applications Seminar 1

The Interleaf Publisher Applications Seminar 1 will provide the participant with

valuable experience producing Technical Publications using Interleaf Publisher.

The seminar will also cover basic Layout and Design techniques, which may be

applied to all documents.

Interleaf Application Seminar 2

The Interleaf Publisher Applications Seminar 2 will provide the participant with

valuable experience producing Business Documents using Interleaf Publisher.

The seminar will also cover basic Layout and Design techniques, which may be

applied to all documents.

MAC PageMakar

Betinnine PameMaker for the Macintosh-- This is an introductory hands-on course

using Aldui PageMaker in the Macintosh environment. You will learn to set up

a publication, place text and graphics in the document, change text

specifications, adjust graphics on the page and print a publication on a laser

printer.

MAC Graphics

graphica_an_the_ricintgith-- This hands-on course will introduce the concepts

used to produce graphic images. Study will include creation of graphics using

paint programs, draw programs, and scanners, both color and monochrome. Graphic

image editing and manipulation will also be covered.

MAC Quark Xpress

jaainnine Ouark Xnrass-- This is an introductory hands-on course using Quark

Xpress in the Macintosh environment. You will learn the basic operation of the

program such as how to set up a publication, place text and graphics in the

document, change text specifications, adjust graphics on the page and print a

publication on laser printer.

vnetpubl
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Electronic Publishing Instructon Interests

The following electronic publishing courses and seminars are available at Fox

Valley Technical College. For additional information concerning course dates

and times please provide the following information.

Name

Address Telephone:

Company Name

Please check the courses you are interested in:

Interleaf Publisher
Ventura Orientation
Ventura Business Application
Ventura Newsletter
Ventura Design
Pagemaker Basic
Pagemaker Advanced

Future Courses:

Interleaf Application 1
Interleaf Application 2
MAC Pagemaker
MAC Graphics
MAC Quark Xpress

vnetimhl
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MC/CMC Programming

This class is for individuals interested in continuing their study into advanced

manual NC programming. This class is for individuals who wish to move from
basic numerical control programming into the use of the computer on which
conversational language and basic G code word addressing format will be used

on both mills and lathes.

PRIRRQUISITRI Numerical Control, Basic, or industrial experience on NC
machines.

C Programming Language

Introduces the rudiments of the C programming language including variables and
constants, arithmetic, control flow, simple functions, and basic input/output.

Participants will write (code, compile, load, and run) several small programs.

Maintenance Management Systems

The course is based upon the use of MAXIMO software as a maintenance accounting

management tool. Topics covered are repair part tracking, repair design

procedures, order initiation, customizing reports and cost analysis.

Just In Time Manufacturing

The student., will learn the concepts of JIT production that directly cuts
inventories and reduces the need for storage space and related fixtures. The

concepts of JIT as a quality improvement tool will be emphasized.

Robotic Melding

An introduction to the application of the robot to the welding process. The

do's end don'ts of implementing robots in welding are discussed. Programming

concepts are included.

natistical Prccess Control

This coursalswill teach students the coriect use and application of Various
statistical tools of analysis, such as attributes charts, variable charts,
pareto analysis and process capability. Technical assistance is available to

assist you in making application to your operation.

Design of [apartments

This course will offer to the student an opportunity to learn about an advanced

statistical technology. Once lenrned, the student will be able to produce the

quality output at its source (the design). The design of experiment portion
of the class teaches students how to set up the variables in a process
systematically and sequentially so as to be able to determine which of the
variables is having a significant effect on the outcome. Hypothesis testing

is nn inherent part of design of experiments that will allow students to answer
the question of significance statistically.
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Introduction to Expert Systems

This course builds the concepts and skills for knowing and using Expert Systems,

the powerful productivity tools being implemented with increasing frequency in

the work place. The course provides practical training at both the concept and

the applications level, with opportunity to analyse an actual work place
problem, break it into elesents, and produce a functioning Expert System.

Technical Assistance Automated Welding

A automated welding system is available to be placed in your company for a

period of 90 days. The intent of this project is to allow you to try robotic
welding in your plant on your parts beform making decisions about future
implementation.

Fox Valley Technical College staff will train your operators and assist you on

implementation and application to your product.

vomfspre
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Manufacturing Processes

The key to Implementation of the computer integrated enterprise is the

electronic communisation between the business and the manufacturing operations.
Fox Valley Technical College has instructional products which elan assist you
in gaining expertise related to integration of the factory floor operation.

On the following pages you will find descriptions of instractionat products
available at 119TC. After reviewing these please take the time to complete the
interest surverand return it tot

Fox Valley Technical College
1425 N. Sluemoinsd Drive
P.O. Sox 2277
Appleton WI 54911
ATTN: Richard Schmidt

86
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Manufacturing Processes Products
Introduction to Automated Systems

eanartcam

An integrated systom of dif2erent modules for transferring part print
information into computer numeric control programming code. The use of the

system to integrate the design and manufacturing functions will be taught.

Robotics Introduction

A firm foundation in industrial robotics will be established. The major

electronics awl mechanics of common robots will be studied. Robot types,

typical applications, and end-of-arm tooling will be presented. The programming

of pick and place and servo robots will be included.

Introduction to Plant Communications

The student will gain an understanding of the basics of plant communications.

Topics include the hierarchy of communications, LANS, media, MAP/TOP and floor

level devices.

Programmable Control Introduction

This is an introductory course for the programmable controller. Content will

include n review of ladder logic, basic progrnmming, PLC symbols, transferring

standard ladder logic to PLC logic and interfacing.

PREREQUISITE: An understanding of direct current, alternate current and ladder

logic

Microprocssors

The microprocessor has revolutionized the electronics filed because of its size

and capabilities. Students are introduced to its impact in the electronics
field, terms used in its operation and application, various number systsms, and

arithmetic manipulations.. The course includes an introduction to programming.

PRIRRQUISITI: An understanding of the principles of digital logic and the

various logic gates.

Numerical Control-Basic

Basic Numerical Control deals with three broad areas of numerical control,

namely the basic concepts of numerical process control, the design features and

capabilities of NC machines and the economic programming of common types of NC

machine tools. This course provides meaningful instruction to students who plan

to enter the machining industry as skilled trades people or technical level

employees.
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Manufacturing Processes Instructional Interests

Listed below are instructional offerings and technical assistance that is

available at Fox Valley Technical College. We invite you to communicate your

manufacturing training needs to us by completing and returning this form to

FVTC.

Name

Address Telephone:

Company Name

Please check the courses you are interested in:

Intro to Automated Systems
Smartcam
Robotics Introduction
Introduction to Plant Communication
Programmable Control Introduction

Microprocessors
Numerical Control Basic
NC/CNC Programming
C Programming Language
Maintenance Management Systems
Just In Time Manufacturing
Robotic Welding
Statistical Process Control
Design of Experiments
Intro to Expert Systems
Technical Assistance Automated Welding

vnmfgint



Note: This is only a partial listing of the courses it ..ils
program. For a complete description, see the FVTC
catalog.

(419401) Hydraulics
Emphasis will be placed upon hydraulic control circuit
development. Buie hydraulics, hydraulic activators,
accumulators, valves, pumps, motors, fluids and filters
will be studied.

(419.104) Pneumatics
Emphasis will be placed upon components included in
pneumatic control circuits. Basic pneumatic principles,
air compression, work devices, control devices and circuit
diagrams will be emphasised.

(605447) industrial Computer Programming
This course is an introduction to the digital computer. It
acquaints the student with the PASCAL programming
language, hardware operation and use of the digital
computer.

(628.102) Automated Systems, Introduction to
The course introduces the student to the concepts involved
in the movement toward factory automation systems
dictated by the demands for increased quality and
competitive position. Concepts of the faetory of tho "' 're,
such as CIM, parts families and flexible manufn ig,
will be covered.

(628404) Electricity for Eluctronics
The COWIN Nth. basic foundation for subsequent systems
study. Abasie knowledge ddirect and alWrnating current
circuits and test equipment is gained through practical
application and theorj.
Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in Math.
Technical, intermediate

An Equal Opportunity Employer and Educator
Operating Under An Affirmative Action Ran

FoA4taey

.413 TechnicalCOLLEGE

Mt Do Not
Suaxed Until

You Do!

Pnnted vnth the assistance of Fcs Valley Technics! College%
Prinung program students

2000112.119
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i(aee4011) Manufacturing Technology l

The Nurse will present an overview of manufacturing
processes used in industry. Materials, methods and
termineloey of common manufacturing techniques will be
preened. The cemmon manufacturing techniques will
be discussed, and potential (be automating will be
explained.

(1118.108) Digital ud Analog Circuits
This course is a study in digital electronics including
binary numbers, codes, Boolean algebra, logic circuits,
counters, registers, decoders and storage devices. Analog
devices are studiiM u they relate to their applications in
digital circuits. Emphasis will be placed upon systems
application.
Prerequisites: Electricity for Electronics; concurrent
enrollment in Math, Thchnital, Advanced

(1138410) Manufacturing Technology II

This is a study a computer.controlled manufacturing
processes with an emphasis en computer numerically
coo trolled equipment. Concepts involved in achieving
quality and productivity gains will be emphasized. The
*stiident will pin an understanding of terminoloa
commonly used in the industrial environment.

1121 Robotics

A .irm foundation in industrial robotics will be

established. The major electronics and meehanics d
common robots will be studied. Robot types, typical
applications and end-of-arm tooling will be presented.
The programming of pick and plate and servo robots will
be included.

(028.114) Electrical Machines and Control
This course is a study of direct and alternating current
motors, their operating C wacteristics. construction end
mechanical switching techniques. Three.phase power
will be introduced along with sensors and system support
equipment such ILO conveyors, palletixers and machine
loaders/tat:leaders.
Prerequisite: Digital and Analog Circuits

(11284111) Mkroprocemor Fundamentals
The theory and application of the microprocessor for
control (Unctions, software logic and processing data will
be emphasised. Advanced digital principles related to
microprocessor system architecture, programming,
timing and interfacing will be presented.
Prerequisite: Digital and Analog Circuits

(128420) Control Devices
The course will cover industrial control devices, their uses
and interface. The control device as a communications
end informatien.gathering device will be studied. The
student will bunts program and interface control devices
such as programmable controllers, robots,
micmoomputers and vision systems.
Prerequisites Digital and Analog Circuits

(116422) Servo Systems

The course will examine industrial servo control. Focus
will be on velocity and position control. Devices such as
resolvers, encoders, stepper motors and industrial drives
will be studied.
Prerequisite Digital and Analog Circuit&

(1121-120 Blueprint Reading/CAD
The course will be a combination of instruction concerning
symbolisation used on industrial blueprints and an
introduction te cemputer.auisted design. CAD will be
examined from the point of view of basic principles, use
and application to compute.integrated manufacturing.

(1121421) Systeme Integration
The student will interface various control and
manufluturiNi devices with working manulisre-eing
systems. The course will street covnmunk
optoisolation, operator information and system sav.4.

(11284= Manufacturieg Systems Application
The student will develop, in a Troup setting, a real sr
simulated manufacturing system which characterizes the
concepts learned through the individual courses. The
application kr the *Ay will be an existing
manufacturing operation in an area industry.
Prerequisite: Systems Integration

(628-144) Electrical Power Systems
This course is intended to enable the student to work with
industrial power distribution systems. Emphasis will be
placed upon in.plant distribution of single, and
three.phase systems as applied to automated
manufacturing systems. Emphasis will be placed upon
safe working practices related to hqdt voltage systems.
Prentqui Atom Direct Current afW AlternaW Current

(128-144) Motor Drive Systems
This course covers various drive systems. Included will
be motor basics, direct current and alternaW current.
Students will understand variable frequency, pulse width
modulation and six step. Direct current drives and their
applications are ineluded as they relate to systems
integration.
Pntrequisitec Direct Current and Alternate Cs, t
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A Short Letter To
People Who Might
Be Interested In
Automated
Manufacturing
tystems As A
career...

peersolt 'What meetly is automated
It is the intsgretion end

meossordinatienassisting onsehines and equipment with m
mild-slate devises, seek as Napalms, programmable
leak embolism end mews, le horn en intelligent
manulbsturing mamma

With an asessiMe degree in Automated Manalletaring
Systems, yea son domes hem s wide range et career
sppertanitiee. This 22-woela (two-year) pogrom entails
hard week that yes will And km and smiting.

Alter yea read this kosher% talk with eur estoneshor I.
tlirtwer insight Ws rewarding sneer as an

Manufacturing Systems Mantels&

Sineerely,

, &pc 44.4,(
Fran Winkler and Dam Neffblan
Instructors, MGT Pregrun

Our Graduates Have Found Great
Jobs. Here Are Some Examples...

PLC Programmer Kinetic Systems, Menasha

Applications Engineer
Professional Control Corporation, Appleton

Field Service Technician
Giddings & Lewis, Fond du Lac

Sales Application Engineer - Square D, Oshkosh

Maintenance Technician
Pierce Manufacturing, Appleton

Electrical Designer - Weldmotion, Menasha

Maintenance Technician
%ulna Foundry, %twat.

if _ou Were
Working As An
Automated
Manufacturing

ViYecshnicsian, NYhat
D

jeZ
Could You o?
Automated manufaeturing deals with kith essesyts and
hande-se appikatiens. Beeauss et this diversity, an
abundance of op dimities awaits a Th

AUTOMATED
MANUFACTURING
SYSTEMS
TECHN!CIAN:
The Associate

What's In
Pt iecinirou?

isA Woke, Manes Ile Tour Meet Jab tbs bar
oreee Path.
awl In MA ten Yenno net hor-
Week Chums Armed lbw Les Awl

soclalm
us M *shook thee er NOW

pot
appertunities will slew yea la grew te any limits that you

ye . *se

sot, Yea mold be lamina in:

elfProgramming Programmable
Legit Controllers (PLC's) in
ladder logic.

Interfacing manufacturing calls
with sensors, computers and
machines.

1:111 Implementing vision technology
in a manufacturing environment.

IIIProgramming and interfacing
robots or robotic-like machines.

elliInterfacing machinei with other
machines to update and
automate.

RsWorking at stations and concepts
in SPC, CAD and CAM.

ofmu PAYOFF: Getting Ties J.
AI reduelee getjebs
is Stair

Nantatif..
kr:Ine is the Job ~km& namm and

opportunities are grafi

111
Ike Ow Walk, 13e Ts &iced Aid
Still Leo At Now. Or yea ISM sheen Is live
is me ms4aapas bassie4.

egOur Umbers Illeve Seen Therm

israMs.losiresiss, PLCe,li=42
ellfTWO Oat Mad Medd, Maads-Oa
tizrozooli.Os ladmobrial Cmahrols Aid

Our gradastme ere ready ko sontrihate hem
their Reek day an the job.

Here's What Some Of Our Graduates
Have Said About The Program...
-nt Automated Mongrelise Systems program
prepared me say well kr my siiphmin It owed up
se many apilerlanities kr ms in finding ale I emulators
pots kr emetreales, PLC'e or meopeters. I ended up esing
all et them kr my peskien. It was a very good program
and I would rammed it M anyone`

'The Automated Manufacturing Systems program wee en
enjoyable, edwatienal updates Immo state degree et
prodigal altande-sor training en intent ladostrial
equipment. The variety et sabisets that were fevered
sentinued S. maintain my interest sa the program
promos red. Bspeeielly rewarding was the donee to
comb all dike Mental esneepts labia working moving
manularturing mule

Al MATZO MAMMACTURING SYSTRMS
TIC11011CIAN
rensialsololeregram: ikars

Rommirement: 0 Credits
BLOCK I
NMI IIMMIMIA Symms, korobanien tomile liesehritp Air

Ileaularletirebaltashey I
301.130 Onnownisetion. Immo

Ne411,1141toded, Intermediate

B LOCK
41011.14? ladwaletel Ceopentrrenrall
OWN Diglisi awl Analoag le
mue Illoesaimarittp %thefts U
1161.1111 Adeeeseil

K OCK
4IL III Hydraulics
5111.112
11311114 Medritol Stethineo owl Control
5111418 lieroptesesor Punententsio
1111.1411 Nem Wye Iowa

Madivas

BLOCK 4
MISS Coned Devises
53-122 Iwo Soweto
101.130 Conasteniseliwy Seals Appliration
11111( Ilemontlon Brio

MAX.& 5
411.104 Pneumonia
014.124 Illsoprlot NoeineCAD
1311.1141 Sole= Inteennion
5111.101 rnietieaUsa, %%Oat Application

BLOCK I
531133 Manekturing
OL144 lieserloal Feuer
331.1111 Contsionleatint,

repoholea of Hyena Menem

I Credit
3 Credits
2 Credits
1 Croats

*let
3 Credits
3 Credits

Cleats

Cruets
Glens
Cleats
Credits

2 Cleats

$ Credits
I Credits

*Wits

Credits
Ctiew

4 Credits
Crotliu

Applirsoloa I Credits
Croats

I Cleans
3 Credits

II Cawing

How To Get Started...

Call er write Noreen Johnsen, our division counselor. Tell
her about our current situation and what you're inter-
*Med in. SM can help.

%holed Divisier
Pm Val* Technical College
len N. Moormound DriveP.O. Bea 2377
Appleton, WI 60134277
(4 14) 735-5775
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COMPUTER INTEGRATED M 4UFACTURING TECHNICIAN
Associate of ApphIgi Science Degree

Me)or courses (.) In this program are taught at Gateway UMW Cellege-REine Campus. (Selected courses mey be taken at the
Kenosha and Elkhorn Campuses. Contact a Gateway counselor tor details.)

amputee integrated Manufactmlag WNW,
11b43114

Comm
Number Course This

628403

628-101
804151

804-152
804153
105-131
608-108
1109-103

804121
006-126
604161
604.162
801-101

628102

628103

*191111410

Nes Per Wk Saddest
In Class Cowes

Credits Lac Lab Fon

lint Semester
'Automated Mfg. Concepts/Intro 2

OR
'Concepts of Enterprise/CIM for Mgmt.
*Math 151 (Prersq. 804-100 or

satisfactory placement test score) 2
"Math 152 1

*Math 133 (Prem. 804151) 2
'Microcomputers/Intro to 3
*Technical Drawing/Understanding 3
"Sociology. Introductory 3

18

Second Semeeter
°Physics I (Prereq. 804-153) 3
'Computer Aided Drafting 2
"Math 181 (Prereq. 804151) 2
"Math 162 (Prem. 804.153) 2
*English Composition I (Prom. 1101400

or satisfactory piecement test more) 3
'Automated Manufacturing Programming

(Prereq. 828-100 or 828-101) 3
*Manufacturing Processes Machining & Welding 3

113

Third Semester
623-175 'Quality Control
628-104 'Computer Aided Design & Manufacturing

(CAD/CAM)
609-150 'Psychology. Introductory
620-110 'Robotic Mechenisms I

*Elective

Fourth Semester
6284 05 'Computer integrated Mfg. Applications
606.174 *Automated Mfg. Systems
610.101 'Speech/Fundamentals of
801.105 "Technical Writing (Prereq. 601-101)

*Elective

Suggested Electives
E05-122 Electronic/Principles (Prereq. 605.112)
605.174 Digital Circuits (Prereqs. 605122 & 605.101)

605112 AC /DC Principles (Prereq. Algebra)

Pi 4

(2.0) $ 7430

((244) (74.30)

(2.0) 74.50
(1.0) 38.25
(2-0) 74.50
(2-2) 110.75
(2-2) 114.75

_221. 110.75

18 $598.00

(2-2) 117.75
(0-4) 76.50
(24) 74.50
(2-0) 74.30

(3.0) 110.75

(2-2) 117.75
2.21 117.75

23 1669.50

3 13.0) 110.75

3 (1.4) 117.75
3 (3.0) 110.75
3 (2.2) 117.75
3 in_ 110.75

15 18 1587.73

4 (24) 157.00
3 (22) 114.75
3 (34) 110.75
3 (10) 110.75
3 (3-0) 110.75

16 19 $604.00

2 (1.2) 76.50
3 (1-4) 117.75
3 (22) ua, 117.75

Cowes Deadpan

Ompoter AIM Design a Manufacturing
FUnction and operation of CAD/CAM
equipment to includes plotters, digitizers.
printers, and modems. Overview of CAM
application software packages for
nuonerkal contm davit board design .
flat pattern layout, and nesting ard
studied.

Automated Meaufacturloo Coombs/
late/Miss To
Overview ef the application of computer-
based automation. Presentations will
focus on computer controlled moldular
subsystems for product design, pert
forming. assembly of parts, sub-
assemblies. production planning, control.
Information, data control and how
subsystems are interconnected and
communication requirements to form an
"Integrated" system.

Aoternated Mewsfacturing Promenades
A study of automated manufacturing
equipment, set-up, operation and
programming. Types of coding. feeds and
speeds. tool selection and other INN-
cations are atudled. The student will use
microcomputer systems for program
creation. editing and down-loading.

Automated Manefactwing Systeme
Work on the practice, applications of
automated manufacturing systems and
industrial processes. The course is a lab
and lecture with emphasis on the practical
integration of manufacturing, the
mechanical design and computer elec.
tronics in control processes. Practical
application of knowledge in plant leyout.
motorist flow, Inventory control end data
communication will also be covered.

Comprise Migrated Mfg Applicatima
CIM techniques are to analyze and imple-
ment actual or skrnisted merafacturing
appikations. Student teams will select,
plan, and develop a prolect palmist whkh
will Incorporate application and Integra.
tion Of CNA subsystems to ma...facture or
process a pert or product. Application
solutions wiN require gathering and
developing of date, planning and
scheduling a process, a quality and process
control Men, hardware and software
engineering, actual or simulated
application. and a project report.

Compoter Aided Dreftiog
Study of basic interactive computer
graphics commands, used in the creation
of lines, circles. arcs. Nets. etc. Also
covers dimensioning commands. cartisian
and polar coordinates, erase and mom
commends. Ail drawing Is done on the
computer.

NOM Prerequisites can be waived with department approval.

Requiremenb fer Graduations
1. 85 Credits with an avers" of 2.0 or above.
2. *Menge of 2.0 ("C") or above for them major courses.
3. 'Courses which may be taken prior to entry In the program.

*Note: Resident course fees are based on the 198910 tuition rate of $35.25
Per credit. The tuition increase for 199041 is_yet to be determined. 1,

From lime to time the District may offer a particular course out of published sequence. By
so doing. thr District does not obligate itself to title, succeeding touises inn of sequence.

Effective 199091 School Yew 9 5



Cerimpts of hterpriae/
CM for Management
Covers non.engineering anti non-
manufmturing functions of computer
integrated system. Introduces computer
integrated manufacturing functions for
menagement decison main indudmg
elements such es supervision of communi
cation systems, project management,
technical reports and presentation of
OniPhics.

Manufacturing Processes
Maddeing A Welds,
PrOCONNIII sad principles related to
industrial machining to include milling,
turning. grinding. drilling, boring.
broaching. and NC machining. The use of
fasteners, adhesives and welding
applications ars also studied through
theory and "hands on" eminence.

Microcomputers/lake Ti
Beginning course emphasizing essential
computer concepts and terminology with
microcomputer laboratory activities
including word processing. spreadsheet
programs, database programs end an
introduction to the BASIC programming
SNOW

s6

essay Csetral
The concepts of quality: quality controi
alininistrodom quaint/ as an enoneormg
function: application of statistical
techniques. such as frequency distn.
budgies, control charts and sampling
table* quality control applied to new
designs. studied. Actual or simulated
industriel situations are presented.

Ilebetk Mackasksis I
Integration of electromechanical
mechanisms and drive with Industrial
robot fundarnentals. Study of servo drive
systems of the electric. hydraulic and
meumetk type and hwa they reins to
mechancel dnve systems. Intro to generic
robotology and their industrial
application&

Teelnikel Orewleg/IlederstaMlap
Surveys activities in the drafting

depertments, print mom& and graphic
arts arsas of business and industry.
MultivIew. exonometric. oblique

ectIonsi lettering. dimensioning:
views. sections. revolutions. Copy

sketching. hectograph. dim.
photographk.

Entry Lod °owe= - lb* Occupsilons to Chidufts dtho
C o m p a r I n t s p a t e d Ihnufactudes Prop=

1. Compeer basysted Ilmoblmbe Illestiosirsebidem Nweirelble *a integredm ct
opipmett babel In aulomeled wisdom
Mmobeliales Inglioesibeediddrotats lo the oppidIrviall meroactudig nem bleb, m
conbeers, es pert eV mini lonolubbil problentesking.

3. Moses *Mob Ptormierdellebbbomedwilad diramasbM trinsmoremplekem Mis

Movellmbolig TeMeldem NNW special Imentdps of conbulw arratil mud (0C) =din
took

Mentament Opportunities
Mamma In the immilecturing dew tame nibs bcoribiliod bp Worm* titbit wey Mod to
carem oppontebbe nob so

1. Mesmer - Cermet, emematol lAwalkbsIng
2. Comultent Amerated Mr eilicheing
3. OW* -*stamen' Amiss' ow* it

Other kftwaidon
Wads IntereetedAst Os detell ander* Mb ft p.m vb. to man end imtk ow and
en* coma Inane In mown ad dicommilembel &Am and buir opplkilon to me
n.iudscbalng puns is mammy. Roll to Wine to isun 11110 WAIVE and ext/ pen acedences.

Nuked NI. MINI Comm Media iflop. Oraltirq. end MicrocorripAr coma

bifformilim Net audible at Mb One.
imam of tilabore. ougn'-a---T-----minu Craw Utinry, Tab MA Maw Modal ardlot mons
waning In the MI&
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Title: Technical Applications in the CIM Environment
Credits 12

Courses Cr

Orientation to the Computer Integrated Enterprise
Business Applications Overview 1

Menufacturing Resource Planning (MRP) 2

CAD/CAM Linkages 2

Manufacturing Technologies 3

Implementation Migration 1

Integrated Systems Application 2
TOTAL 12

Course Descriptions

Orientation to the Computer Integrated Enterprise
The student will be presented with on overview of the computer integr

enterprise involving management, engineering and production. Emphasis

will he placed upon the technologies involved, the benefits and the

integration requirement.

Business Applications Overview
The course will provide the student with the opportunity to explore

the integrated business enterprise. Emphasis will be placed upon

financial applications and costing from order entry to financia'

analysis.

Manufacturing Resource Planning
The conrse will examine the application of the manufacturing resource

planning role In the computer integrated enterprise. Various businsss

and manufacturing applications such as purchasing, inventory, master

scheduling, production control, etc. will be reviewed. Particular

attention will be paid to the inter-relationships between the

applications and specifically how they affect plant floor operations.

:AD/CAM Linkages
The course will provide the student with an understanding of the

commtinication linkages from computer assisted design to computer
assisted manufacturing to computer numerical control. Emphasis

will be placed on the implementation of computers in the design of

manufactured components (CAD), product engineering (CAE) and tool
path creation for computer numeric control (CNC) machines.

Manufacturing Technologies
The course will introduce emerging technologies which are necessary

to successfully implement computer integrated manufacturing. Exameles

or topics that will be covered ars statistical proness control, just in

Limo, sot-up reduction, group technology, etc. Applications of processes

related to robotics, vision systems, and bar coding will be covered.



ISAC PROGRAM STRUCTURE

PHASE I -- Introduction to Integrated Systems
Courses 699-100 (1 Credit/1S Hours)

1. general format o4 ISAC program.
2. CIM Eacronyes and terms.
3. Overview analysis 04 an integrated system.

4. Contrasting CIM technologies.
5. Role of team work and communications.
6. Introduction to the ISAC Integrated System.

PHASE II -- Caspomemts-v4 an Integrated System
(4 courses - 2 credits/36 hours each)

A. Computers and Systems Architecture
Course: 699-102 (2 credits/36 hours)

1. Elements of a computer system.
2. Data base systems.
3. Levels of language.
4. Disk operating systems.
5. Flow charting.
6. Programming.
7. Files and data bases,
S. User software.
9. Telecommunications.

B. Manufacturing Planning and Control
Course: 699-104 (2 credits/36 hours)

1. Bill of materials.
2. Inventory control.
3. Business planning.
4. Master schedule.
5. Material requirements planniri.
6. Purchasing.
7. System evaluation.
O. Just-in-time.
9. CIM manufacturing planning and control.

C. Product Design and Product Analysis
Course: 699-106 (2 credits/36 hours)

I. Dimensional metrology.
2. Statistical process control.
3. Computer aided design.
4. Simultaneous engineering.
5. Automated inspection.

100



D. Automated Production and Process Control
Courses 699-109 (2 credits/36 hours)

1. Process controllers and networking.
2. Programmable logic controllers.
3. Material handling systems.
4. Robotics.
a. Automatic identification.
6.. (CAD/CAM) shared data bases.
7. Compact II programming.
S. Post processors.
9. Tool path simulation.

10. Down loaetng.
11. Tool requirements.
12. -:Itiachioonsetup

PHASE III -- Applications of an Integrated System
Courses 699-110 (3 credits/54 hours)

1. Team structuring
2. Product development
3. Simultaneous engineering
4. Team_problem solving
5. Production simulation
6. Product production

101 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Abstract

Milwaukee Area Technical College's

Computer Integrated Manufacturing Center

sUbmitted by: John P. Stilp, P.E.
Associate Dean
Technical and Industrial

The Milwaukee Area Technical College's C.I.M. Development Center
consists of a number of industrial automation davices, such as
robotics, computer numerical control machine tools (CNC),

programmable controllers (PLC), computer aided design and
manufacturing (CADdeCAM and coordinate measuring (CHH) which are
integrated and working in conjunction with one another. In
addition to the industrial equipment, a business computer links
the Center allowing both the business and technical side of
C.X.M. disciplines.

The Center is used to instruct the industrial workforce in the
Southeastern Wisconsin area in the use of manufacturing
automation, and to apply these techniques in their manufacturing
plants. This facility, dedicated in 1986, is one of the first of
its kind in the United States. It closely models the National
Institute of Standards and Technologies' (NIST) Automated
Manufacturing Research Facility (ANRF).

The entire operation is controlled by a series of computers,
which coordinate all activities of each component in the cell,
and relays messages back to a cell operator in the fors of a
graphic picture. All these activities are happening in real time
under computer control. Artificial intelligence and specially
developed algorithms are used to control certain processes. Eadh
piece of industrial equipment is instructed to operate in the
exact sequence as dictated by the manufacturing process plan
which is developed as part of an overall material resource
planning (MRP) system. The cell control computer receives
information from the business and supervisory computers and
automatically communicates to devices which are unattendingly
manufacturing discrete piece parts. Production schedules are
simulated using computer software to optimize cell production.
Industrial computer controllers are all different vendors showing
true flexible integration. Networking to these controllers takes
p]ace via point-to-point communications from the call controller.
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The components in the Center consist of the following:

- IBM AS/400 computer with MAPICS software for business
applications

- CAD/CAM computer lab with Zenith-based AT and IBM-based
PS series and RT computers and Autodesk's AutoCad,
Computervision's Personal Designer/Machinist and
Bridgeport's EZ-CNK software

- IBM industrial "GEARBOX" supervisory computer

- DEC VAX supervisory computer

- Allen Bradley PLC/230 cell controller

- Asea Brown Boveri pick and place robot

- Kearney & Tracker horizontal machining center with Gemini
"D" controller

- Bridgeport vertical machining center with Allen Bradley
8200 controller

- Alma debur robot with vision system

- Brown & Shazpe process control robot (PCR) coordinate
measuring machine

- Xennametal tooling, holders, inserts and tool breakage
monitors

- Scientific Systems Incorporated custom software and
integration

4

- IBM ELF data collection equipment

- Enerpac/Applied Power fixture power unit

- Honeywell Microswitch senors located throughout the cell

The MATC CIM Development Center has developed unique partnerships
with local and national industries listed above to promote
manufacturing productivity to small and medium sized businesses.
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FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING CELL CONTROL HIERARCHY

I BUSINESS SYSTEMS
(IBM AS/400)

CAD/CAM
(COMPUTERVISION) I

CELL SUPERVISORY COMPUTER

1 DEC I
MICRO VAX AND I IBM I

"GEARBOX"

CELL CONTROL
COMPUTER

(A/B 2/30 PLC)

...IL. J.
ASIA

DEBURR
ROBOT
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I IIRDOPRT
VMC

A/II 1200

KILT 150
HMC

GEMINI

MRP
PRODUCTION PLANNING
PROCESS PLANNING

CELL PLANNING
BILL OP MAT'PRIALS
PANT DESIGN
PANT ROUTING
N/C TOOL PATHS

REAL TIME STATUS DISPLAY
DOWNLOAD PROGRAMS
AB FUNCTIONS
ATRIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

PROGRAMMABLE CONTROL LOGIC
CNC CYCLE COMMANDS

Milwaukee Area Technical College

John P. Si Up, P.I.
Assosial Dean
Tochnical and Industrial
700 Wst Stale SWIM
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 63233
41447541115

MORI-S ASIA BROWN &
LATHE IRS 50/2 SHARPE SENSORS

PANUC 10T ROBOT CMM

COMMUNICATIONS:
PRIOR TO CELL OPERATION DURING CELL OPERATION
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MATC. The Institute of HIRE Learning!
Milwaukee Area Technical College

1015 North Sixth Street
Milwaukee, Wi 53203
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Milwaukee Area Technical College
Computer Integrated Manufacturing Development Center
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What Is the
CIM Dove lopiAent Center

at MATC?

The CIM Development Center provides tech-
nical support services to orientate firms on
advantages of Computer-Integrated Manufac-
turing (CIM) technology, provide MATC grad-
uates as highly skilled CIM employees, retrain
existing workers, try out CIM applications at
MATC by co-sponsoring development proj-
ects, and afford access to resource mate-
rials including products developed by MATC.

CIM Orientation
MATC provides a weekly two-hour CIM

orientation for managers, engineers, design-
ers, and preduction employees or for special
community groups. The session reviews the
process of flexible manufacturing in the ma-
chining industry, CAD/CAM system% and
components of CIM, and is used to complete
an individual CIM development plan. A free
economic development service of MATC.

11 1

CIM
Resource Materials

MATC has a library of CIM manuals, mag-
azine% videotapes, and computer software
available to assist in investigation or ex-
amination of CIM technology. MATC hes also
developed software packages and training
materials available to industry end schools.
MATC-developed CAO/CAM materials are al-
ready in use in over MO schools nationwide.

TO OBTAIN INFORMATION
ABOUT SERVICES CONTACT:

Cita Development

Continuing admission

Admission se Programs

CIM Program
Supervisor

278-8742
Associate Owi.
Continuing Education

278-0280
Admissions Counselor

278-6487

De

MATC. The Institut of HIRE Learning!

Milwaukee Area Technical College

700 W. We Skeet
Milwaukee, WI 53233

414.27114370

Milwi
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CIM Education
MATC provides industry with highly

reined greduetes of associate degree and
°cations, programs preparing for careers in
NM. The CIM Direlopment Center provides
reining courses for several specialized tech-
Wens to support the CIM machining and
hirable goods manufacturing industry.

lome Associate Degree programs related to
NM include:

Automated Manufacturing Technology
(Electromechanical Technology)

Prepares technicians to install and
maintain computerized systems.

Computerized Machining Technician
Prepares technicians to operate
computerized mschines and to program
the automated process.

Industrial Engineering Technology
Prepares technicians to plan the process,
including assembly, flow, cost, and quality
control of products.

Welding Technology
Prepares technicians to manage and
program computerized welding systems.

Mechanical Design Technology
Prepares mechanical CAD drafters and
designers.

Electronic Design and Packaging
Prepares electronic CAD drafters and
designers.

Plastics Technology
Prepares technicians to set up molding
machines and supervise production of
plastic products.

Fluid Power Technology
Prepares technicians to manage, install,
and maintain machines using hydraulics,
pneumatics, and fluidics,

iome Vocational programs related to CIM
nclude:

Tool and Ole
Prepares tool and die skilled workers.

Machine Teel
Prepares operators of machining centers.

Computerized Numerical Control
Prepares programmers and operators of
CNC machines.

tip

CIM
Industrial Retraining

MATC provides retraining service for in-
dustries faced with adding new technology
and needing to upgrade workers. Employees
may attend special courses, seminars, and
workshops offered at MATC or at the em-
ployer site. Employees may attend a series of
special courses and earn a specialist certi-
ficate in an advanced technology. Employees
may need to have previous education and ex-
periences evaluated to determine an indi-
vidual career improvement ohm.

Examples of technical courses offered in CIM
programs:

Machining Techniques
Technical Graphics
Casio CNC Programming
Industrial CNC Control 1
Computer-AssIsted Programming 1
Inspeetion/Guality Control
Industrial CNC Control I
Manufacturing Materials
Computer-Assisted Programming
Process Planning
Tooling and Fissuring
Computer-Integrated Manufacturing
Materials Handling and Plant Layout

s.

k

CIM Industrial
Application Development

MATC provides an economic development
service to Business/Industry, individuals,
and colleges in which the CIM Development
Center is used to develop CIM applications,
for testing the feasibility or cost effective-
ness of the CIM process, or for testing new
CIM cellular technology, and for planning
future products or process requirements.
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MACHINING ARTICULATION AGREEMENTS
MATC AND PARTICIPATING DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOLS

June, 1990

All programs listed award advanced standing in (628401) Machining
Techniques, a first semester course in MATC's Computerized Machining
Technician associate degree program. The condition for all schools
calls for the machining instructor's signature on a certified competency
checklist. The design of this checklist varies from district to district
(see samIle agreement.) Technical mathematics aTliculation opportunities
are also built into each agreement. At the moment, additional advanced
standing opportunities tied to MATC's CNC Operator/Programmer diploma
program are under discussion.

High School High School Course Titles
Qualifying Students for Advanced Standing

Cedarburg Metals Manufacturing ti Fabrication AND

Vocational Metals AND
Technical Drawing

Cudahy Metals 5-6 OR
Metals 3-4 with special projects

Grafton Vocational Metals (plus prerequiltes)

Greendale Communication Systems and/or
Engineeriny Drafting/Design AND
Automated Manufacturing Systems (plus prerequisites)

Greenfield Precision Machining (plus prerequisites) OR
Vocational Metals (plus prerequisites)

Milwaukee Tech (MPS) Machine Processes 3 (plus prerequisites) AND
Blueprint Reading

Port Washington Vocational Metals (plus prerequisites)

South Milwaukee Machine Shop I AND
Machine Shop II AND
Machine Shop III

West Allis (Central SI Machine Shop Technology (plus prerequisites)

West Milwaukee)
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Moraine Park Technical College
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Student Services

Admissions

Applications are accepted in the order
received, provided the applicant meets
minimum entrance requirements of the pro-
gram. Each applicant must complete and
forward an application, Including a
nonrefundable $10 fee.

Counseling

Counselors. advisors. testing technicians,
and career lab instructors are available to
assist in career planning and program
choice. AN prospective Ombra must meet
with a Moraine Park counselor to insure
that a sound career dollen le made.
Counseling is also available for other per-
sonal, academic, at vocational needs.

Financial Ald

Financial aid is available to all eligible
Moraine Park students, based on need.
Interested students should complete the
Wisconsin FInanciel Aid Form (WFAF) and
submit to the appropriate Moraine Park
campus. Students may also be eligible for
Veterans' Benefits.

Other Services

Other student services al Moraine Park
include placement assistance through the
Job Placement Office; a variety of student
activities, such es intramural sports, student
government, and student dubs; housing
assistance; health services; and much more.

For more informstion, solid the Eludonl
Services Department, Moraine Park
Technical College at any °Mho three cam-
pus addresses listed on the back panel.

(People living outside of Fond du Lac may
call toll free for program and related infor-
mation: 140047241114 )
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NORTHCENTRAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE
WAUSAU, WI

ADVANCED CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING CONCEPTS

FALL 1990

DESCRIPTION:

A twelve-credit associate degree level certificate in
Automated Manufacturing Concepts is designed to upgrade
persons employed in manufacturing related occupations in
Central Wisconsin. A unique feature of the certificate
curriculum is that it addresses key elements of automated
manufacturing operations with the primary objective of
helping the learner develop a working knowledge of what
exists, how it works, and how it can be used. State-of-
the-art quipment and software centrally located in a new
manufacturing center is used as a learning environment for
instruction.

Automated Manufacturing Systems

Module: 1. Automated Manufacturing Overview - 1 credit
2. Concepts of Team Building - 1 credit
3. Using Personal Computers For Manufacturing - 1

credit

Technical Components

Module: 4. Application of PLC's - 1 credit
5. Servo & Non-Servo Robotic Application - 1 credit
6. CAD/CAM/CNC Application - 1 credit

Oualitv/Workcell Technolocies

Module: 7. SPC Application - 1 credit
8. JIT Workcell Operations and Systems - 2 credits

§vstea Applications

Module: 9. Workcell Applications - 1 credit
10. Computer - Integrated

Manufacturing/Business - 2 credits
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DEFINITION(S) OF CIM

*The total integration of all
manufacturing elements through
the use of computers

*The total integration of such
individual concepts as CAD,
CNC, robotics, and materials
handling into one large system

Source: SME

OUR PRODUCT:

Our graduates are typically
placed as manufacturing engineers,
process engineers, industrial
engineers, or production engineers.

OUR GOAL:

To produce a graduate capable of
designing and building an automated
manufacturing system (from "womb to
tomb").

CIM Software Modules

Business Planning and Support

Product Design (CADD)

*Manufacturing Process Design
and Planning (CAPP)

*Production Planning, Monitoring,
and Control

*Manufacturing (CAM)

*Inventory Management (MRP)

Inspection and Quality Control

DESIRABLE ATTRIBUTES OF OUR GRADUATES

*Strong math and science background

*Attentive to "design for manufacturability"

Understand meterials properties

*Thorough knowledge of manufacturing processes

*Understand manufacturing systems, automation,
and control systems

Possess team skills

Demonstrate interpersonal and communication
skills

Possess hands-on manufacturing experiences

Able to work with other aspects of a business



PREREQUISITE STRUCTURE

ROBOTICS

170-505
--mmwrommemmima
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MANUFACTURING
SYSTEMS

170-510

NUMERICAL
CONTROL

170-537

SIMULATION OF
MFG. SYSTEMS

170-540
111111111111111111.111111111=1.110~11111
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170-504 COMPUTER ASSISTED MANUFACTURING

'

CREDITS: 3
CLASS TIME: 3 HRS/WK/SEM

(Plus Arranged Lab
Time)

PREREQUISITES: 354-141, or 334-144
or Instructor s
Approval

*INTRODUCTION TO TYPES OF MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

*INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMABLE AUTOMATION, INCLUDING NUKERICALLY
CONTROLLED MACHINE TOOLS, ROBOTS, AND PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

*INTRODUCTION TO GROUP TECHNOLOGY AND COMPUTER AIDED PROCESS PLANNING

*INTRODUCTION TO MANUFACTURING SIMULATION

*Nt PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER AIDED PART PROGRAMMING (USING COMPACTII), AND
USE OF PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

DESCRIPTION:
A lecture/laboratory course designed to introduce the student to the concept of group

technology, computer scheduling, process control, coding and classification systems, and

the relationship between part grouping and part costing. It includes justification for and

application of computer assistance in the manufacturing process, machine process 'control,

robotics and material handling, automated assembly, use of automated systems to provide

teal time invecitory information, part grouping and product design in relation to the total

manufacturing operation. Computer programming and part processing using the APPUCON

BRAV03 and COMPACT!! integrated CAD/CAM system. Part shapes we &awn and analyzed

on a He.wiett-Packard muld-color plotter. A simple materials-handing proolem is presented

using the PUMA 600 robot to gain exposure to robot application concepts. The course

includes several incividual and small group (2-3 people) activities.

APPLICATION:
The course provides exposure to fundamental concepts related to computer assisted

manufacturing and acts as a prerequisite to 170-505 Robotics, 170-510 Manufacturing

Systems, 170-537 Numerical Control, and 170-540 Design and Simulation of Manufacturing

Systems. Enrollment typically includes, but is not limited to, Industrial Technology, Applied

Technology, Appried Math, Technology Education, and Business Administration.
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170-504 COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING

Introduction to the types of product
demand and typos of manufacturing
systems

*Overview of CIM, CADD, and CAM

*Introduction to programmable
automation, including Numerically
Controlled (NC) machines, robots,
and programmable controllers

Introduction to Group Technology (GT)
and Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP)

*Introduction to simulation of manufacturing
systems

*Integrated system architectures
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Low High
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TREND: Product ixes becoming more

diversified

MEND: High volume production is
decreasing, while mid-volume/mid-

variety production is increasing
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INTRODUCTION TO MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

*Continuous or Mass Production Systems

Intermittent Production (batch production)

*Low Volum* Production ("job shop"
production, tool and die shops, prototype
work)

TREND: Continuous production decreasing,
intermittent production increasing

TREND: Batch sizes decreasing to 1 (JIT)

INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMABLE AUTOMATION

*Numerical Control (NC)
o Definition of an axis
o Point to point vs continuous

path control
o Absolute vs incremental

dimensioning
o Floating vs fixed zero points
o Manual NC programming using

Word Adress vs Tab Sequential
formatting

o Even vs odd parity
o CNC, DNC and computer

hierarchies

*Robotics
o Robotic system componentso

levels of sophistocation. applications
o Servo vs non-servo robots
o Robot designs/configurations
o Intro to robot programming methods
o Robot program storage

*Programmable Controllers
o Introduction to input and

output devices
o Introduction to ladder logic

programming

:omputer Asisted Part Programming
o NC programming languages (APT,

COMPACTIIe, etc.)
o Integrated CADD/CAM systems

(BRAVO3 system, AUTOCAD1 Bridgeport
system)

WAYS TO CONTROL MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

*Mechanical control typically using
cams, templates, and jigs) which
lends itself well to high volume
(mass) production

*Mutual control (operator turns
hand lever in turn driving a
lead screw) which lends itself
to intermittent or low-volume
production (flexible)

*Programmable control (manual
coarol of hand wheels replaced
by precision servo or stepper
motors). Includes NC, robots,
and programmable controllers

TREND: Programmable automation
rapidly becoming more popular
for all types of production
due to:

*flexibility (changeover)
*improved quality
*multi-axes contouring

1:16
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Articulatlont The Key

ARTICULATIONt INS RSV TOROUCATIONAL TRANSITION FOR STUDENTS
Exploring Selected Alternatives

jntroduction

The renewed emphasis en traditional academics contained ln
Nation at nigk and the emphasis

en going to college have been viewed
by many voeational educators at the secondary level as a de-emphasis
of practical education eurrioulum.Studies criticising

public education have created public demand
tor schools t strengthen their curricula in the basis skills. In
response, edueational

polleymakers in many areas of the eountryincreased the number et academic credits
necessary for high school

graduation. During 19$4, at least 44 states
increased theirgraduation requirements for science, math, and English (DelawareDepartment of Public Instruction, 19811). The amount of time left

for vocational education courses has thus been reduced, and a debate
has risen ever the amount and type et vocational courses needed.
Those in favor of predominantly

academie based
education continue to

argue that because many non-ooilege bound, high school students may
eventually attend college, a broad background in the basis skills is
necessary. Groups opposed eounter by stating that raising the
number of academie oeurses required tor high school graduation will
deprive nowimellege bound students of the

opportunity to explore
occupational areas et interest or develop basic technicalcompetencies in preparation for direct entry into the labor force.

The counter argument by those in favor of strong academic
reform is to slowly place all skill training at the postsecondary
level. 'This perspective has gained wider aoceptance and is
strongly emphasised by the postseoondary education community"(trekson, 19$9, p.21).

The educational system within the United States Ls not designed
to allow students to oomplets their formal education at a singleinstitution. Consequently, vosational students move fresexploratory programs at the middle school or junior high school, to
secondary/high schools, then te technical

colleges and/or junior
colleges, and/or four year colleges and universities. As a studentmoves through the system, they frequently encounter unnecessaryduplication which is inefficient tor the student and results in a
loss of valuable time, effort, and

motivation (Selman ê Wilmoth,
1989).

The entire process of transitioning
students from one level of

education to another, or between one Institution and another, Selman
and Wilmoth (1989) define as irtlgylation.The recent interest in educational reform as well as the need
to resolve articulation problems in vocational and technicaleducation, according to Selman and Wilmoth (MO), has grown out ot
(a) declining

enrollments and the resulting
inherent survivalresponse en the part of educators,

(b) lean federal and Ontobudgets. and (o) chanoinn1 CIO

Articulations The Kel
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Now does education transition students teem secondary topostsecondary lnitltutlonst

As used in the esntext of this paper, Articulat, as defined in
the Nerriansftbster

Weebridged Dictionary, means, to be united or
eonneetet in a systematic

interrelation.Articulation programs between ssoondery and postsecendary
institutions aro es the lessees*. Long, Warmbred, Faddis, and
Lerner (198e) describe this applleatlen of the torn artioulatlen as
041 planned proms lieking two or more educational systems within a
community te help students make a smooth

transitioe tree one level
of institution to another without experiencing delays or loss of
credit' (p.1).

In vocational education, articulation has been defined in a
number of ways but the central theme ifs "to eliminate as much as
possible,

unnecessary duplication of training across the levels"(Long et al., 1984 p.2).
Forging relationships with s000ndery schools while not new, has

become an important priority for oommunity,
Umbilical, and junior

colleges across the nation.
leshaleal preparation has begun te

tomb's the attention of edusaters at beth levels. The need to
supplythe nation's

industries with trained technicians, sampled
with the toohnical emphasis of se many tweivear

institutions, makes
such liaisons

increasingly popular. With the growth of inereasingly
sephistisated industrial toshnelogies, however, eemes the mere
diftleult task of adequately preparing students for tomorrow's
workplace. Ths task seised@ the time limitations of two-yearcolleges to develop properly trained teehnisians. The eelleges can
meet this challenge by establishing properly articulated progress
with the high schools se that the students can assume their academic
responsibilities sooner and esquire a °owlets set of marketableskills tor their first job search.

ng rnell (191$), three out of four high school
students belong to a

of these who are not going
on to earn basealaurea s gress. e r potential

and talents,
according to Parnell aro often overlooked by educators who have
foeused their attention, as educational

reformers, on students ln
the oollege preparation track while ignoring the sixty to seventy
percent of high school students who will probably not earn abaccalaureate degree. The significant Increase ln the number of
students placed In the untamed general education

track, dominate
most high schools (Shapiro, 1984). Parnell (198S) referred to the
general education track as the academic and vocational desert in the
American education

system44 The curriculum of the general education
track Ls often described as being made up of a

coebination-eRgeneral, remedial, and !arsenal/hobby wry"' 1.19Sven throw*
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their time in personal service and development courses such as
physical education, arts and crafts, hone economics, and work
xperience.

Shapiro (1966) sites a National Center tor Educational
S tatistics studies in 1260, in which seniors evaluated various
aspects ot their high school experience. General education students
rated their school xperience as less satisfactory than did college
preparatory or vocational track students, and vire leest satisfied
with the quality of academic instruction and teacher interest in
students.

Moreover, 63.$ percent of those who bad dropped sat ot
high school before being graduated indicated they were in the
general education track at the time they left high school.
only 6.7 percent et the dropouts came frem.the academic track,
while 21.6 percent came from the vocational program.

Out vocational or career training en the high sehool level
also leaves much to be desired. Says Parnell, 'Regardless ot
the research and despite our rhetoric about the uniqueness et
each individual, many people still advocate that pcadenic means
advanced and is tor the IM students and that saner
education is tor the s udents' (Shapiro, 1166, p.91).
In many high schools, vocational education programs are not

viewed as the link to the next educational level. All toe often,
vocational education programs are viewed as having been reduced to
"Na euphemism for the handling ot students with behavioral problems"
(Shapiro, 1164, p.91). In this environmental setting, one gannet
help but wonder how many of these ditfiguit students behave the way
they do because they see no purpose or fusure in their academic and
vocational progress. unable te visualise the relationship between
their high school experiences and the knowledge, skills and
attitudes they will need to take on the challenges which lie ahead.
From their perspective, high school could very well appear as the
dead end road. reeling that they are going nowhere, they beoome
frustrated with an educational system which was never designed to
allow students to complete their formal education at a single
institution.

Articulation: The Missina_Linl4

Articulation programs are known by various names. Varebred and
Long (1986) suggest that the articulation programs between secondary
and postsecondary institutions sake high school students, elbarked
on vocational technical career programs which span grades 11 through
14, feel like they are college-bound as they catch views ot new
opportunities and a better, possible future. The future they see as
attainable.

Not all articulation programs, however, are the same.
Following a review ot literature, it became apparent that the term
articulation has been loosely applied to a broad range ot programs.
To add to the confusion, selected terse used to identity specific
articulation programs have also been used as collective titles tor
groups of programs. The contusion arises when the titles used to
group articulation programs, do not adequately describe all programs
within the group. Each articulation program is unique and meets a
specific educational need. Vocational educators should be familiar

4004,1
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with the ogre common term, used to identity articulation programs
includings (1) barrier removal programs, (2) enrichment programs,
(3) shared facilities, (4) combined enrollment, ($) ',entreated
services, (6) transfer of credits, (7) tine-shortened programs, (6)
advanoe placesent, (9) one-plus-ens, (10) advanced skills programs,
(11) core curricula* or pretechnology, and (12) vocational technical
two-plus-two preparation.

jatrier Removal Fromm%

Not all so called articulation programs meet Long, Warmbrod,
Faddis, and Lerner's definition, previously sited, "of helping
students make a smooth transities fres one level of institution to
another" (Long et al., 1964, p./). Artieulation efforts which link
two ea more institutions to sipply remove educational barriers and
thereby benefit the student are met new. Manley (1970) defined a
well articulated efteational program as one that provides students
the opportunities to develop to their highest potential in attaining
educational as well as career objectives. The first tour
articulation programs meet Manley's definition by removing
educational barriers.

jnrichment Proarams

Enrichment programs are usually developed by a postsecondary
institution in response from one er mor) local school districts.
Lerner (1167) noted that a typisal protram might be provided to meet
state requirement for gifted children.

The program areangesents are generally quite simple, and simply
require the student to obtain a letter fres the high school
principal stating that their attendance at the postsecondary
institution will not interfere with the students secondary school
work.

In some oases, students sem acquire dual high school and
college credit, receiving their high school diploma in addition
to earning, in some eases, two semesters' credit toward a
college degree. The enrichment model is possible on a
full-time or parttime basis and operates during the regular
academie year as well as duels* summer terms. Credits oan be
held in escrow for later application toward a program at the
school or, in some oases, may be transferred to other
institutions of higher education (Lerner' 1167, p.17).
Although the typical enrichment program s oriented toward

acoelerated students in their senior year who plan to attend a
postsecondary school after graduation, Lerner (1167) noted that
programs can permit the participation of selected loth and lith
graders. In addition to the regular postsecondary curriculum,
programs could also include noncredit seminars, conferences, and
workshops as summer enrichment activities.

Shared Facilities!

Raving two types of schools in close proximity has the
advantage ot sharing selected facilities. Lerner (1967) noted that
this may be particularly true when the institutions involved are
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required or would like to provide services or aoquire expensive
sophisticated equipment and/or facilities that neither institution
could provide en their own. With the possibility of scheduling
problems, aceepted as givent shared facilities are cost effective,
represent the 1-st us of equipment, and can greatly enhance the
recruitment efforts.

Shared facilities can cover an ever widening list of options
from athletic facilities and dining facilities to library or ven
specialised classroom and laboratories.

One arrangement frequently made is the use of secondary school
facilities by postsecondary institution tor adult vening education
programs of college level courses.

Combined Enrollments

Although not as obvious between secondary and postsecondary
institutions, consider the advantage of having students from one or
mere high schools (public and/or private) enrolled in the same
class. This is particularly beneficial when neither institution has
a sufficient number of students to justify offering the course.
Dual enrollment has a great deal of merit from an eoenceic, and
perhaps, an educational standpoint. Now consider the possibility of
using postsecondary facilities. A. Lerner (5447) observed, 'This
approach takes advantage of the best equipment available and makes
possible the use et additional facilities" (p.14). hs an
alternative, eonsider the possibility of distant learning and the
technological advancements which are available. The opportunities
to combine enrolluents quickly take on a different appearance. The
magnet school concept is a variation of this program.

Contracted Services

Contractual agreements to offer classes at other institutions
has a multitude of possibilities both horizontally as well as
vertically. Again, the technological advancements in educational
delivery systems provide multitude of opportunities. The state of
Wisconsin is divided into eleven Cooperative iducational Services
Agencies (ClISA) areas. Mach C2SA provides, among other things,
contracted services which the individual seoendary local educational
agencies could not individually provide or justify. In specific
instances, it nay be desirable to have postsecondary institutions
contract to provide certain advance courses taught in the high
school. Lerner (1907) explains that "contracting represents an
alternative source of instructional faculty and permits. .

students to obtain some exposure to other forms of higher education.
In many cases, the institutions could not make the program available
to students without contracting tor these specialized services"
(p.15).

A school could contract to offer special summer sessions
for high school students in advanced classes in order for these
selected students to take advantage of these special high-level
classes. Through such an effort, the school not only enriches
the curriculum, but students exposed to the school are more
likely to attend that school in the future (Lerner, 1947,
p.15).
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Credit Transfer

Although fev examples can be found of cooperative efforts
between pUblie secondary institutions and public postsecondary
vocational technical institutions for direct transfer of credits,
such agreements do exist between public seoondary institutions and
proprietary occupational institutions as well as community colleges
which can serve as models.

The concept is quite simple and provides a link which helps a
student make a smooth transition to the next level in the
oducaticoal system. A. Lerner (1947) notes, those students who
complete a s000ndary vocational Negation program have acquired
very specific skills and knowledge in preparation for employuent.
Some eommunity oolleges de grant some oollege credits tor these
achievements. The number of credits transferred will depend on the
integration et the stated competencies into the postseoondary
curriculum. Depending en the particular discipline in question,
Lerner (10117) indicated that 3-14 hours of credit may be granted tor
the secondary school preparation. The awarding of advance credits
generally follow one of two options.

1. Students who earn "A" grades in approved secondary courses
receive the advanoe credit(s) directly.

2. Students who receive "S" grades in approved secondary
courses, can gain advanoed credits through the credit by
examination procedure.

3. In addition, applicants for the transfer etc:re:lite must
meet the college and program requirements and become
matriculated students.

This precess of transferring credits for authorized secondary
courses differs from the advance placement (the next artisulation

tg:gram) in that the credits are attempted prier to oemmencesent et
postsecondary worse of study and awarded when the student

matriculates. Spencerian College, for xample, allows the transfer
of 14 secondary credits (4 classes) for :nurses which include these:

English
TYPimel
Business Law
Secretarial Accounting
Human Relations
Anatooy and Physiology
Salesmanship
Merchandise Math

Math
Shorthand - Gregg
Business Correspondence
Accounting I
tiling and Records Managesent
Medical Terminology
'Business Communication
Consumer loonomics

(cited in Lerner, 1947, p.9)

It a student from a qualified high school earned "A" and "s"
grades in approved courses and could transfer 14 credits, quarter or
semester, into a Minnesota or Wisconsin state college/university, it
would equate to approximately 01,000 tuition. For private
postsecondary institutions it could even be sore. This is a
recruiting tool technical colleges cannot currently touch. Lerner
(1947) appropriately points out that: 143
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Traditionally, 2 year postsecondary teachers have been
reluctant to aocept secondary learning experiences for college
credit, yet these same teachers expect 4-year colleges to
accept their students, acoomplishments without question.
Often, members of the faculty believe the students are not
qualified and will not do well at the postseoondary level
(p.11).
Often technical colleges create barriers for what may be

reasonable consideration, only to.lose more that they gain.

Time-Shortened Programs

Most of the articulation programs are designed to facilitate
advance placement In postsecondary programs for those students who
have maetered the fundamental competencies in high school.
Time-shortened programs are designed to allow the student to
complete postsecondary phase faster while saving the student the
tuition quivalent to the time saved. As Long t al. (1184) noted
however, "their skill levels do not advance beyond the traditional
program* (p.4).

Advance_Flacement

often referred to as tisteshgraenti programs, the students are
granted postsecondary credits for accomplishments at the secondary
level. Although the credits are awarded in various ways, each has
caveat which distinguishes advance plaeement from credit transfer.

First, the person who entered the college as secondary
student, the enrichment program, and has aspirations for
postsecondary study, are awarded advance placement. The enrichment
program students in this case essentially study certain topics in
depth rather than general technical training. As they matriculate
they are awarded advance placement credits only if they enroll In
the program tor which their enrichment program applied.

8reuder and Martin (11188-84), identified a second type of
advance placement in which college credits are awarded tor high
school courses completed. Long et al. (1184) noted that this seoond
type involved college instructors and their high school oounterparts
reviewing the specific oourse syllabuses or task list. Upon
agreement of which high school courses are more or less equivalent
to introductory postsecondary °nurses, matrioulating students can
receive advance placement with the written recommendation of their
high school instructors tor those competenoies mastered. "In the
occasional cases where competencies tor which credits has been
awarded are shown not to be mastered, the student is given
independent instruction in subsequent courses" (8reuder and Martin,
1111-14, p.31).

Hennepin Technical College in Minneapolis, Minnesota, serving
both secondary and postsecondary students, has one of the most
ambitious and successful advance placement programs as noted by
Long et al. (15$4).

occupational curricula that are competency-based lend
themselves readily to training any studentssecondary,
postsecondary, or adult--regardless of age. With this in mind,
some articulation efforts respond to declining enrollments and
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fiscal pressures by training high school and postsecondary
students with the same curricula (and often together in the
same classes). Some of these programs share tenuity and
equipments others operate at independent futilities or
institutions (Long et al., 1984, p.4).
The third advance placement program profile involves a skills

test which allows the student to receive advance placement tor
demonstrnted mastery.

The final profile for advance placement is noted by Lerner
(1987). This profile involves Individual students with "C" grades
who applied tor credit transfer in some postseoondary institutions
will receive advancie placement but will not reoeive the credit
transfer until after successfully °completing a specified number of
postsecondary credits at the granting institution.

One-"lue -One

A career ladder approach, the receiving postsecondary
institution aocepts students who have °Depleted one-year diploisa
(the first 202 in the oneplus-one) program at another institution.
The most common would be proprietary school. Although vocational
technical diplouas are not awarded at the secondary level in
Minnesota or Wisconsin, two scenarios some to mind. First,
artieulation programs must address the Individual who uoves into the
state from another state in which the vocational teehnioal diplona
was awarded at the seoondary level. &mond, the individual in an
advance placement program similar to the Mannerist Teohnical College
program mentioned previously.

Advanced Skills Promos

Long et al. (1984) discusses advance skills and common
misnomer often applied to advanoe skills training.

Advanced skills programs also aim at avoiding duplication
of training, but the purpose is not to speed students through
the curricula more efficiently. Mather, adveneed skills
programs streamline fundamentals in order to make room in the
curricula to teach sore advanced skills than students would
normally get in traditional sompational program. Most of
these programs have a high-technology emphasis, deliver more
concentrated and more advanced content, blind graduate students
at 'master teohnician, level. A misnoner that is often
applied to all advanced skills programs (and many
time-shortened programs as well) is ,22,, even though many
programs do not involve structured learning sequence tros
grade 11 through grade 14 (Long t al., 11$4, p.1).
For the purpose Ot this paper and to preclude the contusion

associated with two-plus-two as oolleetive term, program titles
identified by Long et al. (11184) for the tvo main advance skills
programs, are adopted (a) wore curriculum (or pretechnology)
programs, and (b) "true vocational-technical ,20, programs in which
the entire occupational training curriculum begins In grade 11 and
terminates at the end of grade 14" (p.8).

Secondary and postsecondary institutions, according to Van
Allen (1188), are engaging in advance skill articulation programs
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with increasing frequency. An advance skills program is an
Articulation progres which joins the high school surriculum with two

years of education at a postsecondary institution (Parnell, 190$).

It properly designed, advance skills programa can provide maximum

eentinuity of instruction within and between edosational

institutions. The end product is a highly specialised and

employable, some say trained as opposed to edueated, technician.

Warobred and Long (11166 argue that the training possibilities'for

advance skills prograsm ng are only limited by educational resources

and employment trends.
Given a favorable environment tor their development, advance

skills programs have unparalled advantages. One significant
advantage deals with separate educational jurisdiction joining

together tor the benefit of students. In the developmental phase,

instead of focusing attention on institutional budgets authority,

boundaries and prestige, Van Allen (1086) found that ;he

participating educational institutions tended to focus on student

outcomes which were defined in terms of student anhievement levels

based on euployment opportunities. The student centered orientation

provides the essential ingredients tor the suocessful development
and implementation of an articulation program. When the

representatives of the participating educational institutions set

aside vestet interest for the expected gains in student achievement,

with it comes the coumitment, cooperation, and the effective
cosmunication essential tor success.

Core Curriculus Prooree

The main purpose of core curriculum or "pre-tech" progress

is to produce better prepared high school graduates tor entry
into postsecondary technical training programs. Core

curriculum programs give secondary students a broad basic

background In technology --a strong "core' of ooncepts and
skills--but de not restrict students to making an occupational

choice in their junior year. Many such programs include
agreements that enable matelaulating student to bypass

postsecondary introductory sourses and take sore advanced

courses than the 3-year training program would allow. Although

the preparation is broader, high school students still receive

sufficient specific skill training for entry-level employment

(Long t al., 1966, p.5).
Several examples of an articulated core curriculum program are

now available.
1. Oklahoma Cltyos articulation effort, which is built on the

Principles of Todhnology 'tech-preps curriculum developed

by the Center tor Occupational Research and Development

(cORD) and the Agency tor Instructional Technology. The

articulatieA responds to community needs for more and

better trained technicians for high-technology industries

in the Oklahoma City area. It also is part of local

economic development effort to attract new high-tech

industries to the city (Long et al., 11186, p.5).

2. One leader in thin effort is Den Mull, president of the

center for Occupational Research and Development (CORD) in

Waco, Texas. CORD (1984) has developed a 2-year course in
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applied science ter junior and senior high school students
that should improve their knowledge of sciense and oath.
Several secondary veciational schools throughout the nation
have adopted this concept and are developing excellent
course material tor this 3year sequence (Lerner, 11167,

n.16).
3. The CORD (11165) Advance TechngLay Core_

is an articulation (Mortal-tic (Our pos ry ran $

for (a) /aser/electro optics, (b) instrument and control,
(c) robotics end automated system courses, and (d) micro

electronics worse.
4. Curriculum 2000, published by the Society of Manufacturing

Engineers is an articulation effort involving secondary
and posts;somdary two and tour year colleges and
artioulated curriculum developsent for manufacturing
engineer educatieft and engineering technology.

Vocational Technical 3-olus-2 Procreq

The vocatioal technical 2-plus-2 progran takes total view
which is foossed en developing advansed skills tor a high technology
occupational area during grades 11 through 14.

Usually tawny members, administrators, and employer
representatives are involved in planning the curriculum and deciding
what will be taught at each grade level (Marmbred and Long, 1986,

p.210). The curriculum arranges tbe study et mathematics, science,
oommunloation, team:logy, and specific: teehnioal skills associated
with the 000upational area under study to reach the pasteg
technicign level et competencies by a step-by-step progression
terminating at the end of grade 14. A career ladder approach Ls
built in which permits student exit at the end ot grades 12, 13, and
14 (Varmbrod 6 Long, 19868 Long et al., 1086).

To achieve this ambitious outoome, vocational technical
02+2" prograns must blend the resources of both the secondary

and postsecondary institutions. ?kis may involve creating a
jointly operated training tacility: writing new, comprehensive,
competencpbased curricula for all 4 years: building strong,
close working relationships amen, participating adainistrators
and falsity; sharing instrusters; maintaining exceptionally
close relationships with local employers: investing substantial
planning time and funding: and creating and managing complex

formal operational and funding structures (Long et al., 11184,

p.6).

Moritontal Articulation

The time-shortened and advance skills articulation program are
called vertical articulation which are designed to help the student
view the multiple level educetional system as a single system. Lang

et al. (1986) specifically identifies one other form of articulation
which should be mentioned briefly.

Koriaontal articulation facilitates the movement of a student

from one campus or program to another of the same type. Currently

this type of articulation effort is negotiated at the postsecondary

level, but can impact directly on secondary/postsecondary



articulation efforts.
If the student participating in

can now move horizontally at the end
flexibility is a major selling point
vertical articulation program at the

Overconino Barriers
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vertical articulation program
of the grade 13, the additional
for initial entry of the
secondary level.

The most common concerns about articulation prograss relate to
staff acceptance, institutional turf concerns, poor internal
comeunication and inadequate promotion (Long et al., 1984).

following review of literature. Stewart and Reiman (1985)
concluded that,

While an inoreasing number of institutions were found to
be corking on articulation agreements, it appears that most
reports described individual efforts rather than information
about establishing articulation agreements. The common
characteristic bond in the reports related to the need to
establish communication so that duplication of efforts oould be
minimised (p.111).
In their study et articulation in vocational agriculture,

Stewart and Neiman (19118) substantiated that even though secondary
and postsecondary vocational programs (agrisulture) teachers have
many mutual perceptions in common, more womunicatien should occur.
Stewart and Heiman recommend that moondary teachers involved in
articulation programs should (a) learn more about postsecondary
e ducation, (b) visit postsecondary programs, (a) teach secondary
students about careers requiring postsecondary preparation, and (d)
refer prospective postsecondary students to the appropriate
institutions. They also recommend that postsecondary teachers
e nhance the articulation effort by promoting oemmunioation with
secondary teachers. ActivIties recommended by Stewart and Neiman
for postsecondary educators to promote artioulation include (a)
appointing secondary teaches" to program adVisowy committees, (b)
vleiting individually with seeendary teachers at their institution,
(c) inviting secondary teachers to visit psetswondary programs, and
(d) developing policy tor awarding college credit tor documented
prior learning.

Imolesentino Interinetitutional Articulation

In study cd secondary-postsecondary articulation conducted
for the National Center for Research in Vocational Education, Long
e t al. (1988) determined the approaches to artioulation and
identified common activities as well as berriers te the prowess.
They identified two of the general models for artioulation programs,
the time shortened and the advance skill, mentioned previously.
Regardless of the model followed, the artioulation programs studied
had the following characteristics in ammons (a) leadership and
commitment must be provided free the top, (b) faculty (secondary and
postsecondary teachers) must be involved early, (c) relationships
must be based on mutual respect and trust, (d) the uutual benefit to
all partners must be ensured, (e) articulation agreements must be in
writing, (f) communication between participants must be open, clear,
and frequent, (g) initial goals must be modest, (h) responsibilities
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must be clearly defined, (i) curricula suet be competency-based, (I),
the focus must be en mutual goals rather than individual/
institutional interests (turt)(Long et al., 15848 cited in Lerner,
1987$ cited Warmbrod I Long, 1584).

Lerner (1187) identifies the following twelve steps tor
consideration in implenenting as articulatiem programs

1. Identify the need tor and benefits t articulating with
other educational institutions in your area.

2. Identify ether educational institmtions that would benefit
from articulating with your Behold or oellege.

3. meet with the chief executive officers (Clog) of these
organizations.

4. Assign someone the responsibility of directing the
articulation effort.

S. Identify the person in the private Woupational school who
can certify transfer students from vocational school
programs.

4. Establish clear communication channels within your
institution and between and among inatitutions.

7. Determine the college or university degree program into
which the private occupational school students can
transfer.

$ . Establish whether the transfer will be granted on
course-bpoourse basis or on the blanket eeneept.

S. Develop written articulation agreenents for execution at
the institutional level and between program departments.

10. Begin by selecting one or two program areas that appear
amenable, where faculty members have established
relationships, and that have partioular need for
articulation. Once these program areas are swoessfully
articulated and the benefits made visible, use these
successes to get other essupatiosal departsents involved.

11. Establish contest person r department at each school
involved in the agreement.

12. Provide seeretarial support for artioulation coordinator
and Eaoulty to aid their eeordiaation, planning, and
currioula development.

13. Establish system for wirtifying student competencies or
educational awooplishments two the artioulated courses.

14. Publicise the artioulation arrangements and programs to
students, parents, employers, an eemmunity offiCals
(pp.18-11).

MOUE
Successful artiaulation programs are Moused en improved

mopeunioation among persons at the secondary and postsecondary
levels, and those policies and practices which facilitate student
progress. because of their close relationship to students on both
levels, teachers are key personnel in a process. Improved
articulation is cooperative effort which must involve counselor
and administrators at both levels. The moons and extent to which
any articulation program is neeotiated involves credit or
recognition for prior experiences at the secondary level.

Parnell (1985) offers seven specific recoomendations for
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developing cooperative efforts.
1. All students need a student centered curriculum. Th-

barriers to achieving excellence for 111 students suet be
identified and removed.

2. Unfocused learning will not produce excellence.
tducational programs must provide the necessary structur
and sUbstance.

3. students must be able to view the educational system as
providing a single, oeberent program.

4. Students met see and feel a connectedness between what
they do and the larger whole between education and the
rest of the real world.

S. Students must experience or be able to envision a
continuity in learning between one institution and
another.

6. Secondary level vocational education curriculum must aim
at preparing students tor broad career areas rather than
for specific jobs.

7. Students must see the value in and necessity to develop
the competencies for continuing their learning throughout
a lifetime as mans of avoiding obsolescence (cited in
Shapiro, 1966).

There is no single articulation program whieh will satisfy all
situations. Open, student focused communication is the key to
successful articulation. If articulation progress are not developed
between secondary and postesoondary institutions, every one loses.
vocational education progress at the seoendary level may be placed
at risk and the postsecondary program fall to develop the necessary
feeder programs at the secondary level. Ultisately the students
themselves have the most to lose. Articulation programs appear to
be the key to suceess. Sy making postesoondary training programs
meaningful, attainable, and more attraetive to students
articulation can help keep future technicians fres seeking their
initial postsecondary training --and employment --outside the local
area.
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ATTACHMENT F

Handouts from Frank Zenobia



ZENOBIA di ASSOCIATES
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY GROUP (ATG1

WORLD CLASS MANUFACTURING
MP&CS 01P CIM MP OA/TO/MIS

Manufacturing
Planning &
Control
Systems

Operational
Improvement
Processes

Computer
integrated
Manufacturing

Strategic
Business
Planning

Office
Automation
Telecom-
munications

-14RF II

-Just-in-Time
(JIT)

-Total Quality
Control (TOC)

-Synchronized
Mfg Optimized
Prod. Tech
(OPT)

- Distribution/
Requirements

- Logistics
Planning

- Procurement/
Supply Line
Mgmt

-Preventative
Maintenance

- Optimization
& Simulation

- Decision
Support
Systems

-Order Entry

- Financial Sys./
integrated to
MRP II

- Forecasting
Modeling

AS/RS
UPI

-Material
Handling Flow
Conventional-
Automated

-Work Cell
Flow & Control
Concepts

-Factory
Automation

*Facility Layout
& Flow

*Re-industrial-
Ization Program
Management

*New Plant
Design

'Facilities
Management

*Consolidations
& Rearrangements

*Conventional
Cost Reduction
Programs

- CAD
Computer Aided
Design

- CAM
Computer Aided
Manufacturing

-GT
Group
Technology

-CAPP
Computer Aided
Process Planning

-FOP
Factory of the
Future

-CIM-MRP IWIT
integration

-Strategic
Planning &
Consulting

*Strategic
Business Planning

*Strategic
Manufacturing
Planning

*Human Resource
& Organization
Planning

-Office
Automation

-Telecom-
munications

-MIS Planning

*Software

*Hardware

*Communications

11040 'W. Bruemourt1Xi1, Suite 214, Mitwagge, WI 53226 (414) 475.7771
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ATTACHMENT G

Group Assignments and
Discussion Questions
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C1M Conference
June 6-7, 1990

SMALL GROUP WORKSHEET - MORNING SESSION

Group Participants:

Group Leader:

1. CIM Components

2. CIM Competencies



3. What articulation linkages are needed:

A. With other schools/districts

B . Business and Industry
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Mary Franson , Group Leader #1

Virgil Noordyk
Gene Koshak
Terry Tower
Larry Haller
David Stinnett
Ken Mills

Fred Skeeba, Group Leader #4

David North
Gordon Haag
Marcel Mildbrandt
Al Miller
Dennis Leonard

Merlin Gentz, Group Leader #2

Jon Stevenson
Jim Tucker
Ed hick
Chuck Oestreich
Walt Peters
Mark Durkee

Ed hick, Group Leader #3

Levin
Rober!tlr
John Ross
Steven Skowronski
Al Hiles
Bill Bullcch

Gary Leonard, Group Leader #5

Mike W. Bird
Steve Prahl
Dave Peterson
Al Pitts
Robert Zuleger
Ray Price
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C1M Conference
June 6-7, 1990

SMALL GROUP WORKSHEET - AFTERNOON SESSION

Group Participants:

Group Leader:

1. CIM Mission/Position Statement

2. Curriculum Needs



3. Future direction of CIM for Wisconsin
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John Ross, Group Loader fl

Gene Koshak
Jon Stevenson
Mark Durkee
Fred Skeeba
Dennis Leonard
Robert Zuleger

Ken Mills, Group Leader #3

Larry Haller
Ed Falck
Steven Skowronski
Gordon Haag
Mike W. Bird

Virgil Noordyk, Group Leader #5

Walt Peters
Kevin Lipsky
Bill Bulloch
Al Miller
Dave Peterson
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Al Pitts, Group Leader #2

Terry Tower
Jim Tucker
Robert Housner
David North
Gary Leonard
Ray Price

Merlin Gentz, Group Leader #4

David Stinnett
Chuck Oestreich
Al Hiles
Marcel Mildbrandt
Steve Prahl



ATTACHMENT H

Certificate of Completion
&

Evaluation Form
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CIM Conference

Certificate of Completion
This is to certify that

Cim Participant

Participated in the CIM Conference at UW-Stout, on June 64, 1990

Bruce Siebold, Dean, School of Industry & Technology

Howard Lee, Project Director

A pro.* sponsored by die Wisconsin Star Board of Vocational, UMW sod Adult Bdocation and dts
University of Wieoonsin-Stout, Canter bx Vomited. UMW tad Adak Mud=



CIM Conference
June 6-7, 1990

Evaluation Form

Dimakms Please respond to the following items based on your experience in this workshop.
Use the following response&

1 us P = Poor
2 im BA = Below Average
3 = A = Average
4 = AA = Above Average
5 = E = Excellent

Evaluation
Presentations/Sessions/Resources P BA A AA E

1 2 3 4 5

1. CIM - An Industrial Application - Don Manor 1 2 3 4 5

2. Technical College Presentation

Chippewa Valley 1 2 3 4 5

Fox Valley Technical College 1 2 3 4 5

Gateway Technical College 1 2 3 4 5

Lakeshore Technical College 1 2 3 4 5

Milwaukee Area Technical College 1 2 3 4 5

Northcentral Technical College 1 2 3 4 5

Western Wisconsin Technical College 1 2 3 4 5

3. CIM at Stout - Bob Meyer 1 2 3 4 5

4. Future of CIM - Frank Cenovia 1 2 3 4 5

5. Small Group Discussion
A. CIM competencies, components & articulation 1 2 3 4 5

B. CIM mission, curriculum needs & future of CIM 1 2 3 4 5

C. Small group presentation 1 2 3 4 5

6. What did you like best about the workshop?

7. What could be improved?

1 G5



DISAP, Version 2.0, RSTS V9.7-08 CVTAZ-SRUTUS. Program: D18101
Center for Vocational Technical and Adult Zducation
Group numbers based on the PRIMARY group for this analysis
Analysis on 22-7Un-90 at 01:05 PM. Data from file: CIM90
Survey unalysis of response to 13 questions, by'30 people
11111111.11111111111111111111111111111111111

Question: 1

Page: 1

Cia - An Industrial Application - Don Manor
(1)=Poor, (2)=1elow Average, (3)=Avorage, (4)-Above Average, (5)=Zxcellent

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

0 4.07 4.69

--- Stand Dim ---
Omit No Omit
2.47 0.62

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.13 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.13 0.67 People

4 0 0 2 4 20

Question: 2

--- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 4.53 4.85 5.18 0.63

Technical College Presentation - Chippewa Valley Technical College
(1)=Poor, (2)=Solow Average, (3)=Average, (4)=Above Average, (5)=Zxcellent

Group---- Mean ----
Omit No Omit

0 3.77 4.04

--- Stand Dev NUmber Quartile
Omit No Omit People Chocks First Median Third IQR
1.65 0.74 30 30 3.50 4.04 4.63 1.13

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.07 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.43 0.27 People

2 0 0 7 13 8

matimilmemmumm

Question: 3

Technical College Presentation - Fox Valley Technical College
(1)=Poor, (2)=Selow Average, (3)=Average, (4)=Above Avrage, (5)=Zxcellent

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

0 4.40 4.71

I= I=- Stand Dov NUmber Quartile
Omit No Omit People Chocks First Median Third IQR
1.78 0.46 30 30 4.38 4.80 5.15 0.78

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.67 People

2 0 0 0 8 20
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DISAP, Vrsion 2.0, RSV; V9.7-08 CVTAZ-SRUTUS. Program: DES101
Center for Vocational Technical and Adult Education
Group numbers' based on the PRIMARY group for this analysis
Analysis on 22-JUn-90 at 01:05 PM. Data from file: CIM90
Survey analysis of response to 13 questions, by 30 people
11111111111EMMIMIONIMUNEMII

Question: 4

Page: 2

Technical College Presentation - Gateway Technical College
(1)-Poor, (2)-Selow Average, (3)41verago, (4)1mAbove Average, (5)-Excellent

Group ---- Man --
Omit No Omit

0 3.60 3.72

- -- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit
1.36 0.96

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.03 0.00 0.07 0.40 0.23 0.27 People

1 0 2 12 7 8

VIIMMOMMOOMMOIRMIUM

Question: 5
YOSOMMIROMMUMMUM

- -- Number Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 2.94 3.57 4.59 1.66

Technical College Presentation - Lakeshore Technical College
(1)-Poor, (2)-Bolow Average, (3)IRAverage, (4)-Above Average, (5)-Excellent

Group ---- Mean --- Stand Dev --- Number --- Quartile
Omit No Omit Omit No Omit People Checks First Median Third IQR

0 3.73 4.00 1.65 0.77 30 30 3.38 4.00 4.63 1.25

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.07 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.40 0.27 People

2 0 0 8 12 8

1111851111111MOMMIIMIIIIIIIIN

Question: 6
MOOMMWOOMMIUMM!

Technical College Presentation - Milwaukee Area Technical College
(1)=Poor, (2)-Bolow Average, (3)1Average, (4)-Above Average, (5)-Excellent

Group ---- Moan --
Omit No Omit

0 4.17 4.31

- -- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit
1.30 0.66

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.03 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.47 0.40 People

1 0 0 3 14 12

- -- Number Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 3.80 4.32 4.90 1.09



DISAP, Version 2.0, RSV' V9.7-08 CVTAI-SRUTUS. Program: DES101
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Group numbers based on the PRIMARY group for this analysis
Analysis on 22-JUn-90 at 01:05 PM. Data from file: CIM90
Survey analysis of response to 13 questions, by 30 people

Question: 7

Page: 3

Technical College Presentation - Northcentral Technical College
(1)=Poor, (2)=Below Average, (3)=Average, (4)=Above Amerage, (5)=Excellent

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

0 4.13 4.28

--- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit
1.26 0.59

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.03 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.57 0.33 People

1 0 0 2 17 10

MONIIMIMMIMMOOMM

Question: 8

NUmber Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 3.81 4.24 4.78 0.97

Technical College Presentation - Western Technical College
DID NOT PRESENT

NOTICE: Item responses consist of 100% OMITS
No data will be printed.

immumummilimmin

Question: 9
immilmmummins.

CIM at Stout - Sob Meyer
(1)=Poor, (2)=Below Average, (3)=Average, (4)=Above Average, (5)8/Excellent

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

--- Stand Dm, ---
Omit No Omit

0 3.70 3.96 1.67 0.84

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.07 0.00 0.03 0.23 0.40 0.27 People

2 0 1 7 12 8

SOMMISMEMMINOMMM

Question: 10
MOBOOMMOMMIRMVOSM

--- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 3.36 4.00 4.63 1.27

future of CIM - Frank Zenobia
(1)=Poor, (2)=Below Average, (3)=Average,

Group ---- Mean ----
Omit No Omit

--- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit

0 4.57 4.57 0.57 0.57

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.37 0.60 People

0 0 0 1 11 18

(4)=Above Average, (5)=Excellent

--- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 4.09 4.67 5.08 0.99
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Group numbers based on the PRIMARY group for this analysis
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Question: 11

Page: 4

Small Group Discussion - CIM competencies, components & articulation
(1)-Poor, (2)-Below Average, (3)Average, (4)=Above Average, (5)-Excellont

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

0 4.13 4.28

- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit
1.32 0.70

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.03 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.43 0.40 People

1 0 0 4 13 12

VIIIIIMMUIMMM-1111M-

Question: 12
SIMMWMIUMMIMMORM

- -- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 3.75 4.31 4.90 1.15

Small Group Discussion - CIM mission, curriculum needs G future of CIM
(1)-Poor, (2)-Below Average, (3)-Average, (4)-Above Average, (5)-Excellent

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

0 4.37 4.37

- Stand Dev ---
Omit No Omit
0.61 0.61

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.50 0.43 People

0 0 0 2 15 13

-MMIll1211-MOSSMOSM-

Question: 13
minimmimmemaimm

- -- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 3.87 4.37 4.92 1.06

Small Group Discussion - Small group presentation
(1)-Poor, (2)-Below Average, (3)-Average, (4)=Above Average, (5)-Excellont

Group ---- Mean --
Omit No Omit

0 4.20 4.34

- Stand Dov ---
Omit No Omit
1.29 0.61

Omit 1 2 3 4 5
0.03 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.50 0.40 People

1 0 0 2 15 12

- -- Number --- Quartile
People Checks First Median Third IQR

30 30 3.85 4.33 4.90 1.05
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CIM Conference
June 6-7, 1990

Evaluation Results

6. What did you like best about the workshop?

The opportunity for administrators and instructors from DPI, VTAE and the University to
discuss CIM.
Depth of discussion.
Sharing of information and insight into other districts and schools.
Discussion level.
Good exchange with secondary.
Too much to mention.
Common interest and direction of programs.
The fact that secondary schools were included.
Sharing, networking.
The ability to interact with technical school instructors.
Bob Meyer and Frank Zenobia
Open communication, good exchange of information, excellent spirit among participants,
good management and planning. Kudo's to Howard Lee, Tim Mero, Orville Nelson.
Small groups.
Quality of presentations, networking with other schools.
Getting together.
The culninawn of a statewide initiative wu the highlight-we now will be able to move
ahead.
I believe something significant will be a result of the conference. Good job!
Sharing.
Seeing what is happening in other districts and in the industry today. The small woup
discussions were also great!
Group interaction, small group discussions.
Helping the VTAE to get together and give direction to CIM.
Interaction and sharing of experience:, etc., by all members of the conference.
Bringing in resolute: like Don Manor and Prank Zenobia.
All tine levels meet together.
Everyone on all levels had input. Hiked this. Also we had direction and I feel some
committees will be develo* and some prowess will be made for all tech. ed. programs in
am.
Just to have the opportunity to be involved wu most worthwhile. Good start on
communications.
Technical college presentations gave a good picture of CIM. Small groups with secondary
and postsecondary were very good.
This was a very worthwhile workshop! Good organization and excellent food and
accommodations.
Very good workshop. Thanks!



Evaluation Results Continued

7. What could be unproved?

Condnue the effort.
Articulation and sharing of information between secondary schools and tech schools.
Continue this service.
What needs to be done to successfully integrate this.
Better pictures on the Stout presentation.
Day was too long.
Better mom
Include business leaders in future meetings to get their guidance/approval on what we are
doing.
Nmd follow-up to implement recommendations.
I think a "study group" meeting, at the "buck," (informal get-together), could do more to
break down the birders and create friendships, than some meetings could. I would suggest
it be done at the end of the first day.
Probably the best individual objective conference attended - information - education and
direction.
Continue the good work. I am pleased I was here and feel it was very worthwhile.
It was all very good.
If possible, more time for presenters, such as Frank and Don.
Some of the reports could be a little shorter, especially the first day, because of the long
drive.
Communications to share, "do not redevelop the wheel." Involve other school.), DPI.
Expand DPI/VTAE articuladon
It was embarrassing to see the -Stout person have poor transparencies and slides in
backwards!
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